










PUBLISHER NOTES

I

Dear Reader,

B ali, with its white and black sand beaches, emerald rice 
terraces and some of the world’s best spa hotels, has been 
crowned the world’s favourite destination. Many travellers 
have praised the island that for many embodies exoticism, 

dripping in lush vegetation and soaked with a spirituality that is as easy 
to stumble upon as the delicate offerings made of petals placed on its 
pavements each morning.

To ensure you have a memorable stay on the Island of the Gods, 
Beautiful Bali presents a carefully curated selection of fine hotels 
and resorts, luxury villas, restaurants, spas, wedding destinations, 
entertainment, shopping and after-hours spots for your enjoyment. The 
Fantastic BCA Offers in this convenient guide are sure to make your Bali 
getaway even more special.

This handy guide provides plenty of accommodation choices, ranging 
from resorts to villas, with outstanding service and facilities such as world-
class dining, personal butlers and spa sanctuaries. Choose venues close 
to the island’s bustling shopping, entertainment and night life, or visit 
somewhere quiet and secluded on a clifftop or white sandy beach.

In addition to the luxurious accommodations, Beautiful Bali also covers 
the island’s most popular dining and drinking spots. Whatever dining 
you are looking for, you will find it in Beautiful Bali, from vibrant beach 
clubs to elegant restaurants, casual venues and romantic spots. After all 
the eating and drinking, don’t forget to enjoy some well-deserved time 
in one of Bali’s famed spas.

Beautiful Bali also provides great deals for everyone looking to hold a 
stunning wedding on this tropical island. From lush verdant gardens to 
incredible chapels, glamorous ballrooms, sophisticated clifftop venues 
and gorgeous beach settings, find them all here.

Stay up to date on the go and download the Beautiful Bali mobile app 
for iOS and Android, or visit us at www.bca.co.id/creditcard or 
www.beautiful-bali.com.

We wish you a memorable visit to Bali and hope you enjoy BCA’s 
Fantastic Offers!

Om Shanti Shanti Shanti Om,
Exquisite Media Team
www.exquisite-media.co.id
www.beautiful-bali.com
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LISTING IN ORDER OF APPEAR ANCE

• HOTELS & RESORTS

ALAYA RESORT UBUD (98)
ALILA MANGGIS (128)
ALILA SEMINYAK (62)
ALILA UBUD (100)
ANANTARA SEMINYAK BALI RESORT (64)
ANDAZ BALI (90)
AYANA RESORT AND SPA, BALI (36)
BEEHOUSE DIJIWA UBUD (102)
BLUE KARMA DIJIWA SEMINYAK (66)
BLUE KARMA DIJIWA UBUD (104)
COMO SHAMBHALA ESTATE (108)
COMO UMA CANGGU (82)
COMO UMA UBUD (106)
COURTYARD BY MARRIOTT BALI SEMINYAK 
RESORT (68)
DOUBLE-SIX LUXURY HOTEL - SEMINYAK (70)
EASTIN ASTHA RESORT CANGGU (84)
FAIRFIELD BY MARRIOTT BALI KUTA SUNSET ROAD (46)
FOUR POINTS BY SHERATON BALI, UNGASAN (42)
GRAND HYATT BALI (20)
GRAND ISTANA RAMA HOTEL (48)
GRIYA SANTRIAN (92)
HILTON GARDEN INN BALI NGURAH RAI AIRPORT (50)
HOTEL INDIGO BALI SEMINYAK BEACH (72)
HOTEL TUGU BALI (86)
HOTEL TUGU LOMBOK (134)
KAMANDALU UBUD (110)
MAMAKA BY OVOLO (52)
MAYA SANUR RESORT & SPA (94)
MAYA UBUD RESORT & SPA (112)
MELIÁ BALI (22)
MERUSAKA (24)
MÖVENPICK RESORT & SPA JIMBARAN BALI (38)
NUSA DUA BEACH HOTEL & SPA (26)
OSSOTEL (58)
PADMA RESORT LEGIAN (60)
PADMA RESORT UBUD (114)
PLATARAN CANGGU BALI RESORT & SPA (88)
PLATARAN MENJANGAN RESORT & SPA (132)
PLATARAN UBUD HOTEL & SPA (116)
PURI SANTRIAN (96)
RENAISSANCE BALI ULUWATU RESORT & SPA (44)
RIMBA JIMBARAN BALI BY AYANA (40)
RUMAH LUWIH (124)
SEED RESORT (136)
SOFITEL BALI NUSA DUA BEACH RESORT (28)
THE 1O1 BALI FONTANA SEMINYAK (74)
THE ANVAYA BEACH RESORT BALI (54)

THE HAVEN BALI SEMINYAK (76)
THE LAGUNA, A LUXURY COLLECTION RESORT & 
SPA, NUSA DUA, BALI (30)
THE SEMINYAK BEACH RESORT & SPA (78)
THE ST. REGIS BALI RESORT (32)
THE UBUD VILLAGE RESORT & SPA (118)
THE WESTIN RESORT & SPA UBUD, BALI (120)
THE WESTIN RESORT NUSA DUA, BALI (34)
W BALI - SEMINYAK (80)
WAKAGANGGA (126)
WAPA DI UME SIDEMEN (130)
WAPA DI UME UBUD (122)
WYNDHAM GARDEN KUTA BEACH BALI (56)
 
• LUXURY VILLAS

AGRANUSA SIGNATURE VILLA BALI BY DANAPATI (142)
ALAYA DEDAUN KUTA (154)
ALILA VILLAS ULUWATU (148)
AMARTERRA VILLAS BALI NUSA DUA (144)
KARMA KANDARA (150)
PEPPERS SEMINYAK (156)
SAMSARA UBUD (164)
THE EDGE (152)
THE PARI SUDHA (166)
THE ROYAL SANTRIAN LUXURY BEACH VILLAS (146)
THE SAMAYA SEMINYAK (158)
THE SAMAYA UBUD (168)
VILLA AIR BOUTIQUE RESORT & SPA (160)
VILLA KAYU RAJA (162)
 
• DINING

ALL SPICE RESTAURANT (179)
ANARASA-BARA ROBATA GRILL & RESTAURANT (180)
ARENA PUB & RESTAURANT (216)
AYUNG TERRACE (220)
BALI BAKERY PATISSERIE & CAFÉ (188)
BEACH BAR AT ALILA SEMINYAK (195)
BEBEK TIMBUNGAN (187)
BIKU RESTAURANT (196)
BLACK SAND BREWERY (210)
BOY'N'COW MEAT BOUTIQUE (198)
BREEZE AT THE SAMAYA (197)
CAFÉ DEL MAR BALI (211)
COMO BEACH CLUB (212)
CUCINA (174)
DINING AT PLATARAN AT CANGGU (213)
DONBIU RESTAURANT (192)
FALAFEL TEMPLE (214)
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LISTING IN ORDER OF APPEAR ANCE

FIRE (200)
GLOW (221)
JI RESTAURANT BALI (215)
KARMA BEACH BALI (183)
KOPI PETANI (175)
MAURI RESTAURANT (201)
MOONLITE KITCHEN AND BAR (202)
MOZAIC RESTAURANT GASTRONOMIQUE (222)
PETANI RESTAURANT (223)
PETULU RESTAURANT (224)
PORTABELLA BISTRO (203)
ROMEOS BAR & GRILLERY (193)
ROOSTERFISH BEACH CLUB (184)
SAMUDERA RESTAURANT (190)
SANJE RESTAURANT & LOUNGE (204)
SATERIA BEACHSIDE RESTAURANT (176)
SEASALT (205)
SEMINYAK KITCHEN (206)
SORRENTO SPANISH RESTAURANT (177)
STARFISH BEACH LOUNGE (217)
STARFISH BLOO (207)
SUNDARA (181)
SUNNY16 CAFÉ (208)
SUNSET CABANA BAR (185)
SUNSET ON SEMINYAK (S.O.S) (209)
SWEPT AWAY RESTAURANT (225)
TALL TREES (226)
TENKAI JAPANESE RESTAURANT (194)
TEPPANYAKI CORNER (191)
TERAS UBUD (227)
THE OCTAGON OCEAN CLUB (230)
THE PUHU RESTAURANT (228)
THE WARUNG (186)
TOYA BEACH BAR & GRILL (178)
UMA CUCINA (229)
WANAKU CHINESE RESTAURANT (182)
WANTILAN RESTAURANT (218)
WOK WOK (219)

• AFTER HOURS

SUGARSAND (232)
THE POOL CAFÉ & BAR (234)
WOOBAR (233)
 
• SPA & WELLNESS 

ARKIPELA SPA (241)
AWAY® SPA (246)

COMO SHAMBHALA RETREAT (251)
COMO SHAMBHALA RETREAT (252)
COMO SHAMBHALA RETREAT (253)
DALA SPA (254)
FOREST SPA (255)
HEAVENLY SPA BY WESTIN (238)
HEAVENLY SPA BY WESTIN (256)
KAHYANGAN SPA (247)
KARMA SPA (243)
PURIVA AESTHETIC & LIFESTYLE CLINIC (244)
SOSPA (239)
SPA AIR BALI (249)
SPA ALILA (248)
THE HEALING VILLAGE SPA (242)
THE SACRED RIVER SPA (257)
THE SPA (245)
THE SPA (258)
YHI SPA (240)
ZANTI THE RETREAT (250)
 
• WEDDINGS 

WEDDINGS AT ALILA VILLAS ULUWATU (263)
WEDDINGS AT KAMANDALU UBUD (268)
WEDDINGS AT KARMA KANDARA (264)
WEDDINGS AT PLATARAN CANGGU BALI
RESORT & SPA (267)
WEDDINGS AT RENAISSANCE BALI ULUWATU 
RESORT & SPA (265)
WEDDINGS AT RUMAH LUWIH (270)
WEDDINGS AT SAMSARA UBUD (269)
WEDDINGS AT THE ROYAL SANTRIAN LUXURY 
BEACH VILLAS (262)
WEDDINGS AT THE SEMINYAK BEACH RESORT & 
SPA (266)
 
• ENTERTAINMENT 

ALAS HARUM AGRO TOURISM (272)
BALI NATIONAL GOLF CLUB (273)
BALI NUSA DUA THEATRE (274)
SECRET GARDEN VILLAGE (275)
WAKALANDCRUISE (276)
WAKASAILING (277)
WATERBOM BALI (278)
 
• SHOPPING 

SENSATIA BOTANICALS (280)

IV
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ALILA VILLAS ULUWATU (148)
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LISTING IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER

PLATARAN CANGGU BALI RESORT & SPA (88)
PLATARAN MENJANGAN RESORT & SPA (132)
PLATARAN UBUD HOTEL & SPA (116)
PORTABELLA BISTRO (203)
PURI SANTRIAN (96)
PURIVA AESTHETIC & LIFESTYLE CLINIC (244)

R
RENAISSANCE BALI ULUWATU RESORT & SPA (44)
RIMBA JIMBARAN BALI BY AYANA (40)
ROMEOS BAR & GRILLERY (193)
ROOSTERFISH BEACH CLUB (184)
RUMAH LUWIH (124)

S
SAMSARA UBUD (164)
SAMUDERA RESTAURANT (190)
SANJE RESTAURANT & LOUNGE (204)
SATERIA BEACHSIDE RESTAURANT (176)
SEASALT (205)
SECRET GARDEN VILLAGE (275)
SEED RESORT (136)
SEMINYAK KITCHEN (206)
SENSATIA BOTANICALS (280)
SOFITEL BALI NUSA DUA BEACH RESORT (28)
SORRENTO SPANISH RESTAURANT (177)
SOSPA (239)
SPA ALILA (248)
SPA AIR BALI (249)
STARFISH BEACH LOUNGE (217)
STARFISH BLOO (207)
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THE EDGE (152)
THE HAVEN BALI SEMINYAK (76)
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THE LAGUNA, A LUXURY COLLECTION RESORT & 
SPA, NUSA DUA, BALI (30)
THE OCTAGON OCEAN CLUB (230)
THE PARI SUDHA (166)
THE POOL CAFÉ & BAR (234)
THE PUHU RESTAURANT (228)

THE ROYAL SANTRIAN LUXURY BEACH VILLAS (146)
THE SACRED RIVER SPA (257)
THE SAMAYA SEMINYAK (158)
THE SAMAYA UBUD (168)
THE SEMINYAK BEACH RESORT & SPA (78)
THE SPA (245)
THE SPA (258)
THE ST. REGIS BALI RESORT (32)
THE UBUD VILLAGE RESORT & SPA (118)
THE WARUNG (186)
THE WESTIN RESORT & SPA UBUD, BALI (120)
THE WESTIN RESORT NUSA DUA, BALI (34)
TOYA BEACH BAR & GRILL (178)
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EXQUISITE MEDIA is a media group focusing on the Affluent, Luxury & High-End Market. Established in 2010, 
we have NINE successful ONLINE & PRINT publications, Websites, Applications, and Events as follows: ASIA 
DREAMS, a Quarterly High-End Lifestyle, Travel & Property magazine. Asia Dreams is written for an affluent, 
international audience with a strong focus in the Asia-Pacific region (www.asiadreams.com). BEAUTIFUL 
BALI, an annual program for Bank Central Asia (BCA) that provides exclusive privileges for BCA’s Affluent 
Credit Cardholders across more than 220 selected merchants in Bali (www.beautiful-bali.com). EXQUISITE 
TASTE, a Quarterly High-End Gourmet, Food & Wine magazine featuring the Best Restaurants and profiles of 
the Best Chefs in the region, and the leading F&B publication in the Asia-Pacific region (www.exquisite-taste-
magazine.com). EXQUISITE REAL ESTATE is your go-to property agent with trusted and skilled realtors 
ready to help find your dream home. (www.exquisite-realestate.com). CELEBRATE INDONESIA, exclusive 
privileges for AMERICAN EXPRESS cardholders for Restaurants, Shopping, Spa & Wellness Centres, as well 
as Activities and the After-Hours scene in Indonesia’s growing cities of Jakarta, Bandung, Yogyakarta and 
Surabaya (www.celebrate-indonesia.com). DREAM & DINE, an annual online guide presenting the best 
hotel, resort and dining options in Jakarta, Bali and Surabaya with exclusive privileges for BANK DANAMON 
customers across more than 73 selected merchants (www.dreamndine.com). JELAJAH INDONESIA by BRI, 
an annual unrivalled privilege program for BRI Cardholders featuring more than 360 Hotels, Restaurants and 
Spas from seven of Indonesia’s big cities: Jakarta, Bandung, Bali, Surabaya, Semarang, Medan and Makassar 
(www.jelajah-indonesia.co.id). TERRASSE Magazine by BRI, a quarterly High-End Banking, Lifestyle & Travel 
Magazine for BRI (Bank Rakyat Indonesia) priority customers across Indonesia. FIRST YOU Magazine by BANK 
MEGA, a quarterly print and online High-End Banking, Lifestyle & Travel Magazine for BANK MEGA priority 
customers across Indonesia. EXQUISITE MEDIA AWARDS, appreciation for the best of the best hotels and 
spas, restaurants, bars and after-dinner nightlife spots in Jakarta and Bali. The awards are given at exclusive 
prestigious events in the two cities, attended by VIPs and the movers and shakers of the industry.
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GUIDE TO BEAUTIFUL BALI

IMPORTANT NOTES

•	 For	hotel	and	villa	bookings,	please	call	or	email	the	merchant	directly	to	
confirm that you receive the BCA Cardholder special rate.

•	 Discounts	and	benefits	listed	in	Beautiful	Bali	are	valid	from
 1st June 2021 – 31st May 2022.
•	 Rates	are	subject	to	change	without	prior	notice.

RESERVATIONS

Since we are featuring popular hotels, villas, restaurants, bars and spas, 
reservations are highly recommended, especially on weekends, public 
holidays and during high season.

EXCLUSIONS

Unless otherwise stated, as declared by respective merchants deals are 
not valid for alcoholic beverages, do not apply for compound transactions, 
split bills or separate tables and may have blackout dates - usually on 
national or public holidays.

LISTED IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER PER SECTION

1. Hotels & Resorts
2. Luxury Villas
3. Dining
4. After Hours

5. Spa & Wellness
6. Weddings
7. Entertainment
8. Shopping

Disclaimer: All information in this guide is correct at the time Beautiful Bali is published 
and within the validity period of each merchant’s partnership agreement. Menus and 
key personnel may change, and hotels, villas, restaurants, bars and spas may undergo 
changes, renovations, revamps, re-conceptualization, or any other alterations.

VII

DISCOUNTS & BENEFITS ARE VALID FOR ANY OF THE FOLLOWING 
BCA CREDIT CARD:

BCA Card Platinum BCA JCB Black BCA Mastercard BlackBCA Visa Black

BCA Singapore Airlines 
Visa KrisFlyer Signature

BCA Singapore Airlines 
Visa KrisFlyer Infinite

BCA Singapore Airlines 
Visa PPS Club Infinite

BCA American Express Platinum

BCA Mastercard World
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HOTELS & RESORTS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"Combining a warm Balinese touch with utter grandness"

Nusa Dua Tourism Complex
Bali 80363, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361771234
E: balgh-guest_services@hyatt.com
www.grandhyattbali.com

GRAND HYATT BALI

S prawling across 17.3 hectares of 
tropical garden in the manicured 
area of Nusa Dua, Grand Hyatt 
Bali offers 636 guest rooms, 

including a selection of suites and villas. 
Some of the highlighted suites are 
Grand Executive suites, and the all-time 
favourites, Grand Club Executive suites 
and Ambassador suites. Guests who 
are looking for infinite privacy can opt 
for Grand Hyatt Bali’s two-bedroom 
Villa Beratan or three-bedroom Villa 
Tamblingan, each comes with its own 
private pool to enjoy. Speaking of 
swimming pools, the resort boasts five 

swimming pools, including the River Pool 
with two water slides, the adult-only 
pool at The Bay Club, and the lagoon-
style main pool. On the F&B front, Grand 
Hyatt Bali offers eight dining and drinking 
outlets, such as Balinese-style Pasar 
Senggol, Japanese restaurant Nampu, 
Italian dining destination Salsa Verde, 
and more. Other facilities on offer at the 
resort include the lush Kriya Spa, The Bay 
Club Fitness and Health Center, three 
tennis courts, water sports facilities, Kids’ 
Club, 24 meeting rooms, and The Grand 
Ballroom at 1,202sqm. 

10% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE
- COMPLIMENTARY SPA TREATMENT WITH MINIMUM 3-NIGHT STAY 

FOR 2 PERSONS

25% OFF SPA TREATMENTS AT KRIYA SPA

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

NUSA DUA
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HOTELS & RESORTS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"Balinese excellence in the heart of Nusa Dua"

Nusa Dua Tourism Complex
Bali 80363, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361771510
E: reservation.meliabali@melia.com
www.meliabali.com

MELIÁ BALI

S et in lush seclusion on Bali’s 
southern coast, in 24 acres of 
tropical gardens, Meliá Bali invites 
guests to immerse in the exotic 

heart and soul of Bali. Everything from the 
vast tropical gardens to the thatched-roof 
buildings and meandering lagoon-style 
pool evoke the ambiance of the sanctuary 
and the essence of Bali. Comprising 494 
beautifully appointed rooms, suites and 
private villas, the five-star resort caters 

to travellers of all ages. Equipped with 
five-star amenities and facilities, there is 
a smorgasbord of experiences to enjoy, 
from great dining outlets to water sports 
to make your holiday a memorable one. 
For the ultimate relaxation, the beachfront 
resort is home to YHI Spa, which offers 
rejuvenation for the inner self and outer 
body. Meanwhile, the all-inclusive services 
ensure guests have a worry-free holiday 
on the beautiful island of Bali.

30% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- COMPLIMENTARY RESORT CREDIT IDR250,000
- COMPLIMENTARY STAY FOR KIDS
- COMPLIMENTARY NON-MOTORIZED WATERSPORTS
- COMPLIMENTARY USE OF SPORT COURTS
- RESORT ACTIVITIES AND FREE ACCESS TO KIDS CLUB

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS AND SPECIAL EVENTS

NUSA DUA
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HOTELS & RESORTS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"A resort inspired by Bali’s timeless cultural heritage"

Nusa Dua Tourism Complex
Bali 80363, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3612002900
E: hello.merusaka@meruhotels.com
www.merusaka.meruhotels.com

MERUSAKA

J ust 12km from Ngurah Rai International 
Airport, MERUSAKA’s design is inspired 
by Bali’s timeless cultural heritage. 
From the rooms to the lobby, which  

        is fashioned over a traditional Balinese 
rice barn, the hotel combines local arts 
and culture to showcase the charm of 
Balinese traditions. The 455 stunning 
rooms, suites and villas all emulate the 
island’s vibrant culture. The Deluxe rooms 
are designed with a combination of 
Balinese elements and contemporary 
design, while the Deluxe Pool Access 
rooms offer direct access to a communal 
swimming pool from their terrace. The 
suites, meanwhile, resemble a private 

residence and offer comfort and a touch 
of luxury, complemented by 24-hour butler 
service. Guests who desire exclusivity and 
privacy can choose the villas, designed to 
provide a sense of serenity by combining 
natural beauty with contemporary design. 
Each villa has its own swimming pool, 
which is also connected to the river pool, 
giving its own charm. In addition to the 
strategic location and a variety of room 
choices, MERUSAKA also has a three-
tiered swimming pool, a beach pool with 
spring board, children’s swimming pools, 
Kids Club, spa and fitness centre, seven 
function rooms and five restaurants serving 
Indonesian to international food.

20% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

15% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

NUSA DUA
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HOTELS & RESORTS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"A luxurious getaway with a 200-metre long white sandy 
beach, lush gardens and sun-drenched shores"

Nusa Dua Tourism Complex
Bali 80363, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361771210
E: reservations@nusaduahotel.com
www.nusaduahotel.com

NUSA DUA BEACH 
HOTEL & SPA

N usa Dua Beach Hotel & Spa 
is located on Bali’s southern 
peninsula, just 15 minutes from 
Ngurah Rai International Airport 

via the Bali Mandara toll road. The 
hotel has welcomed kings and queens, 
presidents and other dignitaries over the 
years. Each guestroom is decorated with 
authentic Balinese furnishings and offers 
stunning views of manicured tropical 
gardens or vistas of the ocean from the 
terrace or balcony. The five-star Nusa Dua 
Beach Hotel & Spa, Bali features three 
outdoor pools and direct beach access. The 
resort resembles a Balinese palace with 
complete spa facilities, four restaurants and 

four bars, meeting rooms and an outdoor 
theatre. Accommodation starts from the 
34sqm Deluxe Rooms tastefully furnished 
for a relaxing stay, blending elements of 
Balinese artistry with modern comforts to 
ensure that every conceivable need has 
been anticipated. Elegantly appointed 
for a rewarding getaway, Premier Rooms 
celebrate Balinese luxury. For a much more 
heightened experience, the Palace Club 
accommodations provide the ultimate 
indulgence of Balinese hospitality. All 
Palace Club guests have access to the 
Palace Club Lounge and enjoy a range of 
privileges that will enhance their stay in this 
exclusive surrounding.

15% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

NUSA DUA
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HOTELS & RESORTS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"Five-star facilities, Balinese charm and French 
finesse for families, celebrations and business"

Nusa Dua Tourism Complex
Bali 80363, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3618492888
E: H9078@sofitel.com
www.sofitel.com/9078

SOFITEL BALI NUSA 
DUA BEACH RESORT

S et within the exclusive Nusa Dua 
tourism enclave, Sofitel Bali 
Nusa Dua Beach Resort is a 
luxury destination with a pristine 

beachfront, first-class accommodation 
and an excellent collection of bars, 
restaurants and facilities, as well as a 
sweeping lagoon-style pool. Cucina 
offers beautiful dinners and an expansive 
Sunday brunch, Kwee Zeen has all-
day dining, Toya Beach Bar & Grill is 
renowned for its Balinese BBQ, Le Bar 
for coffees, afternoon tea and cocktails, 
while L’Oh Pool Bar keeps you refreshed 
by the pool. A sophisticated spa and 
modern fitness centre are also popular 

with guests. For events, The Jewel Box 
is an outstanding wedding venue with 
views across the sandy beach and the 
ocean, while the iconic ballrooms are 
ideal for large social and corporate 
events. The property has 415 rooms, 
including 22 suites and 17 private 
pool villas, each a haven of blissful 
sophistication and style. Choose from 
twin or king bedrooms with or without 
plunge pool, or live it large in one of 
the expansive suites. For added space, 
explore the tranquillity of the butler-
serviced one- and two-bedroom pool 
villas or the ultimate Presidential Villa.

30% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- COMPLIMENTARY RESORT CREDIT IDR300,000
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

NUSA DUA
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HOTELS & RESORTS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"Sophisticated and exclusive beachfront bliss 
on the pristine sands of Nusa Dua"

Nusa Dua Tourism Complex
Bali 80363, Indonesia 
T: (+62) 361771327 
E: laguna.reservation@luxurycollection.com 
www.thelagunabali.com

T he Laguna, A Luxury Collection 
Resort & Spa, Nusa Dua, Bali is a 
sophisticated beachfront resort 
ensconced in an exclusive, white-

sand beach cove within the exclusive 
luxury enclave of Nusa Dua. All 287 
tastefully furnished guest rooms, suites 
and villas offer 24-hour on-call butler 
service, 42-inch plasma screen televisions, 
in-room DVD players and Wi-Fi. The 
lavish accommodation boasts custom-
made beds and marble bathrooms 
with oversized bathtubs. Dining can be 
found at Arwana Restaurant, one of Bali’s 
premier beachfront seafood restaurants, 
Banyubiru beside the lagoon pool and 

Cornerstone, the resort’s elegant, casual 
eatery and deli. For refined drinks visit 
Kulkul Bar on the beach and Cascade, the 
scene of the nightly cultural performance. 
The first-class facilities include floodlit 
tennis courts, a state-of-the-art fitness 
centre and Lagoon Spa, offering guests 
a wellness experience using traditional 
Balinese ingredients. Spread over the 
large and beautifully manicured tropical 
gardens, discover seven lagoon pools, 
one with its own beach. For those wishing 
to explore, the Luxury Collection Concierge 
can help you enjoy an unparalleled travel 
experience discovering the enchanting 
treasures of Bali.

15% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE FOR HOTEL AND VILLAS
- VALID FOR ANY ROOM CATEGORY
- INCLUDING BREAKFAST
- BLACKOUT DATES: CHRISTMAS & NEW YEAR (24TH DECEMBER 2021 – 4TH JANUARY 2022) AND 

EID AL-FITR (29TH APRIL - 3RD MAY 2022)

15% OFF FOOD & BEVERAGES 
AT ARWANA RESTAURANT AND CORNERSTONE (INCLUDING ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES)

15% OFF SPA TREATMENTS AT THE LAGOON SPA

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS AND SPECIAL EVENTS

NUSA DUA

THE LAGUNA, A LUXURY 
COLLECTION RESORT & 
SPA, NUSA DUA, BALI
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HOTELS & RESORTS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"Exquisite Balinese-inspired living and
a stunning beachfront location"

Nusa Dua Tourism Complex
Bali 80363, Indonesia 
T: (+62) 3618478111 
E: bali.reservation@stregis.com 
www.stregisbali.com

THE ST. REGIS BALI 
RESORT

W ith a pristine beachfront 
location, The St. Regis Bali 
Resort is the embodiment 
of tropical opulence. Set 

throughout the artistic gardens, the 
facilities and accommodation match the 
surroundings with a choice of luxurious 
suites and lavish villas backed by the 
famed 24-hour St. Regis butler service. 
The resort boasts some of the best dining 
experiences on the island, including the 
legendary Sunday brunches at Kayuputi 
and Boneka, whilst dinner at Dulang will 
whisk you back to Indonesia’s colonial era. 
Iridium Spa offers sublime relaxation and 

rejuvenation treatments in its 12 treatment 
rooms and two beautiful Spa Suites. The 
resort facilities include a modern gym 
and large swimming pool that features 
a children’s pool, while the vast saltwater 
lagoon, surrounded by tall palm trees, 
can be accessed from the Lagoon Villas 
or the spacious sundeck. The concierge 
service can arrange everything from 
helicopter and limousine services to 
childcare arrangements and ticket 
purchases. Events are a specialty and 
the highly experienced staff can organize 
everything from exclusive cocktail parties 
to glamorous weddings.

NUSA DUA

15% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE FOR HOTEL AND VILLAS
- VALID FOR ANY ROOM CATEGORY
- INCLUDING BREAKFAST
- BLACKOUT DATES: CHRISTMAS & NEW YEAR (24TH DECEMBER 2021 – 4TH JANUARY 2022) 

AND EID AL-FITR (29TH APRIL - 3RD MAY 2022)

15% OFF FOOD ONLY AT GOURMAND DELI

15% OFF ALCOHOLIC AND NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES AT KING COLE BAR

15% OFF SPA TREATMENTS AT IRIDIUM SPA

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS AND SPECIAL EVENTS
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HOTELS & RESORTS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"A rejuvenating haven with all you need to be at your best"

Nusa Dua Tourism Complex
Bali 80363, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361771906
E: reservation.00035@westin.com
www.westinnusaduabali.com

THE WESTIN RESORT 
NUSA DUA, BALI

L ocated within an exclusive enclave 
overlooking the Indian Ocean, 
The Westin Resort Nusa Dua, 
Bali is just 25km from Ngurah Rai 

International Airport. Indulge in stylish 
guestrooms that take contemporary 
Balinese design and ergonomic comfort 
to the next level. The resort provides 
a rejuvenating haven and experience 
for total renewal. Experience a night of 
restorative sleep with the Heavenly® 
Bed, re-energise and relax with a 
wide range of recreation options, 
including three swimming pools and 
the Westin®WORKOUT Fitness Studio. 

Delectable dining venues include 
Seasonal Tastes serving fresh flavours 
and authentic cuisine from around the 
world, Indonesian and international 
delicacies at Ikan Restaurant and a 
selection of delectable Japanese cuisine 
at Hamabe Japanese Restaurant. Prego 
is the perfect place for a delicious 
meal of authentic Italian fare, and The 
Lobby Bar & Lounge provides light 
bites and afternoon tea. The award-
winning Heavenly Spa by Westin offers 
exceptional treatments and a beauty 
salon, while the Westin Family Kids Club 
keeps kids happily entertained.

15% OFF BEST AVAILABLE ONLINE RATE

20% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES AT PREGO

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

NUSA DUA
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HOTELS & RESORTS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"An expansive and stunningly beautiful cliff-top resort"

Jalan Karang Mas Sejahtera, Jimbaran
Bali 80364, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361702222
E: reservation@ayanaresort.com
www.ayana.com

J ust 10km south of Bali’s Ngurah Rai 
International Airport, the award-
winning AYANA Resort and Spa, BALI 
is a magnificent resort perched on 

       90 hectares of unspoiled cliff top. 
With a choice of garden and ocean 
views, AYANA’s rooms and suites blend 
traditional Balinese aesthetics with classic 
elegance. Boasting a stunning vista, 
AYANA’s majestic sunsets and ocean views 
are complemented by a sun-drenched 
white-sand beach and magnificent 
facilities shared with RIMBA Jimbaran 
BALI by AYANA. Using the complimentary 
resort shuttle, guests enjoy full access 

to the dining and recreation facilities at 
both AYANA and RIMBA. There are 19 
restaurants and bars, including the iconic 
Rock Bar where guests receive priority 
access, KISIK Bar & Grill for Jimbaran-
style grilled seafood, and candlelit al 
fresco dining at DAVA Steak & Seafood. 
With a private beach, 12 swimming pools, 
golf putting course and modern fitness 
centre, plus Bali’s only AYANA Spa, AYANA 
is a dream destination. For impressive 
corporate events, celebrations and lavish 
weddings, the choice of stylish locations 
within the resort is unrivalled, led by 
venues such as SKY and Champa Garden.

15% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

15% OFF FOOD ONLY
AT DAMAR TERRACE, DAVA STEAK AND SEAFOOD, PADI AND SAMI SAMI RESTAURANT

10% OFF ALL SPA TREATMENTS AT AYANA SPA

FOR WEDDING DEAL: 
BOOK A WEDDING CEREMONY AND WEDDING DINNER WITH A MINIMUM OF 100 PERSONS AND RECEIVE:
- COMPLIMENTARY PHOTO TOUR WITH HORSE AND CARRIAGE
- COMPLIMENTARY 2-TIER WEDDING CAKE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS AND SPECIAL EVENTS

JIMBARAN

AYANA RESORT
AND SPA, BALI
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HOTELS & RESORTS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"An award-winning family lifestyle resort,  
near Jimbaran Beach in Bali"

Jalan Wanagiri No. 1, Jimbaran
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3614725777 
E: resort.bali.reservations@movenpick.com
www.movenpick.com/jimbaran-bali

S ituated within the shopping and 
cultural complex of Samasta 
Lifestyle Village, the five-star 
Mövenpick Resort & Spa Jimbaran 

is a welcoming and fully integrated luxury 
family resort. Located just 100 metres from 
Jimbaran Beach and 15 minutes from Bali's 
international airport, Mövenpick features 
297 spacious rooms and suites, a 5,000sqm 
exotic pools with swim-up hammocks, a 
choice of dining and a host of comfortable 
and beautifully presented spaces. Unwind 
at the pool bar JeJaLa while the kids explore 
the waterslides and other child-friendly 
areas, such as the two-story pirate-themed 
Meera Kids Club. Discover Peruvian-

Japanese cuisine at Rooftop Bar with 
stunning sunset ocean views, or head to 
Mövenpick Café in Samasta Lifestyle Village. 
Anarasa-Bara Robata Grill & Restaurant 
is an all-day dining venue that offers 
an international à la carte menu, and a 
children's zone with child-friendly crockery. 
Whilst for relaxation Katha Lobby Lounge 
is the place for sumptuous afternoon tea, 
cocktails and pastries. The resort's spa 
draws on the ancient art of Balinese and 
Indonesian healing and offers guests a truly 
indulgent experience. With a gym that has 
everything you need to stay in shape, the 
Mövenpick Resort & Spa Jimbaran offers 
memorable moments for everyone.

20% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

JIMBARAN

MÖVENPICK RESORT & 
SPA JIMBARAN BALI
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HOTELS & RESORTS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"A perfect tropical destination inspired by nature 
for a rejuvenating getaway or family holiday"

Jalan Karang Mas Sejahtera, Jimbaran
Bali 80364, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3618468468
E: booking@rimbajimbaran.com
www.rimbajimbaran.com

R IMBA Jimbaran BALI by AYANA is 
set on eight hectares of tropical 
gardens located within the 
magnificent 90-hectare cliff-top 

grounds of AYANA Resort and Spa BALI. 
With far-reaching views overlooking 
Jimbaran Bay, the luxurious award-
winning five-star hotel offers 403 stylish 
modern rooms matched by stunning 
sunset views, fabulous dining options 
and world-class facilities, including 
the RIMBA Rooftop Spa experience. 
Accommodation includes pool access 
rooms and spacious suites with 
magnificent ocean views, all supported 
by first-class facilities. For families, 

interconnecting rooms are available, 
whilst children will be kept happy at 
RIMBA Kids’ Club with its children’s 
pools and waterslides. As Bali’s only 
fully integrated resort, together with 
AYANA, RIMBA boasts a remarkable 19 
restaurants and bars, including some of 
the best and most iconic on the island, 
including Rock Bar, Ah Yat Abalone 
Seafood Restaurant and UNIQUE 
Rooftop Bar & Restaurant. For corporate 
events, celebrations and weddings, the 
choice of stylish locations is unrivalled. 
Being fully integrated with AYANA’s list 
of impressive venues, RIMBA guests can 
also enjoy all the facilities at AYANA.

15% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

15% OFF FOOD ONLY AT AH YAT ABALONE SEAFOOD RESTAURANT

10% OFF ALL SPA TREATMENTS AT RIMBA ROOFTOP SPA

FOR WEDDING DEAL: 
BOOK A WEDDING CEREMONY AND WEDDING DINNER WITH A MINIMUM OF 100 PERSONS 
AND RECEIVE:
- COMPLIMENTARY PHOTO TOUR WITH HORSE AND CARRIAGE
- COMPLIMENTARY 2-TIER WEDDING CAKE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS AND SPECIAL EVENTS

JIMBARAN

RIMBA JIMBARAN BALI 
BY AYANA
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HOTELS & RESORTS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"Modern, stylish and fun"

Jalan Raya Uluwatu
Bali 80364, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3618498000
E: sales.baliungasan@fourpoints.com
www.fourpointsbaliungasan.com

FOUR POINTS BY 
SHERATON BALI, 
UNGASAN

O verlooking Jimbaran Bay, 
Four Points by Sheraton 
Bali, Ungasan offers guests 
a stylish and affordable 

four-star hotel experience built around 
attentive service and contemporary 
amenities. The hotel is designed with 
both leisure and business travellers in 
mind and all rooms feature free Wi-
Fi and large workspaces. For added 
comfort, suites include a separate living 
room and dining table. The copious 
event space features one of Ungasan’s 
largest pillar-free ballrooms and a 

glass-enclosed chapel overlooking 
Jimbaran Bay and Garuda Wisnu 
Kencana Cultural Park, home to Wisnu 
and Garuda, one of the most impressive 
statues in the world. Wellness is always 
in focus at Four Points and guests have 
access to a 24-hour fitness centre, 
massage services, and outdoor infinity 
pool with views over the iconic Jimbaran 
Bay. Dining options include an indoor-
outdoor restaurant showcasing local 
and international cuisines and the Best 
Brews™ programme with local craft 
beers on tap.

15% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE
- GUARANTEE ROOM UPGRADE FROM SUPERIOR TO DELUXE BAY VIEW

20% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 
AT EVOLUTION RESTAURANT AND BAR

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

ULUWATU
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HOTELS & RESORTS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"A stylish and fun lifestyle resort"

Jalan Pantai Balangan 1 No. 1, Ungasan 
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3612003588
E: rhi.dpsuw.resv.spv@renaissancehotels.com
www.renaissancebali.com

RENAISSANCE BALI 
ULUWATU RESORT & 
SPA

O pened in 2018, Renaissance 
Bali Uluwatu Resort & Spa 
has gained popularity as 
the lifestyle destination of 

choice in south Bali. Perfect for astute 
leisure travellers, those holding large 
gatherings and celebrations, and 
discerning foodies, the 207 rooms 
and suites offer sleek and spacious 
accommodation with floating bath, 
balconies, and views across the pristine 
coastline. Free high-speed Wi-Fi is 
found throughout the resort, which 
also benefits from a full-service spa 

offering tempting treatments, a fitness 
centre and stunning pool with numerous 
loungers and breath-taking ocean 
views. Sample international cuisine at 
the arts-and-crafts inspired Clay Craft, 
which features its own Balinese pottery 
school, or head to Double Ikat, a chic, 
modern restaurant with an innovative 
approach to local Indonesian cuisine. 
Just a short ride away is the resort’s 
Roosterfish Beach Club for fun on the 
beach, wood-fired pizza, beer and 
oversized cocktails.

15% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

20% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES AT CLAY CRAFT AND DOUBLE IKAT

20% OFF ALL SPA TREATMENTS 
AT THE SPA AT RENAISSANCE BALI ULUWATU RESORT & SPA

10% OFF WEDDING PACKAGES AT RENAISSANCE BALI ULUWATU RESORT & SPA

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS AND SPECIAL EVENTS

ULUWATU
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HOTELS & RESORTS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"Excellent service and comfort in a prime location"

Jalan Merdeka Raya, Kuta
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3612099100
E: ffi.dpsfb.reservations@fairfieldinn.com
www.fairfieldbymarriottbalikuta.com

FAIRFIELD BY 
MARRIOTT BALI KUTA 
SUNSET ROAD

T he Fairfield by Marriott brand 
is designed for global business 
and leisure guests who want 
affordable comfort and to stay 

productive on their travels. The brand’s 
second property on the island, Fairfield by 
Marriott Bali Kuta Sunset Road, continues 
to deliver the Fairfield promise, focusing 
on the warmth and simplicity of delivering 
a seamless experience for travellers. 
Located near the scenic surf and 
sunsets of Kuta Beach, the hotel boasts 
contemporary design, and is completely 
free of plastic bottles, making it a good 
choice for a stay experience that respects 

10% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE 

20% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 
AT JEJATON RESTAURANT

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

KUTA

the environment. The 227 guestrooms are 
all equipped with LED TVs, high speed 
Wi-Fi and comfortable furniture to fulfil 
different guest needs. With a relaxing 
atmosphere throughout, facilities include a 
swimming pool, gym, business centre and 
co-working space, along with meeting 
rooms equipped with all the technology 
that might be needed for any function. 
Dining options at the hotel include all-day 
dining at Jejaton, a welcoming restaurant 
full of warm Indonesian hospitality, and 
the pet-friendly Ja-Ba Lobby Lounge, an 
ideal place for a quick bite.
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HOTELS & RESORTS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"An elegant Balinese-inspired tropical sanctuary in the heart of Kuta"

Jalan Pantai Kuta, Kuta 
Bali 80361, Indonesia  
T: (+62) 361752208 
E: reservation@grandistanarama.com 
www.grandistanarama.com

GRAND ISTANA RAMA 
HOTEL

L ocated in the heart of Kuta, 
Grand Istana Rama Hotel is a 
tropical sanctuary that blends 
contemporary design with 

traditional Balinese style and hospitality. 
Situated on a lush 1.7-hectare site with a 
large free–form pool, the hotel is an oasis 
of tranquility. Convenient for Kuta’s iconic 
nightlife, shopping, beaches and dining, 
Grand Istana Rama Hotel offers 150 
newly refurbished rooms including new 
furniture, ranging from superior, deluxe 
to suites, all featuring air conditioning, 
en-suite bathrooms, cable televisions, 
IDD phone, Wi-Fi internet access and 
mini bar. Samudera Restaurant is the 

hotel’s casual all-day eatery serving 
a selection of Southeast Asian and 
international dishes, while authentic 
local cuisine can be found at the open-
air Warunk Cuci Mata. For an exciting 
theatrical culinary performance, head to 
Teppanyaki Corner, or for a quick coffee 
and snack visit Jaen Café with its relaxing 
ambience that is ideal for working. After 
3pm, head to the vibrant 69Bar. The hotel 
also offers a range of business facilities, 
including meeting rooms of various sizes 
and a ballroom, so its corporate guests 
can combine business and leisure, and 
groups can arrange social events right at 
the hotel.

SPECIAL RATE OF IDR325,000 NET/ROOM/NIGHT IN SUPERIOR 
UPPER ROOM INCLUDES BREAKFAST FOR 2 PERSONS

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- BLACKOUT DATES APPLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

KUTA
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HOTELS & RESORTS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"A relaxing hotel offering quality, comfort and total convenience"

Jalan Airport Ngurah Rai No. 7
Tuban, Kuta
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3618976100
E: reservation.hgibali@hilton.com
www.balingurahraiairport.hgi.com

HILTON GARDEN INN 
BALI NGURAH RAI 
AIRPORT

T he Hilton Garden Inn Bali Ngurah 
Rai Airport is a comfortable, 
strategically located hotel that 
is an ideal base for touring 

the island. Close to the toll road and 
convenient for the bypass, it is easy 
to access Sanur, Nusa Dua, Seminyak 
and beyond, as well as being only a 
few minutes from Kuta with its vibrant 
nightlife, shopping malls and dining 
areas, and just a few minutes away 
from Bali’s Ngurah Rai International 
Airport. From the Presidential Suite to 
the Family Rooms and Guest Rooms, 
there is something to suit most needs. All 

rooms are warmly decorated, feature 
double glass windows, free Wi-Fi, LED 
TVs, tea and coffeemakers, mini fridges 
and safes. Suites add separate living 
areas. The modern fitness centre is open 
24 hours daily, furnished with the latest 
equipment and boasting views over the 
pool and landscaped gardens making 
working out a joy. The swimming pool 
and dedicated children’s pool feature 
sun loungers for relaxation and fun. The 
plentiful dining options include room 
service, the Garden Grille restaurant and 
a bar overlooking the pool, which serves 
a wide selection of food and beverages.

SPECIAL RATE IDR800,000 NET PER ROOM PER 2-NIGHT STAY 
AT GUEST ROOM
INCLUSIVE:
- DAILY BREAKFAST FOR 2 PERSONS
- 1 TIME FOOD & BEVERAGES VOUCHER IDR75,000
- 1 TIME PIZZA MARGHERITA LARGE SIZE
- 20% OFF FOOD & BEVERAGES AT THE GARDEN GRILLE RESTAURANT
- ADDITIONAL HIGH SEASON SURCHARGE IDR250,000/NIGHT FOR: CHRISTMAS & NEW YEAR 

(21ST DECEMBER 2021 – 5TH JANUARY 2022) AND EID AL-FITR (26TH APRIL 2022 – 5TH MAY 2022)

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS AND SPECIAL EVENTS

KUTA
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"Good soul. Good times. Good vibrations are at Kuta Beach"

Jalan Pantai Kuta No. 32
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3618496500
E: reservations.bali@ovolohotels.com
www.mamakabyovolo.com

MAMAKA BY OVOLO

L ocated a stone’s throw from Bali’s 
iconic Kuta Beach, MAMAKA by 
Ovolo offers fun-loving travellers 
a choice of 191 playfully designed 

suites and rooms. Guests are invited to 
enjoy the comfort of rooms that subtly 
reflect Bali’s cultural heartbeat and 
closeness to nature. Choose from Bali 
High Rooms, Kokomo Rooms, Summer 
Garden Terrace Rooms, Swagger Suites 
and Top Gun Suites. Whilst there, indulge 
your senses watching Bali’s incredible 

sunsets from the rooftop infinity pool, 
treat your taste buds at Street 32, the 
all-day beachfront restaurant serving 
Pan-Asian cuisine with a modern street 
food concept, and take in the rooftop 
beach club for unrivalled views and 
creatively made, refreshing cocktails and 
nibbles. The hotel also has a 24-hour 
wellness zone. MAMAKA by Ovolo has 
also proudly partnered with Quiksilver 
Bali Surf Academy to provide surf 
lessons for staying and outside guests. 

30% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

30% OFF FOOD ONLY AT STREET 32

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

KUTA
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"A stay at The ANVAYA promises a lifetime of memories"

Jalan Kartika Plaza
Tuban, Kuta
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361759991
E: info@theanvayabali.com
www.theanvayabali.com

THE ANVAYA BEACH 
RESORT BALI

W ith an idyllic setting and 
inspired by the beauty of 
the Island of the Gods, 
The ANVAYA Beach Resort 

Bali highlights stylish, contemporary, 
authentic Balinese architecture and art, 
featuring a beautiful connection between 
the eras of the ancient Bali Aga, Hindu 
Bali and Modern Bali. Offering 493 fully 
furnished, modern spacious guestrooms, 
suites and villa, The ANVAYA pampers 
guests with all the luxuries afforded to 
today’s savvy travellers. Adjacent to the 
beach and the sparkling waters of the 
Indian Ocean, The ANVAYA is the perfect 
destination for wedding couples and 

honeymooners embarking on a new 
journey, while also being a firm favourite 
for families and friends. Augmenting the 
luxury of this five-star resort, The ANVAYA 
showcases quality Indonesian cuisine 
at Kunyit Restaurant and international 
cuisine at Sands Restaurant. Meanwhile, 
The ANVAYA’s in-house Sakanti Spa offers 
a great range of traditional Balinese 
bespoke treatments and rituals using 
only fresh local ingredients. The ANVAYA 
is an oasis of calm, but step outside and 
you are right into the heart of Kuta with 
shopping, water sports, restaurants, bars 
and some of the island's most vibrant 
nightlife on the doorstep.

SPECIAL RATE IDR900,000
- ADDITIONAL HIGH SEASON SURCHARGE IS APPLICABLE:
 • 1ST JULY – 31ST AUGUST 2021 AND 30TH APRIL - 9TH MAY 2022 ADDITIONAL HIGH SEASON SURCHARGE IDR300,000
 • 23RD DECEMBER 2021 - 5TH JANUARY 2022 ADDITIONAL HIGH SEASON SURCHARGE IDR500,000

15% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES AT SANDS RESTAURANT & KUNYIT RESTAURANT 

15% OFF ALL SPA TREATMENTS AT SAKANTI SPA

15% OFF WEDDING PACKAGES

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS AND SPECIAL EVENTS

KUTA
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"Just relax and embrace the resort ambience and view
at this classy oceanfront Kuta Beach hotel"

Jalan Pantai Kuta No. 99X, Legian
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361755755
E: sales@wyndhamgardenkutabali.com
www.wyndhamgardenkutabali.com

WYNDHAM GARDEN 
KUTA BEACH BALI

W yndham Garden Kuta Beach 
Bali is ideally situated for 
your Bali holiday adventure, 
being mere steps from one 

of the world's most famous beaches, 
and just minutes from Beachwalk 
Shopping Mall and the buzzing nightlife. 
All accommodation types enjoy flat-
screen TVs with cable channels and, of 
course, free Wi-Fi to keep you connected 
24-7, while bathrooms are chic and 
contemporary. The luxurious suites also 
feature direct pool access, a living room 
and double balconies with stunning 
views of the ocean. If chilling out is the 
order of the day, then guests will be 

25% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

KUTA

enticed by the ocean view massages 
at the rooftop spa. The Garello beach 
bar vibe and global flavours served 
up at Kubu Bene are sure to delight 
any traveller. With its tropical-inspired 
chic decor and casual ambiance, Kubu 
Bene offers vibrant food from around 
the world, from local favourites to 
international classics. For light bites and 
coffee, head to Coffee ‘n’ Oven, where 
you can spend hours admiring the 
tropical terrace garden. Or, bask in the 
warmth of the tropical sun as you sip a 
coconut shake by the infinity pool and 
embrace the resort’s ambience at this 
classy oceanfront destination.
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"Soak up the sun at OSSOTEL’s beach club, or 
beneath an umbrella by the lagoon-style pool"

Jalan Padma Utara, Legian
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361754122
E: reservation@ossotel.com
www.ossotel.com

OSSOTEL

P erfectly positioned to access 
the island’s most exciting 
destinations, including 
Waterbom, Beachwalk Shopping 

Mall and the shopping and dining of 
Seminyak, and just a 15-minute drive 
from the international airport, OSSOTEL 
is a study in sophisticated playfulness. 
Focusing on comfort and life’s simple 
pleasures, tailored service and 
functionality, and a mere minute from 
Bali’s legendary Padma Beach in Legian, 
guests will enjoy the hotel’s contemporary 
hospitality. Spend the day in the sun on 

15% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

LEGIAN

the sands of Padma Beach at OSSOTEL’s 
beach club, or beneath a parasol next 
to the 88m lagoon swimming pool 
before hitting the town for a night of 
fun. Boasting contemporary furnishings, 
King Koil premium beds and modern 
in-room media, the collection of superior, 
deluxe pool and suite rooms will exceed 
your expectations. With 24-hour room 
service and a knowledgeable concierge 
who can arrange handpicked activities, 
a glamorous holiday experience in the 
heart of Legian is at your fingertips while 
staying at OSSOTEL.
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"Sophisticated, art-inspired beachfront bliss in the heart of Legian"

Jalan Padma No. 1, Legian
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361752111
E: reservation.legian@padmahotels.com
www.padmaresortlegian.com

PADMA RESORT 
LEGIAN

S ituated in 6.8 hectares of 
beautifully manicured gardens 
filled with lush tropical greenery, 
water features, swimming pools 

and stunning public art, Padma Resort 
Legian is a warm and welcoming luxury 
five-star resort immersed in the rich 
heritage, arts and culture of Bali. With a 
prime beachfront location in the heart 
of Legian, an area renowned for its 
beautiful sunsets, entertainment, night 
life, restaurants and boutique shopping, 
Padma Resort Legian offers a choice 
of stylish contemporary and Balinese-
inspired accommodation backed by 
world-class facilities, event spaces and 

55% OFF PUBLISHED RUPIAH RATE 
SPECIAL RATE AT IDR1,000,000 NET/ROOM/NIGHT 
- INCLUDING DAILY BREAKFAST FOR 2 PERSONS AND 15% OFF LAUNDRY SERVICE 
- GUARANTEED ROOM UPGRADE TO DELUXE CHALET 
- COMPLIMENTARY IN-HOUSE RESORT ACTIVITIES 
- SPECIAL RATE ONLY VALID FOR LIMITED BOOKINGS AND STAY PERIOD ACCORDING TO THE 

PROMOTION GIVEN BY THE RESORT
- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY 
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS AND SPECIAL EVENTS 

LEGIAN

the celebrated Balinese hospitality and 
charm. Boasting a large selection of 
rooms, family rooms and suite categories, 
Padma Resort Legian has something for 
everyone, from Lagoon Access Rooms 
with direct access to the Lagoon Pool, 
to one- and two-bedroom suites and a 
majestic Presidential Villa. For families, the 
designated Family Block is conveniently 
located adjacent to the fabulous Family 
Pool. There are six restaurants and bars 
within the resort, including S.K.A.I. Beach 
Club and the all-day DONBIU restaurant. 
The Spa at Padma Resort Legian is a 
peaceful sanctuary with contemporary 
lines and traditional Balinese elements.
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"Refined, poised and perfectly situated,
Alila Seminyak ups the ante on tropical cool"

Jalan Taman Ganesha No. 9, Petitenget
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3613021888
E: seminyak@alilahotels.com
www.alilahotels.com/seminyak

ALILA SEMINYAK

Radiating sophistication and 
perfectly positioned to indulge in 
Seminyak’s famed entertainment, 
shopping and dining district, 

Alila Seminyak is a beachfront resort that 
offers discerning travellers high-quality 
lifestyle facilities and elegant spaces 
alongside tantalizing dining and refined 
accommodation. The accommodation 
is modern, stylish and functional and 
comprises 99 rooms, 140 suites and 
one stunning penthouse with three king 
bedrooms. Designed to enliven the senses, 
the resort is a blend of natural materials 
and contemporary architecture laced 
with wall-hugging plants and landscaped 

terraces, a theme that continues through 
the corridors, lobbies and all the public 
spaces. Enjoy relaxed coastal dining 
at Seasalt with its sustainably sourced 
seafood, Japanese infusion-inspired 
menus and refreshing, organic, planet-
friendly cocktail concept, alongside 
light bites at the poolside Beach Bar. 
For a pampering and totally indulgent 
experience, book into Spa Alila or head to 
the gym with various complimentary guest 
activities and holistic fitness activities. 
For kids, and conveniently located near 
to Seasalt, Play Alila offers an engaging 
experience with toys, games and fun, 
supervised indoor and outdoor activities.

20% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE
 
- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

SEMINYAK
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"An all-suite resort featuring expansive balconies 
and terrazzo bathtubs big enough for two"

Jalan Abimanyu (Dhyana Pura), Seminyak 
Bali 80361, Indonesia 
T: (+62) 361737773 
E: seminyak@anantara.com 
www.bali.anantara.com

ANANTARA SEMINYAK 
BALI RESORT

A nantara Seminyak Bali Resort 
is a popular, modern all-suite 
beachfront resort named after 
the beach where it is located. 

The word Seminyak comes from the 
Balinese words “sami” and “nyak”, which 
translate as “we want it all” and highlights 
the resort’s desire to go beyond ordinary 
holiday experiences. The resort offers a 
distinctly contemporary design with pool 
access and ocean suites. Dining can be 
found at Sunset On Seminyak (S.O.S), the 
international signature restaurant, which 
also presents leisurely grazing lunches. 
Meanwhile, for sophisticated bites, 

signature cocktails and infinite ocean 
views, the rooftop MoonLite Kitchen and 
Bar is the place to be. Learn Balinese kite 
flying, surf off Anantara’s beach or try the 
resort’s traditional Mauwut Massage at 
the luxurious Anantara Spa. This unique 
full body massage combines warm ginger 
oil with pressure point techniques to 
promote healthy circulation and energy 
flow, while toning muscles, healing 
bones and nerve pathways. Anantara 
Seminyak Bali Resort is also a fairytale 
wedding venue moving beyond romance 
to capture the unique beauty, style and 
intrigue of this exotic destination.

20% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

SEMINYAK
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"A charming paradise in the heart of Seminyak"

Jalan Raya Seminyak, Gang Bima No. 2
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361737898
E: rsv.bk.seminyak@dijiwasanctuaries.com
www.dijiwasanctuaries.com

BLUE KARMA DIJIWA 
SEMINYAK

Tucked discreetly down a quiet 
lane in the centre of Seminyak, 
Blue Karma Dijiwa Seminyak 
is the place to go when you’re 

in the mood to experience the best 
of Bali’s fine dining, stylish shopping 
and hip beach club venues. A unique 
and personalised lifestyle resort, Blue 
Karma Dijiwa Seminyak offers an 
experienced concierge service, as well 
as the right facilities to make your stay 
more comfortable. For dining, Alchimiste 
Restaurant is ready to tantalise the taste 
buds with flavours of the world. Open 
daily from breakfast, guests are invited 
to enjoy the food in the restaurant or 

by the poolside. The accommodation 
ranges from one- to two-bedroom 
villas, including a dedicated honeymoon 
villa ready to cater to newlyweds. Each 
villa is modern and decorated with 
intricate wood furnishings, classic art 
objects and sophisticated amenities. 
Outside the villa, guests can relax 
under the sun at the resort’s main 
swimming pool or head to Mudara Spa, 
a holistic wellness centre where ancient 
medicinal treatments are found on the 
menu. The spa also offers colonics and 
hydrotherapy treatments, making it one 
of the first few places in Seminyak with 
these services.

15% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY 
USING PROMO CODE "BEAUTIFULBALI"

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

SEMINYAK
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"A peaceful oasis in the heart of Seminyak’s lively 
dining and entertainment district"

Jalan Camplung Tanduk No. 103 SP
Dhyana Pura, Seminyak
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3618499600
E: reservations.seminyak@courtyard.com
www.courtyardseminyak.com

COURTYARD BY 
MARRIOTT BALI 
SEMINYAK RESORT

P ositioned in the heart of 
Seminyak’s dining and 
entertainment district and 
just minutes from the beach, 

Courtyard by Marriott Bali Seminyak 
Resort features 287 beautifully appointed 
and spacious rooms and suites set 
around a central swimming pool. The 
modern and stylish rooms feature a 
private balcony or garden terrace, 
whilst the suites offer extra space with 
a living room and dining area, along 
with the convenience of connecting 
rooms. Sample light bites and refreshing 
drinks at the Pool Bar or swim up to the 
sunken pool bar and enjoy a cold beer, 

juice or cocktail. All-day dining needs 
are served by Seminyak Kitchen, which 
aside from its hearty breakfast offers a 
variety of delicious local and international 
favourites. The facilities are fabulous. For 
the little ones the kids pool and Kids Club 
are a magnet for fun. Offering indulgent 
relaxation, discover the oasis-like Zanti 
The Retreat Spa near the 24-hour fitness 
centre, and a private beach space 
dedicated only to guests overlooking the 
famed Double Six Beach. With shuttles 
to and from the resort and the beach 
and down Oberoi’s famous Eat Street, 
Courtyard by Marriott Bali Seminyak 
Resort is a terrific tropical escape.

20% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

20% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 
AT POOL BAR AND LOUNGE, SEMINYAK MEAT SHOP AND SEMINYAK KITCHEN

25% OFF ALL SPA TREATMENTS AT ZANTI THE RETREAT SPA

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS AND SPECIAL EVENTS

SEMINYAK
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"A holiday of transcendence awaits the ultimate lifestyle 
traveller, packed with splendour and illustrious sunsets"

Jalan Double Six Beach No. 66, Seminyak 
Bali 80361, Indonesia 
T: (+62) 361730466 
E: info@double-six.com 
www.double-six.com

DOUBLE-SIX LUXURY 
HOTEL - SEMINYAK

A magnet for world travellers 
with a passion for life and living 
it up, the all-suite collection at 
Double-Six Luxury Hotel invites 

guests to experience tropical bliss the 
way they like it; right on the infamous 
Double Six Beach. With veracious Balinese 
hospitality, an impeccable eye for detail 
and subliminal ocean panoramas all 
backed by the corps d’elite of the industry 
as a staff body, Double-Six Luxury Hotel 
is Seminyak's most happening address 
for savvy travellers. Experience indulgent 
dining and exceptional beverages whilst 
being simultaneously transported back 
in time at The Plantation Grill - you 

might find yourself not wanting to end 
the night just yet and luxuriate in after-
dinner cocktails at the alluring Sling Bar. 
Soak up the magical Seminyak sunset 
and tropical vibes at the super-stylish 
Double-Six Rooftop - Sunset Bar. For 
total relaxation, take a dip in the 120m 
swimming pool and invigorate yourself 
with our expansive range of beverages 
at the Lagoon Bar. When it’s time to head 
back to your suite, enjoy the comforts of 
the commodious space and revel in some 
bath time with the exclusive toiletries, a 
flat screen television above the bathtub 
and opalescent glass-tiled walls within 
your suite.

15% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

20% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
AT THE PLANTATION GRILL SEMINYAK

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

SEMINYAK
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"An eclectic, contemporary resort focusing 
on a modern Balinese experience"

Jalan Camplung Tanduk No. 10, Seminyak
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3612099999
E: hotelindigobali.reservations@ihg.com
www.seminyak.hotelindigo.com

HOTEL INDIGO BALI
SEMINYAK BEACH

H otel Indigo Bali Seminyak 
Beach is a five-star luxury 
hotel overlooking Bali’s famed 
beach and the Indian Ocean. 

Accommodations at Hotel Indigo Bali 
are stylish and spacious, with 270 rooms 
and suites, as well as 19 gorgeous villas. 
All feature plush bedding, flexible work 
spaces, thoughtful amenities, oversized 
murals and artwork reflecting the unique 
culture, character and geography 
of the surrounding neighbourhood. 
The villas have their own private pool 
and whirlpool and a semi-outdoor 
living area, with a separate entrance 
for the butler. Be sure to visit the 

20% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE AT HOTEL & VILLAS

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

SEMINYAK

excellent, stylish Sava Spa with its 
sumptuous treatment rooms and foot 
& nail treatment lounge for additional 
pampering. Dining at Hotel Indigo Bali 
Seminyak Beach is exceptional and 
offers a multitude of flavours and tastes 
to guests. SugarSand, located alongside 
Double Six Beach, has a striking modern 
exterior and unique interior design, 
making it a feast for the senses and soul. 
As a beachside bar and restaurant, it 
treats guests to poolside daybeds that 
overlook the ocean, while the open-air 
roof lounge has been specially created 
for those looking to enjoy the sunset 
while sipping refreshing cocktails.
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"Affordable comfort in the heart of Seminyak"

Jalan Dewi Sri
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3618947100
E: reservation.balifontana@the101hotels.com
www.phm-hotels.com

THE 1O1 BALI FONTANA 
SEMINYAK

I deally located in the heart of 
paradise, THE 1O1 Bali Fontana 
Seminyak is a stylish gem. Uniquely 
designed to accommodate a 

modern lifestyle while maintaining the 
authentic feel of Balinese nature, the hotel 
is a modern, artistic four-star venue that 
comprises 136 creatively styled guest 
rooms and suites. A collaboration by 
environmentalist architect Popo Danes 
and the former Super Potato Tokyo 
designer Nobuyuki Narabayashi, THE 
1O1 Bali Fontana Seminyak preserves the 
idea of rest and relaxation while allowing 
for re-focusing and rejuvenation. The 
property’s relaxing surroundings are also 

20% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY 
USING PROMO CODE "101BFS/BCA"

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

SEMINYAK

perfect for turning a rested mind into 
a productive one. Offering a variety of 
business facilities, THE 1O1 Bali Fontana 
Seminyak strives to accommodate all 
your needs, not just your desires. When 
the day’s work is done, loosen up with 
colleagues at the Portabella Bistro, 
delighting your taste buds with authentic 
and creative Italian dishes from the 
bistro’s master chefs. To satisfy late-night 
hunger, grab a bite at the hotel’s 24-hour 
cafe, Sunny16, which has free Wi-Fi and 
freshly brewed artisan coffee. Or indulge 
at Suma Spa, a tranquil sanctuary on 
the top floor of the hotel, with enriched 
comfort and a subtle touch of culture.
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"Elegance in the heart of Seminyak"

Jalan Raya Seminyak No. 500, Seminyak
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361738001
E: reservation.seminyak@thehavenhotels.com
www.thehavenhotels.com

THE HAVEN BALI 
SEMINYAK

Ideally located in the heart of 
Seminyak and just a few minutes 
walk from the beach, THE HAVEN 
Bali Seminyak offers a choice 

of quality rooms, suites and villas 
complemented by excellent facilities. 
The well-appointed accommodation 
feature en-suite bathrooms, flat-screen 
TVs and free Wi-Fi. The Haven Rooms 
are set around the courtyard swimming 
pool, while the spacious one- and 
two-bedroom suites offer extra living 
and dining areas, kitchen, and balcony 

with sun loungers. The two-bedroom 
suites, with king-size beds and custom 
furnishings, are ideal for families or 
those wanting extra space. The one- 
or two-bedroom villas, meanwhile, 
come complete with butler service, 
private pools with loungers and an 
outdoor dining space. Guests at THE 
HAVEN Bali Seminyak have access to 
swimming pools, a fitness centre and 
activities, along with the ATMA Spa and 
two dining options, including Sabeen 
Restaurant & Bar.

20% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATES

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

SEMINYAK
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"An exclusive beachfront oasis in the heart of 
Seminyak, offering unrivalled experiences"

Jalan Kayu Aya, Seminyak Beach
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361730814
E: info@theseminyak.com
www.theseminyak.com

THE SEMINYAK BEACH 
RESORT & SPA

T he Seminyak Beach Resort & Spa 
is a sophisticated beachfront 
haven located in the heart of 
vibrant Seminyak. Set within 

manicured gardens full of lush native 
greenery, lily ponds and traditional 
thatched pavilions, the resort is a modern 
retreat accented with Balinese touches. 
Offering a welcome escape from the 
outside world, the resort boasts a range 
of excellent facilities and superb dining 
complemented by sincere service that 
together combine seamlessly to ensure a 
wonderful guest experience. Choose from 
a range of spacious rooms, suites and 
elegant villas designed to accommodate 

the needs of modern travellers. For 
those who prefer total privacy, the 
one-bedroom Ocean View Villa offers 
stunning views and a generous-sized 
swimming pool. Facilities at the resort 
include Kahyangan Spa & Fitness Centre 
– a wellness facility dedicated to the 
rejuvenation of the mind, body and 
spirit. For a tropical indulgence under 
the sun, enjoy the resort’s stunning 45m 
infinity pool overlooking the sprawling 
Indian Ocean. For spectacular views, 
awe-inspiring sunsets, and terrific 
mouthwatering dishes, head to the 
beachfront Sanje Restaurant & Lounge.

20% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

SEMINYAK
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"Bold, contemporary and fun, indulge yourself 
in this captivating holiday playground"

Jalan Petitenget, Seminyak 
Bali 80361, Indonesia 
T: (+62) 3613000106 
E: whotels.bali@whotels.com 
www.wbaliseminyak.com

W BALI – SEMINYAK

S ituated beachfront by Seminyak 
Beach and in the heart of 
one the island’s most exotic 
entertainment and dining hubs, 

W Bali – Seminyak is a captivating 
contemporary holiday playground. With 
spectacular views over the ocean or the 
resort gardens, the guestrooms, villas 
and the fantastic EXTREME WOW Suite 
are designed with signature W style 
and come loaded with tech and room 
amenities. The resort’s FIRE and Starfish 
Bloo restaurants offer outstanding 
cuisine, including decadent free-flow 
Sunday brunches. Choose to soak up the 

sun around the hotel’s tiered swimming 
pools or relax with afternoon tea on 
the luxurious lobby terrace. The iconic 
Woobar with its mix of international and 
local DJs is one of the most popular music 
bars on the island and is the perfect spot 
for sunset cocktails or partying late into 
the night. The resort’s AWAY Spa is open 
24-hour a day and the skilled therapists 
are ready to spoil you with a selection of 
exotic treatments. With W’s Whatever/
Whenever service, nothing is too much 
trouble, from being photographed from 
a drone to arranging a trip to the hidden 
gems of Bali.

15% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- ROOM RESERVATION VALID FOR ALL ROOM TYPES
- BLACKOUT DATES: 24TH DECEMBER 2021 – 3RD JANUARY 2022
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

SEMINYAK
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OFFER

"World-class luxury surfside living in Canggu"

Jalan Pantai Batu Mejan, Canggu
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361978888
E: res.uma.canggu@comohotels.com
www.comohotels.com

COMO UMA CANGGU

15% OFF BEST AVAILABLE  RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

CANGGU

Located on the sandy beach of 
Batu Mejan, famed for its surf 
and rolling waves, COMO Uma 
Canggu offers modern luxury with 

views of the Indian Ocean. Consisting of 
119 rooms, residences and penthouses, 
everything about this resort encourages 
easy living with an elegant edge. Styled 
by interior designers Koichiro Ikebuchi and 
Paola Navone, the chic resort is a haven 
for all ages. The main focal point is the 
free-form swimming pool, which, at 115 
metres in length, is the longest in the area. 
Meanwhile, COMO Beach Club offers 
even more relaxation space with its own 
swimming pool closer to the ocean. Those 

seeking wellness can indulge at COMO 
Shambhala Retreat, with seven treatment 
rooms as well as Asian-inspired therapies, 
including the signature COMO Shambhala 
Massage. In addition to rejuvenating 
treatments, there are yoga and Pilates 
classes available for hotel guests and 
the local community, as well as personal 
training in the gym. Guests can also learn 
to surf under the guidance of certified 
instructors from Tropicsurf, a pioneer in 
luxury surf tuition. With the beach in front 
of the resort and its variety of surf spots, a 
stay at COMO Uma Canggu is definitely 
enjoyable for both families and surfers.
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"Ideal for laid-back relaxation or as a base to explore the island"

Jalan Munduk Catu No. 8, Canggu
Bali 80361, Indonesia 
T: (+62) 3616200888
E: rsvn@eastincanggubali.com
www.eastinhotelsresidences.com

EASTIN ASHTA
RESORT CANGGU

E astin Ashta Resort Canggu Bali 
is a resort with ample facilities 
and just 119 rooms and suites 
conveniently located just 200m 

from the famed beach at Canggu. 
Situated close to Seminyak and the 
happening scene around Canggu, 
the area is very popular with surfers, 
sunseekers and those looking for 
refined relaxation. The resort is home 
to Salt Restaurant & Pool Bar, a gym, 
kids’ club, large swimming pool with 
kids’ pool and a small function room. 
The contemporary design features 

Balinese influences throughout, from 
stylized public spaces to the room décor. 
Offering either king or twin beds, the 
rooms are designed to be comfortable 
and feature luxury linens, shower, 
individually controlled air conditioning, 
LCD TV with international satellite 
channels, free Wi-Fi, fully stocked mini 
bar, IDD telephone, tea/coffee making 
facilities, hairdryer and in-room safe. 
In addition, the suites feature separate 
living areas, balcony and larger 
bathrooms with soaking tubs making 
them ideal for a longer stay.

SPECIAL RATE IDR550,000 NET PER ROOM PER NIGHT

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

CANGGU
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BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"Bringing back to life the art, soul and romance of Indonesia"

Jalan Pantai Batu Bolong
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3614731702
E: bali@tuguhotels.com
www.tuguhotels.com

HOTEL TUGU BALI

10% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

10% OFF WELLNESS RETREAT PACKAGE

20% OFF ALL ACTIVITIES

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

CANGGU

Hotel Tugu Bali is the closest 
five-star hotel to Batu Bolong 
Beach, which needs no further 
introduction. Founded by 

owner Anhar Setjadibrata, Hotel Tugu 
is more than just a hotel, it’s a gallery 
where Anhar showcases his passionate 
collection of fine Indonesian art and 
cultural antiquities. With the aim of 
transporting guests back to Java and 
Bali’s romantic era, Hotel Tugu is home to 
one of the largest original art collections 
in Southeast Asia, where every little 
detail has a background that dates back 
hundreds of years. Staying guests can 
choose from 21 suites, and while each 

and every one of these is charming in 
its own way, the spotlight usually falls 
on the Puri Le Mayeur Villa and Walter 
Spies Pavilion suite. A homage to Belgian 
painter Adrien-Jean Le Mayeur de 
Merprès and his love story with his muse, 
the beautiful Legong dancer Ni Polok, 
floating in the middle of a natural lotus 
pond, Puri Le Mayeur Villa is something 
out of a delicate daydream. Dining is also 
a royal feast at this hotel. Offering five 
distinctive dining outlets, indulge your 
taste buds with carefully crafted dishes 
at Iwa Restaurant at Hotel Tugu Bali, Ji 
Restaurant Bali, Waroeng Tugu, Bale 
Puputan and Bale Sutra 1706.
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"Stylish authentic Balinese village life amid Canggu’s lush paddy fields"

Jalan Pengubugan, Banjar Silayukti, Canggu
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361411388 
E: canggu@plataran.com
www.plataran.com

PLATARAN CANGGU 
BALI RESORT & SPA

T he Plataran brand is renowned 
for its elegant presentation of 
Indonesia’s rich culture through 
contemporary interpretations of 

its traditional architecture, stunning décor 
and attentive service. Plataran Canggu 
upholds this tradition and presents a 
resort cocooned within tropical gardens 
alongside a river and lush green paddy 
fields. This hideaway is tranquil and serene, 
offering a piece of forgotten Bali while 
being just steps from the hip happenings 
in Canggu. The reception is a 250-year-
old wooden joglo with a thatched 
roof, carved doorways and a glittering 
chandelier, hinting at the exceptional 

quality found within the resort. Guests can 
also enjoy a luxurious spa and outstanding 
dining amid the labyrinth gardens. The 
accommodations comprise one and 
two-bedroom villas, with or without a 
private pool. All come with the comforts 
demanded by discerning travellers, as well 
as natural stone bathtubs, private terrace 
and daybeds to enjoy the tranquil setting. 
Families can enjoy the two-bedroom 
family private pool villas or the two-
bedroom duplex private pool villas with 
two separate villas and communal space 
for comfort and entertainment. The resort 
also offers a plethora of activities to make 
the most of your Bali holiday.

10% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

CANGGU
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"Contemporary Balinese living by Sanur Beach"

Jalan Danau Tamblingan No. 89A, Sanur
Bali 80228, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3613201234
E: info.andazbali@andaz.com
www.andazbali.com

ANDAZ BALI

L ocated in the heart of Sanur, 
Andaz Bali pays homage to 
Balinese art and craftsmanship, 
weaving together the island’s rich 

heritage and contemporary influence 
from artists who have been visiting Bali 
for decades. Comprising 149 guestrooms, 
including 22 private villas, all living spaces 
are designed in contemporary Balinese 
style using locally sourced materials such 
as bamboo, andesite stone, marble and 
teakwood. Each room boasts a private 
balcony overlooking the garden, ocean 
or lagoon, while the villas each have a 
private pool. For dining, the resort offers 
innovative culinary venues inspired by 

the lively dining culture in Indonesia. 
Fisherman’s Club is the resort’s signature 
restaurant that serves a modern take on 
a Jimbaran seafood dining experience. In 
addition, there are four more restaurants 
located at the Village Square: Wok 
Wok, Fire Fox, Blue Oven and Deli & 
Bakery. For relaxing stays, Shankha Spa 
is available via an aromatic herb and 
a flower garden. Guests can enjoy a 
refreshing dip in one of three swimming 
pools at Andaz Bali – an infinity 
beachfront pool, a children’s pool and a 
pool that sits beneath a majestic tree for 
those who prefer a more relaxing and 
reflective ambiance.

10% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

SANUR
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"A beach resort and spa where everyone feels like family"

Jalan Danau Tamblingan No. 47, Sanur
Bali 80228, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361288181
E: griyasantrian@santrian.com
www.santrian.com

GRIYA SANTRIAN

G riya Santrian invites guests 
of all ages to enjoy a resort 
full of warmth and traditional 
Balinese hospitality set in the 

laid-back coastal village of Sanur. With a 
central location and situated against the 
golden beach, the mix of Balinese and 
contemporary design charms visitors and 
creates a relaxed ambience backed by 
delightful grounds, wonderful facilities 
and appealing accommodations. With 
beach or garden views, there is a choice 
of modern and traditional-style suites and 
rooms, all spacious and well-appointed, 
featuring a private terrace or balcony. 

Designed to accommodate all tastes, 
choose from two dining venues and a 
beach lounge, or indulge in a romantic 
candlelit dinner by the beach. An oasis 
of local style, Griya Santrian’s enduring 
warm Balinese touch is fused into all 
its services and facilities. For ultimate 
relaxation, visit Rama Sita Spa, inspired by 
the love story of Rama in both design and 
the wonderful treatments delivered with 
heartfelt warmth. The resort adapts to the 
new norm, ensuring that guest safety and 
health protocols are in place when staying 
at the resort, in line with the Indonesian 
CHSE certification.

40% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

SANUR
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"Premier accommodation on Sanur’s magical white-sand beachfront"

Jalan Danau Tamblingan, Sanur
Bali 80228, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3618497800
E: info@mayasanur.com
www.mayaresorts.com

MAYA SANUR
RESORT & SPA

M aya Sanur Resort & Spa 
invites discerning travellers 
to experience premier 
accommodation by Sanur’s 

magical white-sand beachfront. Topped 
by an expansive rooftop garden, the 
resort's architecture celebrates the 
local culture. The rooms are sleek with 
luxurious touches including sumptuous 
teak wood flooring and artworks created 
by island artists. Positioned along the 
second, third and fourth floors of Maya 
Sanur’s Lagoon Pool wing, 52 deluxe 
Lagoon View rooms feature private 

balconies with direct views overlooking 
the resort’s 158m lagoon swimming 
pool. Rooms are fully appointed with in-
room media technology and Balinese-
inspired contemporary furnishings and 
accessories. Kuu presents izakaya-style 
Japanese fare, while Graze is a casual 
international eatery with excellent cakes. 
Sip on a cocktail or mocktail and take 
in the ocean views from Tree Bar, or 
indulge in a spa ritual at Spa at Maya, 
the breathtaking wellness and beauty 
sanctuary.

30% OFF BEST AVAILABLE ONLINE RATE

20% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 
AT KUU JAPANESE RESTAURANT AND GRAZE

20% OFF ALL SPA TREATMENTS AT SPA AT MAYA SANUR

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

SANUR
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"A stylish beach resort situated along the meandering sands of Sanur"

Jalan Cemara No. 35, Sanur
Bali 80228, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361288009
E: purisantrian@santrian.com
www.santrian.com

PURI SANTRIAN

P uri Santrian is one of Sanur’s 
most stylish beach resorts. 
Situated along the meandering 
sands of the laid-back resort 

village, Puri Santrian is family-owned and 
operated and maintains the authentic 
Balinese traditions that bring warmth, 
generous hospitality and courtesy. The 
resort’s friendly staff are always on 
hand to help create an unforgettable 
beachside stay. Spacious rooms and 
bungalows within lush gardens feature 
air-conditioning and large balconies or 
terraces. The exclusive Santrian Club & 
Premier Deluxe rooms are strictly for 
adults and offer daily American breakfast, 

daily afternoon tea and daily fruit platter. 
Choose from an international selection of 
dining venues that range from the resort’s 
chic Beach Club with infinite views across 
the Indian Ocean to The Mezzanine 
Restaurant, offering a fine-dining 
experience with a fusion of eastern and 
western cuisines. The Spa is a magnificent 
two-storey building offering a wide range 
of health and beauty treatments using 
natural fruit and flower extracts that will 
totally indulge you from top to toe. For 
elegant wedding celebrations, choose 
from a traditional or western wedding 
package, both as lovely as they are 
attractively priced.

40% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

SANUR
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"Blessed with calming rice terrace views and 
conveniently located in the heart of Ubud"

Jalan Hanoman, Ubud 
Bali 80571, Indonesia 
T: (+62) 361972200 
E: experience.ubud@alayahotels.com 
www.alayahotels.com

ALAYA RESORT UBUD

L ocated in the culturally charged 
village of Ubud and with just 
106 contemporary guest rooms 
including six luxurious Alaya 

Suites, Alaya Resort Ubud is a sanctuary 
of serenity and sophistication built with 
sensitivity for the local environment. 
The resort’s Petani Restaurant offers 
relaxed authentic high-quality Asian 
dining for both in-house guests and 
passers-by. Using only the freshest and 
in-season ingredients, this smart dining 
venue creates its own take on delectable 
East meets West cuisines. This exotic 

boutique property offers guests stylish 
accommodation that truly reflects Ubud’s 
and Bali’s unique artistry and grace. All 
the guest rooms feature sleek furnishings, 
a smart en-suite bathroom and décor 
showcasing Bali’s creative legacy. Rooms 
at Alaya Resort Ubud are blessed with 
calming views of a productive rice terrace 
and Deluxe Rooms offer a private balcony 
or terrace. The Alaya Rooms feature 
luxurious bathrooms with a customised 
stone bathtub. Meanwhile, set ensconced 
in the lush tropical greenery, the resort’s 
DaLa Spa is an oasis of pampering.

15% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

UBUD
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"Alila Ubud’s pool is recognised as one of
the most beautiful pools in the world"

Desa Melinggih Kelod, Payangan, Gianyar
Bali 80572, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361975963
E: ubud@alilahotels.com
www.alilahotels.com/ubud

ALILA UBUD

A lila Ubud lies in the traditional 
Balinese hill village of Payangan, 
on the banks of the mystical and 
magical Ayung River. Located 

just five kilometres from Bali’s artistic 
centre of Ubud, guests have convenient 
access to art galleries, museums, opulent 
temple festivals and authentic dance 
performances. Indulge in a premier 
collection of 74 rooms and villas that 
feature a mixture of panoramic views of 
the lush Ayung valley, private balconies, 
individual garden terraces and open-air 
bathrooms. The Pool Villas and Valley 

Villas offer a spacious walk-around deck 
affording spectacular views of the Ayung 
River. The Terrace Tree Villas, five with one 
bedroom and one with two bedrooms 
and private pool, are perched on a steep 
jungle-clad hillside beside a beautiful 
temple, immersing guests in Ubud’s lush 
natural landscape. Unwind in the lap 
of nature above the rich jungle canopy 
cooled by the valley breeze and calmed 
by the gentle ripples of the creek below. 
Alila Ubud’s pool has been voted one of 
the 50 most beautiful pools in the world 
by Travel and Leisure Magazine.

15% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

UBUD
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"Your private paradise in the middle of Ubud’s jungle"

Jalan Sawah Indah, Ubud
Bali 80571, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3616207677
E: rsv.beehouse@dijiwasanctuaries.com
www.dijiwasanctuaries.com

BEEHOUSE DIJIWA 
UBUD

Sitting strategically between the 
famous sacred Monkey Forest 
sanctuary and Goa Gajah, 
Beehouse Dijiwa Ubud is a 

newcomer in the world of hospitality. 
Managed and operated by a Bali-based 
company, this new resort is surrounded by 
rice paddies, lush greenery and a view of 
the mighty Mount Agung. From the outside, 
the beehive-shaped building will surely 
captivate attention. Inside, the resort offers 
three types of accommodation – Grand 
Deluxe, Suites and One-Bedroom Pool 
Villas with their own en-suite bathroom 
and the latest technology. Creating a 
one-of-a-kind tropical getaway, the main 

building at this adults-only resort is made 
of bamboo and dominated by natural 
materials, such as wood, bamboo and 
stone. The resort is centred around a 
stunning pool lagoon that acts as an oasis 
on a hot tropical day, as well as a place 
to relax after a day of sightseeing. The 
resort is also home to Bee Café, which is 
open all-day and offers both local and 
international cuisines. Revel in magical 
moments, from watching the breath-
taking sunrise to observing birds playing 
in the rice paddies. Beehouse Dijiwa Ubud 
is the perfect destination for travellers and 
couples seeking privacy and exclusivity in a 
world of unspoiled natural beauty.

15% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY 
USING PROMO CODE "BEAUTIFULBALI"

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

UBUD
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"A luxury nest in Ubud"

Jalan Kelabang Moding, Ubud
Bali 80571, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3619081383
E: rsv.bk.ubud@dijiwasanctuaries.com
www.dijiwasanctuaries.com

BLUE KARMA DIJIWA 
UBUD

High on the hillside, between the 
rice fields and the rainforest, 
Blue Karma Dijiwa Ubud is a 
haven for guests seeking peace 

and relaxation. Located in Bali’s beating 
heart, Blue Karma Dijiwa Ubud caters 
to rejuvenation for the soul, as well as 
total comfort for the mind. Inspired by 
Javanese traditional houses, or joglo, 
the suites have been carefully crafted 
to add to the luxurious stay experience. 
Each suite is individual with views over 
the tropical jungle, rice paddies or the 
stunning infinity pool. A fabulous holiday 

destination in Ubud, the resort is also 
equipped with five-star facilities. Aside 
from the 24-hour concierge service, 
guests staying here can also indulge in 
delectable meals at Botanist Restaurant. 
Open daily from breakfast to dinner, the 
restaurant serves delectable flavours 
of the world to take care any appetite. 
If you’re looking to relax, the Flying 
Bamboo Spa is home to a wide range of 
holistic treatments, perfect to revitalise 
the body and mind. Meanwhile, Sarang 
Yoga Shala offers daily yoga classes that 
are open to the public.

15% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY 
USING PROMO CODE "BEAUTIFULBALI"

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

UBUD
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"Tranquility in Ubud"

Jalan Raya Sanggingan, Ubud
Bali 80571, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361972448
E: res.uma.ubud@comohotels.com
www.comohotels.com

COMO UMA UBUD

15% OFF BEST AVAILABLE  RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

UBUD

COMO Uma Ubud is a luxury 
resort located in the heart of Bali, 
close to the cultural hub of Ubud, 
with tropical views of temples, 

rice paddies and the Tjampuhan Valley. 
The resort’s contemporary Asian design 
featuring 46 rooms, suites and villas 
ensures sunshine flows through interiors, 
from bedrooms to cooling plunge pools. 
With its boutique feel, the hotel exudes 
the charm of a local village and invites 
guests to explore the artisanal heartland 
of Bali. Relax in one of the Terrace Rooms 
or increase your space and luxury with the 
hotel’s Garden Pool Villas. Two restaurants 
offer world-class cuisine created with 

fresh local ingredients: convivial Uma 
Cucina serves authentic Italian flavours 
while Kemiri specialises in subtle spicing 
and distinct Indonesian flavours. In 
addition, guests can benefit from 
COMO Shambhala Cuisine, designed to 
maximise energy and wellbeing with the 
use of raw organic foods rich in living 
enzymes, vitamins and sea minerals. 
COMO Shambhala Retreat, replete with 
a range of holistic wellness therapies, 
helps to nurture and relax, while cultural 
activities, such as visits to artisans, are 
complemented by a range of outdoor 
pursuits, including white-water rafting, 
mountain biking and trekking.
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"Wellness in the height of luxury"

Banjar Begawan, Gianyar
Bali 80571, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361978888
E: res.csestate@comohotels.com
www.comohotels.com

COMO SHAMBHALA 
ESTATE

15% OFF BEST AVAILABLE  RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

UBUD

Arguably Bali’s most luxurious 
health retreat, the COMO 
Shambhala Estate emanates a 
residential experience appealing 

not only to those with specific wellness 
goals, but to couples, independent 
travellers, groups and families seeking 
a tranquil holiday. Dramatically dotted 
across immaculate grounds perched 
along a jungle ravine, the rooms, suites, 
villas and residences are luxurious, with 
a rustic Indonesian style. All Residences 
and Villas feature private 10-metre long 
swimming pools. The top-notch facilities 
include indoor and outdoor gyms, a 
yoga studio and pavilion, a Pilates 

studio and COMO Shambhala Retreat, 
offering Asian-inspired and Western 
holistic treatments. The two restaurants 
are stand-outs: Kudus House, a restored 
antique Javanese joglo building, 
specialises in authentic Indonesian cuisine, 
while the signature glow, which is among 
the island’s finest restaurants, features 
the Estate’s own organically grown 
ingredients and premium, locally sourced 
produce. glow’s all-day menu focuses 
on global and Indonesian flavours and 
a balance of raw, living foods and lightly 
cooked dishes that are nutritionally rich in 
living enzymes, vitamins and minerals, yet 
amazingly delicious.
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"A fusion of luxurious contemporary facilities 
and classic Balinese elegance and grace"

Jalan Andong, Banjar Nagi, Ubud
Bali 80571, Indonesia 
T: (+62) 361975825 
E: reservation@kamandaluresort.com 
www.kamandaluresort.com

KAMANDALU UBUD

A beautiful and romantic property 
built in the style of a traditional 
Balinese village, Kamandalu 
Ubud is a pioneer of Balinese 

luxury resorts lavishly catering to the 
demands of today’s discerning global 
traveller, while preserving its heritage 
of timeless serenity. It is the intimate 
surroundings and warm hospitality 
that have earned Kamandalu Ubud 
its remarkable reputation. A tranquil 
haven set in the lush green hills of Ubud, 
individually designed villas feature 
one, two or three spacious bedrooms 
complete with modern amenities and a 
choice of either terraced rice paddy or 

plunging valley views. Pool Villa guests 
also enjoy exclusive butler service and 
the cosy Village Club. Emerge refreshed 
and revitalised from Forest Spa’s 
treatments, which feature freshly made 
concoctions of locally sourced fruits 
and herbs prepared in front of you for 
maximum freshness and vitality, while the 
enchanting Forest Spa offers an outdoor 
spa experience. Petulu Restaurant serves 
authentic Indonesian cuisine and Aira 
Café is an open-air venue overlooking 
the swimming pool. There are multiple 
pools, including an infinity pool, and 
complimentary morning yoga at the 
spectacular Rumah Yoga.

20% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

UBUD
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"A tranquil slice of paradise with just 108 luxurious 
private villas and guest rooms"

Jalan Gunung Sari
Peliatan, Ubud
Bali 80571, Indonesia 
T: (+62) 361977888 
E: info@mayaubud.com 
www.mayaresorts.com

MAYA UBUD
RESORT & SPA

30% OFF BEST AVAILABLE ONLINE RATE

20% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

20% OFF ALL SPA TREATMENTS AT SPA AT MAYA UBUD

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

UBUD

The Maya Ubud Resort & Spa is 
bordered by the Petanu River 
valley to the east and the rice 
fields of Peliatan on the west. 

This expansive leafy paradise is a 
sanctuary of tropical gardens and just 
108 architect-designed thatched private 
pool villas and luxury guestrooms. 
Luxuriate at The Spa at Maya, an 
award-winning venue set in a truly 
beautiful and peaceful location along 
the river bank, where guests experience 
an exotic sensory journey with every 
revitalising treatment and ritual. Equally 
as enticing, Maya Sari is the resort’s 

all-day dining restaurant with exquisite 
regional cuisines, including a teppanyaki 
counter for an ultimate Japanese dining 
experience. The five-star amenities 
include two stunning swimming pools, 
tennis court, golf putting green, yoga 
pavilion and gym. Guests are invited 
to explore the surrounding area with 
nearby village trekking, nature excursions 
and mountain biking. A complimentary 
shuttle bus service runs between the 
resort and Ubud centre for carefree 
jaunts into Bali’s dynamic cultural hub 
and its array of restaurants, markets, 
galleries and magnificent temples.
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HOTELS & RESORTS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"An unparalleled natural setting for discerning travellers"

Banjar Carik, Desa Puhu
Payangan, Ubud
Bali 80515, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3613011111
E: reservation.ubud@padmahotels.com
www.padmaresortubud.com

PADMA RESORT UBUD

Ensconced within a river valley 
and overlooking the enchanting 
bamboo forests of Payangan, the 
147-room Padma Resort Ubud is 

an expansive destination located to the 
north of Ubud, Bali’s celebrated centre of 
culture and art. Featuring five-star facilities 
and the renowned Padma hospitality, 
relax in style as you take in the stunning 
views offered from every room or suite. 
Looking out across an endless canopy 
of tropical forest and the undulating 
river valley below, each bedroom is 
appointed with the finest quality linens and 
furnishings, whilst the inviting bathroom 

indulges you with a deep-soak bathtub 
and walk-in rain shower. An 89m infinity 
swimming pool is the perfect spot for 
relaxed afternoons, while signature world-
class dining venues cater to all tastes. The 
Spa at Padma Resort Ubud is located on 
the lush garden level of the resort and 
features expertly trained therapists and 
authentic Asian rituals. Families can relax 
whilst on holiday knowing that the Kids’ 
Club will engage and nurture little ones.  
Set over 11 hectares of beautiful natural 
landscape, Padma Resort Ubud has plenty 
of relaxing, lively and cultural activities to 
keep guests happy within the resort.

55% OFF PUBLISHED RUPIAH RATE 
SPECIAL RATE AT IDR1,300,000 NET/ROOM/NIGHT 

- INCLUDING DAILY BREAKFAST FOR 2 PERSONS 
- COMPLIMENTARY IN-HOUSE RESORT ACTIVITIES 
- SPECIAL RATE ONLY VALID FOR LIMITED BOOKINGS AND STAY PERIOD 

ACCORDING TO THE PROMOTION GIVEN BY THE RESORT
- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS AND SPECIAL EVENTS 

UBUD
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HOTELS & RESORTS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"Tranquillity, cultural enchantment and luxury in 
an enviable location in the heart of Ubud"

Jalan Hanoman, Pengosekan, Ubud 
Bali 80571, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361978340
E: ubud@plataran.com
www.plataran.com

PLATARAN UBUD 
HOTEL & SPA

Plataran Ubud Hotel & Spa, a 
haven of tranquillity and luxury, is 
strategically located just minutes 
from the centre of Ubud, Bali’s 

iconic hub of culture and arts. A true 
escape from the daily hustle and bustle, 
the resort boasts manicured gardens 
overlooking paddy fields and a well-
aged, sacred Balinese temple. Within 
the resort are 51 stylish rooms, suites, 
villas and a three-bedroom private 
residence, all spacious and featuring 
tasteful designs complemented by an 
exceptional range of facilities. There are 
two beautifully designed infinity pools, a 

luxurious spa and outdoor gym, a host 
of event venues, and two restaurants 
that offer a gourmet feast of Indonesian 
and western cuisine. Ideal for couple’s 
seeking romance or a memorable family 
holiday, this hidden gem is the perfect 
place to immerse in the best Bali has 
to offer. Aside from the many nearby 
temples and exquisite dining, the resort 
is ideally positioned for guests to visit the 
famous Monkey Forest, the arts of Agung 
Rai Museum of Art (ARMA) and Ubud’s 
colourful central market, or to indulge in 
local activities like whitewater rafting or 
cycling tours.

10% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

15% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES AT TERAS UBUD

20% OFF ALL SPA TREATMENTS AT PADMA SPA

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

UBUD
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HOTELS & RESORTS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"The natural choice for relaxation, exploration and your special events"

Jalan Raya Nyuh Kuning
Pengosekan, Ubud
Bali 80571, Indonesia 
T: (+62) 361978444 
E: reservation@theubudvillage.com 
www.theubudvillage.com

THE UBUD VILLAGE 
RESORT & SPA

Located on the lush outskirts of 
Bali’s capital of arts and culture, 
The Ubud Village Resort & Spa 
is a discrete tropical hideaway 

designed for romantic couples, 
honeymooners and families, as well as 
being a great choice for weddings and 
special events. Overlooking terraced rice 
paddies and its own lily ponds, the resort 
boasts a luxurious retreat-like ambience 
enhanced by excellent service, manicured 
gardens and traditionally inspired pool 
villas. Each villa features a king-size bed, 
large bathrooms with sunken tubs and 
showers, a private veranda and pavilion. 
Select from the expansive Garden Pool 

or Rice Field Pool Villas, or for even more 
space choose the Village Suite Villas. The 
resort’s amenities include a spectacular 
central main pool with loungers and 
cabanas, 24-hour room service, fitness 
centre, business centre and the enticing 
Kama Karana Spa. Enjoy a drink at the 
Banjar Lounge and, for an authentic 
dining experience, try Angkul-Angkul 
Restaurant. Guests also have access 
to activities showcasing Bali’s artistic 
heritage, including dance, music, painting, 
cooking and wood carving, as well 
trekking, cycling and rafting along with the 
delights of Ubud on the doorstep.

20% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

UBUD
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HOTELS & RESORTS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"A tranquil escape for your wellbeing"

Jalan Lod Tunduh, Ubud
Bali 80571, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3613018989
E: resv.dpswr@westin.com
www.westinubud.com

THE WESTIN RESORT & 
SPA UBUD, BALI

10% OFF BEST AVAILABLE  RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

UBUD

Surrounded by lush tropical jungle, 
The Westin Resort & Spa Ubud, 
Bali is the ultimate go-to for 
travellers seeking relaxation. 

The 120 contemporary rooms, suites 
and villas each boast a Heavenly® Bed 
and Heavenly Bath to deliver complete 
leisure. Guest facilities focus on wellness 
and relaxation for the whole family, and 
include the Westin®WORKOUT fitness 
studio and Heavenly Spa by Westin. 
The al fresco spa gazebos, which are 
surrounded by an ever-changing canvas 
of tropical flowers and fragrant herbs, 
are a real highlight of the property. 
Also, on site are two distinctive dining 

concepts, both of which follow an Eat Well 
philosophy. Tabia all-day dining offers 
health-conscious fare made from scratch 
with regionally sourced ingredients, while 
Tall Trees serves up an eclectic menu of 
wood-fired dishes inspired by ancient 
recipes from around the world. In addition 
to these facilities, the resort also features 
an expansive infinity pool suspended 
above the winding Wos River overlooking 
jungle foliage. Kids can splash around in 
the nearby children’s pool, which features 
a miniature waterfall to blend in with the 
natural surroundings. This pool is situated 
next to the Westin Family Kids Club, where 
adventurous activities await.
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HOTELS & RESORTS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"Feel at one with nature with panoramic views 
highlighting the local natural beauty"

Jalan Suweta, Ubud, Gianyar 
Bali 80571, Indonesia 
T: (+62) 361973178 
E: reservation@wapadiume.com 
www.wapadiume.com

WAPA DI UME UBUD

An idyllic destination for 
honeymoons and weddings, 
wellness retreats, as well as 
relaxing getaways with family 

and friends, Wapa di Ume Ubud is a 
luxurious holiday hideaway located just 
five minutes from the centre of Ubud. 
Boasting lush rice fields as its centrepiece, 
guests can feel at one with nature. With 
accommodations built around rice fields 
or on the opposite bank of the river, 
guests can select rooms, suites or pool 
villas to suit their personal style. Each 
space is well-appointed and includes 
amenities like sunken bathtubs, high-
quality beds gracefully draped with 

mosquito netting, private terraces with 
inspiring views and a complimentary 
daily tropical fruit basket. A delicious 
selection of local dishes can be enjoyed 
at Mr. Wayan, Balinese Cuisine with its 
sweeping views over the surrounding 
countryside and at Wapa’s Restaurant, 
overlooking the rainforest. The resort’s 
friendly team is always on hand to 
assist guests choose from an extensive 
selection of memorable activities. Enjoy 
wellness therapies at the delightful Ume 
Spa, yoga lessons, rice field walking 
tours, cultural performances at the 
open-air theatre and authentic Balinese 
cooking lessons.

15% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

15% OFF ALL SPA TREATMENTS AT UME SPA

10% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
AT MR. WAYAN, BALINESE CUISINE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

UBUD
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HOTELS & RESORTS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"A regal and enticing beachside resort set over two lush hectares"

Jalan Prof Ida Bagus Mantra Km. 19.9, Gianyar 
Bali 80362, Indonesia  
T: (+62) 3612005899
E: info@rumahluwih.com 
www.rumahluwih.com

RUMAH LUWIH

T he elegant Rumah Luwih takes 
its design inspiration from 
the Ujung Water Palace, a 
royal retreat renowned for its 

grand architecture, blending colonial 
styling with Chinese and Balinese 
cultural influences. Perfectly located 
on the island’s east coast, guests are 
invited to indulge in five-star facilities 
and enjoy views over the impressive 
beach. Furnished with colonial antiques, 
teakwood fittings and silks, the resort 
features 75 rooms and suites with king 
or twin bed options. Meals can be taken 
at Andrawina or on the terrace by the 

pool. For midday refreshments or a 
casual gathering, the Living Room with 
its sweeping views is a perfect setting, 
while as darkness falls guests enjoy 
a selection of cocktails at the Beach 
Pavilion. The resort also boasts excellent 
meeting and event facilities, including 
the spectacular Ocean Chapel and a 
truly regal ballroom. Rumah Luwih is 
also conveniently situated just 25 minutes 
north of Sanur and operates a regular 
shuttle service to both Sanur and Ubud, 
based on schedule, and is just 30 minutes 
from the port at Padang Bai.

20% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

20% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
AT ANDRAWINA RESTAURANT AND THE BEACH PAVILION

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

GIANYAR
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HOTELS & RESORTS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"Framed by a glittering black sand beach and set 
among Tabanan’s iconic rice terraces"

Gangga Beach, Yah Gangga, Tabanan
Bali 82151, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3618469699
E: reservations@wakahotelsandresorts.com
www.wakahotelsandresorts.com

S et in Tabanan on Bali’s south-west 
coast, amidst sloping rice terraces 
and framed by the black sand of 
Gangga Beach, WakaGangga is 

an oceanfront resort featuring just 21 villas, 
most with their own private swimming 
pool. This tropical retreat truly embodies 
the magical spirit of Bali and the island’s 
traditions are a major feature throughout, 
from the design and environment to the 
BBQ dinner cultural performances held at 
the resort’s Amphitheatre. The Waka Bar & 
Restaurant are located on the beachfront 
and offer stunning 180-degree panoramic 
ocean views and serve a wide variety of 

Indonesian, pan-Asian and international 
dishes prepared and presented home 
style. Atmospheric and fragrant, The 
Waka Spa offers holistic treatments 
with elements of the earth, sand and 
sea. Personal yoga classes can also be 
arranged on the main swimming pool 
lawns by the beach and guests are invited 
to participate in traditional Balinese 
activities like making traditional kites or 
temple offerings. For the energetic, the 
resort’s friendly staff take guests trekking 
through the surrounding rice fields or 
cycling into the nearby villages and to 
Kerambitan Palace.

20% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

TABANAN

WAKAGANGGA
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HOTELS & RESORTS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

Desa Buitan, Manggis, Karangasem
Bali 80871, Indonesia
T: (+62) 36341011
E: manggis@alilahotels.com
www.alilahotels.com/manggis

ALILA MANGGIS

Experience blissful new heights of 
relaxation in east Bali with Alila 
Manggis where lush rice terraces 
and forested hills lead up the 

slopes of the sacred volcano, Mount 
Agung. Within the resort, choose from 
an alluring collection of 55 rooms and 
suites housed in traditional two-storey 
thatched Balinese pavilions reminiscent 
of the village meeting hall. All rooms are 
designed to maximise the views across 
the coconut grove, the swimming pool 
and sea. Outside the comfort of the room, 
find well-proven relaxing remedies at 
Spa Alila. Located within the sprawling 

garden of the resort, the spa offers a wide 
range of rejuvenating treatments in one 
of the air-conditioned private treatment 
rooms. In addition, the spa also has 
two outdoor pavilions for those seeking 
solace with nature. The resort also offers 
a series of exclusive customised activities 
designed to integrate indigenous nature, 
traditional culture and local community 
with breathtaking walks through the 
countryside, exhilarating adventures 
through pristine forests, traditional 
agricultural tours through rice terraces 
and guided discoveries to local temples 
that are well off the beaten path.

KARANGASEM

"Alila Manggis is a secluded and stylish seaside resort in east Bali"

15% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS
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HOTELS & RESORTS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

Banjar Dinas Tebola, Telaga Tawang, Sidemen
Bali 80864, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3665437600
E: reservation@wapadiumesidemen.com
www.wapadiumesidemen.com

WAPA DI UME SIDEMEN

Located in the rugged Karangasem 
countryside and surrounded by rice 
terraces, Wapa di Ume Sidemen 
is a five-star boutique resort 

that offers guests mesmerising views of 
the hillside with a magical backdrop of 
Mount Agung. Far away from city life, 
this stylish venue has been dubbed the 
ultimate peaceful getaway in the east of 
Bali. The selection of accommodations, 
from rooms, to suites and one-bedroom 
pool villas, are carefully constructed 
in a hill setting with some overlooking 
the idyllic Unda River. Inside each 
room, full amenities are available for a 

more relaxing holiday experience. The 
restaurant, Sleeping Gajah Kitchen and 
Bar, offers a wide range of authentic 
local and international dishes throughout 
the day, including an excellent breakfast, 
healthy juices, cocktails and wines. For 
relaxation, the resort features a two-tier 
infinity pool, expansive yoga pavilion, 
fitness centre and the delights of Kapha 
Spa where a myriad treatments await. 
For the adventurous, diving in Amed and 
Tulamben and white-water rafting in 
Telaga Waja are within easy reach, as 
is Kertagosa Palace of Justice and the 
amazing Besakih Temple.

KARANGASEM

"A hidden gem in East Bali"

15% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

15% OFF ALL SPA TREATMENTS AT KAPHA SPA

10% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS
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HOTELS & RESORTS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"A heavenly hideaway in West Bali National Park"

West Bali National Park
Jalan Raya Seririt, Gilimanuk
Bali 81155, Indonesia
T: (+62) 8111556352
E: menjangan@plataran.com
www.plataran.com

PLATARAN MENJANGAN 
RESORT & SPA

L ocated in West National 
Bali National Park, Plataran 
Menjangan Resort & Spa invites 
guests to escape to nature 

where everything is beautifully raw and 
untouched. An epicentre of ecotourism, 
Plataran Menjangan is blessed with 
175 flora and 167 fauna, including the 
endangered heritage bird, Bali starling, 
lush greenery, a blue ocean and majestic 
hilly backdrop. Offering luxury and 
comfort in traditional Joglo villas, the 
resort has four types of accommodation 
scattered through the forest or by the 
ocean. Each villa is equipped with elegant 

comfort and facilities entwined with 
breathtaking views of the surroundings, 
as well as a stone bathtub in the outdoor 
bathroom and an outdoor terrace to 
unwind and enjoy the ocean breeze. 
Dining is also a great experience at the 
resort. Offering 360-degree views of the 
natural park and the ocean, The Octagon 
Ocean Club is idyllic, while Wantilan Open 
Kitchen and Deck is a dreamy spot for 
moments of both solitude and socialising. 
For the ultimate relaxation, Padma Spa 
at Plataran Menjangan is a haven of 
calm and wellbeing tucked inside a lush 
mangrove area.

10% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

SINGARAJA
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HOTELS & RESORTS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"A stunning architectural storybook set on a white sand beach"

Jalan Sigar Penjalin Village, Sire Beach
Lombok 83352, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3706120111
E: lombok@tuguhotels.com
www.tuguhotels.com

HOTEL TUGU LOMBOK

H otel Tugu Lombok is located 
on miles of pristine white sand 
beach in Sire, on the northwest 
coast of Lombok. It is inspired 

by the romantic Hindu Sanskrit epic, the 
Mahabharata. Ancient Hindu gods and 
goddesses permeate the lush gardens 
and their mystical presence is evident 
in the décor of this sublimely distinctive 
property. Offering 18 suites and villas, 
guests can choose whether to stay in 
the sprawling garden or by the beach. 
All rooms are designed to embrace the 
ethos of Tugu, which is to ensure guests 
feel they are in a private residence. 

Enjoy indoor and outdoor dining areas, 
a deep, sensuous bath under the stars, 
or slumber by the pool in your outdoor 
pavilion with a view of the waves lapping 
in from the Lombok Strait. The beauty 
of Tugu is the myriad surprises that lie 
within this fantastical place. The gallery 
and shop are a hidden treasure trove 
spilling over with antiquities and objects 
d’art. Meanwhile, adventurers can try a 
plethora of water-based activities such 
as kayaking, paddle boarding, diving and 
snorkelling right on the beach. Or step 
back with traditional cooking classes or 
local cultural experiences.

10% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

10% OFF WELLNESS RETREAT PACKAGE

20% OFF ALL ACTIVITIES

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

LOMBOK
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HOTELS & RESORTS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"A sanctuary of healthy living and wholesome 
relaxation in the heart of serenity"

Desa Oenggaut, Rote Barat
Kupang 85982, Indonesia
T: +(62) 811388075
E: reservations@seedresort.com
www.seedresort.com

SEED RESORT

S EED Resort is situated on the 
beautiful island of Rote, the 
southernmost island in the 
Indonesian archipelago. The 

boutique resort comprises nine bungalows 
exuding understated luxury that provides 
a comfortable home away from home. 
The villas are built by local craftsmen using 
only indigenous materials, portraying the 
ease of Rote’s architecture. Each villa offers 
privacy, air-conditioned comfort, spacious 
outdoor living, a sandy floor bathroom, and 
more importantly, a balcony that overlooks 
the beach and Indian Ocean right in the 
backyard. SEED Resort hosts an open-plan 
laid-back dining outlet overlooking the 

swimming pool – simultaneously spacious 
and intimate. However, guests can also 
enjoy delectable meals in the comfort 
of the bungalows or dine on the beach. 
Offering an abundance of on-site and 
off-site activities, SEED Resort is the ultimate 
beachfront getaway for families, couples, 
solo travellers and large groups of friends. 
Daily yoga classes in the open-air shala, 
in-house holistic spa therapists, and the 
sun-speckled pool deck allow for those on 
a digital detox to totally unwind. For the 
more active, the resort offers a wide range 
of experiences including surfing, snorkelling, 
daily boat trips, paddle boarding, kayaking 
and more.

15% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

ROTE ISLAND
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LUXURY VILLAS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"A stunning all-villa property in the heart of Nusa Dua"

Jalan Kuruksetra No. 88, Nusa Dua
Bali 80363, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3614772888
E: reservation@agranusa.com
www.agranusa.com

AGRANUSA SIGNATURE 
VILLA BALI
BY DANAPATI

L ocated only 15 minutes from the 
international airport, Agranusa 
Signature Villa Bali by Danapati 
is your home away from home 

when vacationing on the beautiful island 
of Bali. Designed to provide total comfort 
for its guests, every villa is modern with an 
open-air layout overlooking the private 
swimming pool. With a total of 25 stand-
alone villas, guests get to choose from 
one-, two- or three-bedroom villas. From 
the moment guests walk into their abode, 
a worry-free holiday starts. Each villa is 
fully equipped with a kitchen, spacious 
dining and living room, complimentary 

Wi-Fi and a work desk. If you’re on 
a romantic trip, the villas are also a 
secluded haven offering an all-wood 
facade that is the perfect setting for a 
little romance, and being nestled amongst 
trees and greenery helps to really put your 
mind at peace. You can spend romantic 
evenings enjoying the sunset from the 
edge of your private pool and don’t 
forget to organise a classic Bali floating 
breakfast so you can enjoy your meal in 
front of the private pool while indulging 
in fresh tropical fruit, sweet pancakes and 
other delicious nibbles. 

30% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

15% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- EARLY CHECK IN AND LATE CHECK OUT
- 1 TIME AFTERNOON TEA
- BLACKOUT DATES: CHRISTMAS & NEW YEAR (23RD DECEMBER 2021 – 
    1ST JANUARY 2022) AND EID AL-FITR (29TH APRIL 2021 – 7TH MAY 2022)
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS AND SPECIAL EVENTS

NUSA DUA
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LUXURY VILLAS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"A refined experience of authentic Balinese living"

Nusa Dua Tourism Complex
Bali 80363, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361776400
E: info@amarterravilla.com
www.amarterravilla.com

AMARTERRA VILLAS 
BALI NUSA DUA – 
MGALLERY COLLECTION

S et only a stone’s throw from Nusa 
Dua Beach, Amarterra Villas Bali 
Nusa Dua – MGallery Collection 
is an all-villa resort that offers 

unparalleled luxury experiences with 
traditional Balinese elements set among 
lush, landscaped gardens. Combining 
contemporary comforts respecting the 
environment, the resort is inspired by the 
daily life of a traditional Balinese village. 
Offering only 39 villas – one-, two- and 
three-bedroom – the resort is an oasis 
of exotic beauty that caters to travellers 

looking for full relaxation. Each villa comes 
with its own private pool, while inside, 
richly textured materials adorn the living 
space for a colourful finish. In addition, 
the villas are equipped with state-of-the-
art entertainment systems, open lounges, 
a dining area, gazebo and a luxurious 
jacuzzi tub. For relaxation, head over to 
The Amarterra Spa, where well-proven 
treatments await. Or enjoy the stillness of 
the private beach area along the Nusa 
Dua coastline, and the resort’s main 
swimming pool.

20% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

1 TIME 60-MINUTE SPA TREATMENT FOR 2 PERSONS

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

NUSA DUA
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LUXURY VILLAS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"A pristine beachfront luxury villa resort with a regal touch"

Jalan Pratama, Tanjung Benoa
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361778181
E: info@theroyalsantrian.com
www.theroyalsantrian.com

THE ROYAL SANTRIAN 
LUXURY BEACH VILLAS

T he Royal Santrian Luxury 
Beach Villas in Nusa Dua 
is a sophisticated haven 
of contemporary Balinese 

relaxation. Designed to offer privacy and 
a high degree of comfort, the collection of 
beachfront luxury villas is set throughout 
the resort’s 2.5 hectares of lush tropical 
gardens that slope gently down to the 
pristine white sandy beach. Indulge in a 
taste of royal Balinese hospitality; whether 
ensconced in a Royal Villa or a Deluxe 
Villa, guests will discover all the amenities 
one would expect from an exquisitely 
luxurious home away from home. The 

sizeable private pools and open-air 
gazebo with dining area offer a living 
space in which to spend relaxed days and 
romantic evenings, while conscientious 
staff are on call and ready to attend to 
your every desire. Within the villas, the 
tasteful fittings and furnishings surround 
you with the comfort and convenience 
that enable you to fully savour the relaxing 
atmosphere of this oceanfront setting. 
Five-star amenities include world-class 
dining, a luxurious spa and the Sun Deck 
– a perfect place to relax and watch the 
world go by on the beachfront.

20% OFF BEST AVAILABE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

TANJUNG BENOA
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LUXURY VILLAS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"A theatre of dreams on the southern cliffs of Bali"

Jalan Belimbing Sari, Pecatu
Bali 80364, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3618482166
E: uluwatu@alilahotels.com
www.alilahotels.com/uluwatu

ALILA VILLAS 
ULUWATU

S et within extensive tropical 
gardens and framed by the 
shimmering Indian Ocean, 
discover Alila Villas Uluwatu, a 

glamorous five-star resort located on 
the cliffs of Uluwatu. With impeccable 
attention to detail, a heightened level of 
personalised service, along with one of 
Bali’s most awe-inspiring ocean views, 
the tranquil resort boasts fabulous 
facilities and first-class dining backed 
by marvellous staff who will ensure your 
holiday dreams come true. With an 
extensive range of innovative amenities 
and a personal butler on hand to attend 

to your every whim, Alila Villas Uluwatu 
welcomes guests who truly desire the very 
best that Bali has to offer. Choose from 
the dazzling one-, two- or the magnificent 
Hollywood-style three-bedroom pool 
villas. Relax, rejuvenate or be pampered 
at Spa Alila; take tapas and cocktails in the 
famed Sunset Cabana; or relax and soak 
up the sun by the resort's elegant pool. 
Gourmands can indulge in sophisticated 
dining at Cire, or enjoy a casual sun-
soaked meal at The Warung. Alila Villas 
Uluwatu is an idyllic tropical escape and 
a picture-perfect location for extravagant 
weddings and events.

20% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- COMPLIMENTARY 60-MINUTE MASSAGE 

FOR 2 PERSONS 
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

ULUWATU
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LUXURY VILLAS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"A luxury clifftop resort with direct access to a stunning beach"

Jalan Villa Kandara
Banjar Wijaya Kusuma
Bali 80362, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3618482202
E: res@karmaresorts.com
www.karmakandara.com

KARMA KANDARA

K arma Kandara was one of 
the pioneers when it comes to 
luxurious clifftop villas on the 
gorgeous Uluwatu landscape. 

Blending traditional Balinese aesthetics 
with opulent presentation and amenities, 
each private villa is beautifully 
complemented by a private swimming 
pool and tropical courtyard, highlighting 
the calming elements of natural stone, 
teakwood decks and indigenous grass 
roofs. You can choose from the one-, 
three- or four-bedroom villas, which are 
perfect for an escapade with a group 
of loved ones. The charm of Karma 

Kandara goes beyond the picture-
perfect villas, as its dramatic location on 
the rocky cliff leads down to a stunning 
beach that looks like it belongs on a 
postcard. The white sand and azure 
waters make the vista seem like paradise 
on earth. You can savour Mediterranean 
fare while enjoying the scenery from an 
elevated view at Di Mare Restaurant, 
or go straight down to dip your toes in 
the sand while you savour the exotic 
flavours at Karma Beach Bali. Not to be 
missed is the prestigious Karma Spa, with 
iconic spa pavilions set along the cliff 
overlooking the vast ocean.

20% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

ULUWATU
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LUXURY VILLAS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"The edge is a luxurious sanctuary secreted away 
atop the cliffs of Uluwatu in southern Bali"

Jalan Pura Goa Lempeh
Banjar Dinas Kangin, Pecatu
Bali 80364, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3618470700
E: intouch@theedgebali.com
www.theedgebali.com

THE EDGE

W hether you desire wedding 
or honeymoon romance, a 
focused corporate retreat or 
a family escape to paradise, 

The edge offers an enchanting selection 
of accommodations to suit your exacting 
preferences. Set over five hectares of 
beautiful natural Balinese greenery, The 
edge is secreted away atop the cliffs of 
Uluwatu and boasts a range of one-, two- 
and three-bedroom pool villas along with 
The View, a breathtaking five-bedroom 
villa set over two levels that includes large 
gardens, a wine cellar, kids’ room, private 
cinema, two living rooms, two swimming 
pools and beautifully located terraces with 

dining and relaxation pavilions. Each villa 
has inspiring panoramic views of the Indian 
Ocean and features private pool, spacious 
living and dining room, state-of-the-art 
entertainment systems. The team of butlers is 
on hand 24-hours-a-day to ensure that every 
need or whim is catered to professionally 
and discreetly. The venue is complemented 
by two contemporary swimming pools, 
including the renowned glass bottom sky 
pool, a day club, an oceanfront bar, gourmet 
dining and a sumptuous spa, and an 
exclusive entertainment centre with a private 
bowling alley. The edge is a dedicated 
enclave of only eight ocean view villas for 
wellness, relaxation and luxury.

STAY 3 NIGHTS, PAY 2 NIGHTS WITH SPECIAL RATE:
ONE-BEDROOM VILLA: IDR11,800,000/VILLA/NIGHT
TWO-BEDROOM VILLA: IDR18,000,000/VILLA/NIGHT
INCLUSIVE :
- BREAKFAST FOR 2 PERSONS IN ONE-BEDROOM VILLA AND 4 PERSONS IN TWO-BEDROOM VILLA
- 1 TIME FLOATING BREAKFAST FOR 2 PERSONS IN ONE-BEDROOM VILLA AND 4 PERSONS IN TWO-BEDROOM VILLA
- 1 TIME LUNCH/DINNER FOR 2 PERSONS IN ONE-BEDROOM VILLA AND 4 PERSONS IN TWO-BEDROOM VILLA
- 1 TIME 1-HOUR MASSAGE FOR 2 PERSONS IN ONE-BEDROOM VILLA AND 4 PERSONS IN TWO-BEDROOM VILLA
- 1 TIME AFTERNOON TEA FOR 2 PERSONS IN ONE-BEDROOM VILLA AND 4 PERSONS IN TWO-BEDROOM VILLA

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS AND SPECIAL EVENTS

ULUWATU
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LUXURY VILLAS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"Understated Indonesian elegance in Bali’s 
popular beachside playground"

Jalan Raya Legian No. 123B, Kuta 
Bali 80361, Indonesia 
T: (+62) 361756276 
E: experience.dedaun@alayahotels.com 
www.alayahotels.com

ALAYA DEDAUN KUTA

E mbrace the spirit of a traditional 
village at Alaya Dedaun Kuta, 
where the collection of 12 
elegant private villas offers 

guests affordable luxury with a focus 
on relaxed tropical living. With heartfelt 
service delivered by a team of trained 
butlers, discerning travellers can expect 
a culturally inspired stay steeped in 
romance. A choice of well-appointed 
one-, two- and three-bedroom villas 
awaits honeymooners and couples 
seeking serenity, as well as groups and 
families who desire all the modern home 
comforts, space and convenience of a 
larger villa. Known as Kuta’s little secret, 

the property is within easy walking 
distance of Kuta’s famed stretch of sunset 
beach and is supported by a restaurant 
edged by exotic greenery serving a menu 
featuring authentic local and international 
cuisine. The adjacent lawns are ideal 
for small events, such as garden parties 
or intimate celebrations. Alaya Dedaun 
Kuta is also home to the award-winning 
wellness facility DaLa Spa where, with a 
design that symbolises the refined style of 
a bygone era, guests can enjoy head-to-
toe indulgence with a curated menu of 
treatments inspired by Indonesia’s age-
old healing and beauty rituals.

15% OFF BEST AVAILABE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

KUTA
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LUXURY VILLAS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"Design-driven architecture, personalised 
service and an incomparable location"

Jalan Pura Telaga Waja
Petitenget, Seminyak
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361730333
E: info@peppersseminyak.com
www.peppersseminyak.com

PEPPERS SEMINYAK

P eppers Seminyak is a luxury 
villa resort located in the heart 
of Petitenget, Seminyak – one 
of Bali’s most exclusive and 

deservedly popular holiday destinations. 
Perfectly located for those wishing to 
explore this exciting corner of Bali, the 
resort is home to a collection of one to 
five-bedroom private pool villas, including 
the Peppers Presidential Villa. Peppers 
Seminyak’s design-driven architecture 
and personalised service means it stands 
apart in terms of quality and exclusivity. 
Renowned throughout Australia and New 
Zealand for captivating resorts, world-
class cuisine and exquisite wellness spas, 

Peppers Retreats & Resorts selected 
Peppers Seminyak to launch the Peppers’ 
brand in Asia. The resort’s social hub is the 
35m rock pool. For your culinary needs 
and backed by an international cellar full 
of celebrated new and old world wines, 
The Laneway features fresh, season-driven 
cuisine that is upscale yet never pretentious, 
with indulgent, succulent small-plate dishes 
and desserts that showcase locally caught 
seafood, top quality meats and organically 
grown produce from the cool hillsides 
near Ubud. For relaxation, SPA at Peppers 
Seminyak invites guests to indulge in 
signature treatments and healing, as well 
as multi-day wellness packages.

25% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

SEMINYAK
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LUXURY VILLAS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"Award-winning beachfront villas in the heart of Seminyak"

Jalan Laksmana
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361731149
E: info@thesamayabali.com
www.thesamayabali.com

THE SAMAYA SEMINYAK

T he Samaya Seminyak offers 
the ideal tropical getaway for 
travellers seeking the ultimate 
luxury and exclusivity. Located 

right in the hustle and bustle of Seminyak’s 
lifestyle district, trendy cafés and lively 
nightspots are just steps away from the 
beachfront venue. Featuring 52 private 
villas, each comes with its swimming 
pool, spacious outdoor living area and 
lavish en-suite bathroom. Offering 
a memorable holiday experience, a 
personal butler is assigned to each villa 
and ready to help create a hassle-free 
vacation. Meanwhile, opposite the main 

complex, minutes away by buggy, the 
Royal Courtyard villas also offer the same 
luxury of privacy, modern amenities and 
facilities. While each villa offers extensive 
facilities, including a private lap pool, 
guests can also enjoy a relaxing day in the 
lounge area with a spacious swimming 
pool and expansive wooden deck at the 
centre of the complex. In addition to the 
facilities inside the resort, The Samaya 
Seminyak also provides complimentary 
shuttle service within the Seminyak area, 
making it another reason why staying 
at this five-star resort should be on the 
agenda soon.

15% OFF BEST AVAILABE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

SEMINYAK
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LUXURY VILLAS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"A serene hideaway to relax and rejuvenate 
amid Petitenget’s happening scene"

Jalan Lebak Sari, Seminyak
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361737378
E: reservation@villa-airbali.com
www.villa-airbali.com

VILLA AIR BALI 
BOUTIQUE RESORT & 
SPA

P eaceful, relaxing and luxurious, 
Villa Air Bali Boutique Resort & 
Spa is a tranquil hideaway, just 
a short walk from the heart of 

Petitenget and its boutiques, nightlife 
and great restaurants. Awarded 2019 
Travelers’ Choice 25 Best Small Hotels 
in Bali by TripAdvisor, it combines 
traditional Balinese and modern Zen 
elements and is set in lush tropical 
gardens, offering ultimate privacy 
and personalised service. Villa Air Bali 
embraces the Balinese respect for 
water as the flow of life, purity, healing 
and cleansing and has woven water 
into architectural design. The public 

facilities include a garden pool, relaxing 
day lounge, family friendly amenities, 
bicycle rental, a shuttle service into 
nearby Seminyak and Kuta, as well 
as a restaurant, in-villa dining and an 
indulgent spa. The tropical pool villas 
are available with either one, two or 
four bedrooms and interconnected villas 
are available, making them ideal for 
families and groups. All the villas are 
spacious and come with air-conditioned 
living rooms and bedrooms, garden, 
private entrance, private pool, en-suite 
bathrooms, free Wi-Fi, satellite TV and a 
kitchen or kitchenette.

20% OFF BEST AVAILABE RATE

15% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 
AT HERBS & STONES GARDEN RESTAURANT

15% OFF ALL SPA TREATMENTS AT SPA AIR BALI

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS AND SPECIAL EVENTS

SEMINYAK
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LUXURY VILLAS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"Luxury comfort living in the heart of Seminyak"

Jalan Lebak Sari No. 18
Petitenget, Seminyak
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3614733776
E: reservation@villakayuraja.com
www.villakayuraja.com

VILLA KAYU RAJA

B oasting a collection of opulent 
modern one- or two-bedroom 
pool villas, Kayu Raja can 
be found in the very heart 

of Seminyak, Bali’s popular centre of 
fashion, dining, spas and beach clubs. 
Situated just 30 minutes from Ngurah 
Rai International Airport and only 10 
minutes from both Kuta and Legian, two 
of the island’s most popular destinations 
for nightlife and entertainment, Kayu 
Raja offers 58 richly appointed and 
spacious private villas featuring luxurious 
bathrooms, private pools, day beds and 

loungers, all complemented by sincere 
service and indulgent locally accented 
furnishings and décor. For meals choose 
Kayu Raja’s traditionally styled on-site 
restaurant, which serves a menu full of 
fresh and healthy food combining the 
bold tastes of Asia and the west, or stroll 
into the culinary wonderland of Seminyak 
where dining options to suit any taste 
await. For deep relaxation, the Kayu 
Raja Spa offers a range of signature 
treatments supported by a collection of 
pampering rituals and massages. 

15% OFF BEST INTERNET RATE

15% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES AT THE RESTAURANT

15% OFF SPA TREATMENTS

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- MINIMUM 3-NIGHT STAY RECEIVE 1 FREE LUNCH OR DINNER OR 60-MINUTE 

MASSAGE FOR 2 PERSONS
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS AND SPECIAL EVENTS

SEMINYAK
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LUXURY VILLAS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"Reconnect with nature, your loved ones and, 
most importantly, with yourself"

Desa Kelusa, Payangan, Gianyar
Bali 80572, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3612091769
E: reservation@samsaraubud.com
www.samsaraubud.com

SAMSARA UBUD

A n intimate retreat set in 
Payangan, north of Ubud, 
Samsara Ubud is a beautiful 
boutique resort nestled within 

the tropical rainforest. Offering highly 
personalised service and an elegant 
design, Samsara is a collection of just 17 
stylish one-, two- and three-bedroom 
pool villas. For couples, lifestyle retreats 
and groups of friends, as well as those 
wishing to celebrate weddings and 
birthdays, Samsara Ubud offers majestic 
laidback luxury. The villas feature 
outdoor decking, sun beds and heated 
pools. Relaxation is easy, be it while 
watching the sunrise or basking in the 

tropical sun. Inside, a sound system, cable 
TV, four-poster bed, sofa and indulgent 
bathroom offer guests a comfortable, 
stylish, personal hideaway. Dining is 
found at The Kelusa with its sweeping 
views across the rainforest. International 
food prepared using the freshest local 
ingredients and beverages with a local 
twist are the speciality. A heated main 
pool, spa and fitness centre offer further 
facilities, meaning that everything you 
need is right to hand. If you choose to 
explore the local area, the resort offers 
a shuttle into Ubud and will aid you in 
planning excursions.

40% OFF BEST AVAILABE RATE

25% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 
AT THE KELUSA

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

UBUD
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LUXURY VILLAS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"Setting a higher standard for hospitality in Indonesia"

Jalan Raya Petulu, Banjar Petulu Desa, Ubud
Bali 80571, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3619086147
E: info@theparisudha.com
www.theparisudha.com

THE PARI SUDHA

B orn from the idea of modern 
hospitality with Indonesian 
touches, The Pari Sudha is a 
four-star hotel that adheres fully 

to the concept of Tri Kaya Parisudha (three 
basic deeds in Balinese Hinduism). Located 
in a serene area of Ubud, guests at the 
property are treated to views of untouched 
natural surroundings. Offering eight private 
suites with a shared swimming pool, each 
one is fitted with amenities and facilities 
to make a comfortable stay, including flat 
screen TV with MiBox for seamless movie 
streaming, free Wi-Fi, outdoor sitting area 
and a yoga mat to keep you active. If 
you’re planning to stay more than three 

nights, the hotel offers complimentary 
bicycle rental to explore the surrounding 
countryside. For honeymooners, the hotel 
offers the Holy Retreat Room as the place 
to be. As the most secluded and biggest 
suite, it has its own semi-private pool, 
where couples can relax outside and enjoy 
the glistening Balinese sun. More than just 
a hotel, The Pari Sudha also a pioneer 
in empowering the community into a 
neighbourhood. For example, this hotel 
partnered up with BUMDes (a village-
owned enterprise) to handle transportation 
for staying guests. Profit generated from 
this service will help to develop the village 
in Petulu.

45% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

UBUD
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LUXURY VILLAS

BCA 
FANTASTIC
OFFER

"Blending Balinese traditions with exceptional facilities"

Banjar Baung 
Desa Sayan, Ubud 
Bali 80571, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361973606
E: infoubud@thesamayabali.com
www.ubud.samayabali.com

THE SAMAYA UBUD

T he Samaya Ubud is a superbly 
presented and fully equipped 
contemporary Balinese 
boutique villa resort located 

just 15 minutes north of Ubud. Situated 
in the village of Sayan, alongside the 
Ayung River and surrounded by an 
iconic Balinese landscape of rice fields 
and forest, it offers discerning guests 
a magnificent and majestic modern 
Balinese experience. There are a range 
of impressive one-, two- and three-
bedroom luxury villas, all featuring flat-
screen cable TVs, minibar, iPod docks, 
spacious en-suite bathrooms with Jacuzzi, 

as well as a private pool and 24-hour 
butler service. The three-bedroom villa 
is very private and benefits from a large 
swimming pool, as well as having plenty 
of space for group or quiet time, making 
it perfect for group retreats. The resort 
facilities include Swept Away Restaurant 
and an exotic wellness centre with gym, 
private sauna room, steam room and 
Jacuzzi. Guests can enjoy spa treatments 
in the villa, as well as joining a range 
of activities that include local cooking 
classes, whilst a complimentary 24-
hour shuttle service to Ubud allows easy 
exploration of the island’s cultural capital.

20% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

UBUD
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DININGD NUSA DUA

30% OFF FOOD ONLY

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

Sofitel Bali Nusa Dua Beach Resort 
Nusa Dua Tourism Complex
Bali 80363, Indonesia 
T: (+62) 3618492888 
E: H9078@sofitel.com 
www.sofitel.com/9078

A s the sun sets, Cucina, the 
signature restaurant of the 
Sofitel Bali Nusa Dua Beach 
Resort, offers guests a truly 

decadent Mediterranean al fresco 
experience. Comfortable and casually 
sophisticated, the Cucina terrace is 
set amongst lush greenery beside 
the resort’s pool. Inviting guests to 
indulge in an array of fine Italian and 
Mediterranean dishes, it is backed by 
superb service and an excellent drinks 
menu. On Sundays, Cucina hosts the 
French-inspired Sunday Brunch à 
la Française; a magnificent spread 
complemented by live entertainment, 
pool access, à la minute cooking stations, 
à la carte options and free-flow drinks 
packages. Renowned for its excellent 
food and service, Cucina’s Sunday 
brunches have been listed by Condé 
Nast Traveler as one of The Best Hotel 
Brunches in the World.

CUCINA
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FANTASTIC
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DINING DNUSA DUA

20% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

H oused in a little bamboo hut, 
Kopi Petani is the newest 
addition to Meliá Bali’s great 
dining options. Inspired by 

the richness of local coffee, Kopi Petani 
offers an exceptional experience beyond 
coffee and cake. Highlighting the best 
locally sourced coffee beans, hand-picked 
in Kintamani in Bali’s north, guests are 
invited to quench their thirst with a quality 
selection of coffees, teas and sweet bites. 
Moreover, this great little café is adorned 
in warm tones to create a relaxing 
atmosphere for guests looking to do some 
work or just hideaway from Bali’s heat.

Meliá Bali
Nusa Dua Tourism Complex

Bali 80363, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361771510

E: reservation.meliabali@melia.com
www.meliabali.com

KOPI PETANI
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DININGD NUSA DUA

20% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

Meliá Bali
Nusa Dua Tourism Complex
Bali 80363, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361771510
E: reservation.meliabali@melia.com
www.meliabali.com

L ocated on the Nusa Dua shore, 
Sateria Beachside Restaurant is 
a casual, semi open-air trattoria 
ready to satisfy everyone. Serving 

up authentic pizzas, sandwiches, snacks 
and international favourites, the restaurant 
can seat up to 180 people indoors and 
outdoors. Open from breakfast until dinner, 
the beachside restaurant is also a great 
spot for anyone looking to play on the 
beach or just to laze under Bali’s sun. For 
a complete experience, the team behind 
the bar will also create your favourite 
drinks, from cocktails to mocktails, as the 
perfect refreshment, while daily live music 
performances accompany sunset.

SATERIA BEACHSIDE 
RESTAURANT
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FANTASTIC
OFFER

DINING DNUSA DUA

20% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

Meliá Bali
Nusa Dua Tourism Complex

Bali 80363, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361771510

E: reservation.meliabali@melia.com
www.meliabali.com

S orrento Spanish Restaurant and 
Tapas serves up a selection of 
well-crafted Spanish-inspired 
dishes to pamper the taste buds. 

Located in the grounds of Meliá Bali, the 
restaurant pays homage to the resort’s 
Spanish roots. Open daily for dinner 
only, the restaurant is a perfect spot 
for guests looking to celebrate special 
moments in their lives and serves great 
food, including paella, tapas and much 
more. For a complete experience, the 
restaurant is also home to a wide range 
of Spanish wines.

SORRENTO SPANISH 
RESTAURANT AND 

TAPAS
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DININGD NUSA DUA

30% OFF FOOD ONLY

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

Sofitel Bali Nusa Dua Beach Resort 
Nusa Dua Tourism Complex
Bali 80363, Indonesia 
T: (+62) 3618492888 
E: H9078@sofitel.com 
www.sofitel.com/9078

S et beachside and framed by 
swaying coconut palms at 
Sofitel Bali Nusa Dua Beach 
Resort is Toya, a picturesque 

and laid-back grill and bar offering a 
sublime mix of tropical elegance and 
sophisticated al fresco ambience that is 
focused on local-style food and drinks. 
Relaxed and comfortable, the seating 
deck has patio-style tables and chairs 
and is built around an open bar and 
kitchen. A haven of shade, snacks and 
cooling drinks throughout the day, Toya 
transforms into an exotic grill at night 
with soft lighting, music and a romantic 
vibe. Complementing the à la carte menu 
in the evening is the impressive Balinese 
BBQ, while the magnifique happy hour 
with beer and cocktail offers takes place 
from 4-6pm daily.

TOYA BEACH
BAR & GRILL
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DINING DTANJUNG BENOA

15% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- NOT VALID FOR ROOM SERVICE
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

A ll Spice Restaurant in the 
Royal Santrian Luxury Beach 
Villas has an east meets 
west concept with a range 

of expertly prepared authentic Asian 
and western dishes on the menu. From 
the Teppanyaki grill to the Sushi Bar, 
experience innovative interpretations 
of modern Japanese cuisine presented 
alongside authentic Thai cuisine and a 
range of modern tapas-style bites that 
blend classic French and Italian flavours. 
Dining at the ocean-view restaurant 
or the beachfront Teppanyaki grill 
and sushi bar is a memorable sensory 
experience backed by an excellent 
drinks menu and warm, sincere service. 
In addition, the restaurant also serves 
all-time Indonesian favourites, including 
Bebek Goreng, Nasi Goreng Buntut, 
Tongseng Kambing and Sop Buntut. 

The Royal Santrian Luxury Beach Villas
Jalan Pratama Tanjung Benoa, Nusa Dua

Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361778181

E: info@theroyalsantrian.com
www.theroyalsantrian.com

ALL SPICE 
RESTAURANT
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DININGD JIMBARAN

25% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- NOT VALID FOR IN-ROOM DINING AND BANQUETING
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

O verlooking the sprawling 
tropical gardens and freeform 
swimming pool, Anarasa-
Bara Robata Grill & Restaurant 

is one out of five dining venues found 
within the stylish Mövenpick Resort & Spa 
Jimbaran Bali. Open all day and brimming 
with urban style, the restaurant offers 
guests delectable dishes and comfort with 
ample seating areas. Guests can choose 
the shaded outside terrace or indoors 
in air-conditioned comfort, where live 
cooking stations accompany the dining 
experience. Anarasa-Bara Robata Grill & 
Restaurant caters to all palates and offers 
a wide selection of Asian delicacies, an à 
la carte menu and a dedicated children’s 
zone and menu. Always putting quality 
first, all dishes are made using ingredients 
sourced from the local neighbourhood to 
ensure freshness daily.

Mövenpick Resort & Spa Jimbaran Bali
Jalan Wanagiri No. 1, Jimbaran
Bali 80362, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3614725777
E: resort.bali.rest-resv@movenpick.com
www.movenpick.com

ANARASA-BARA 
ROBATA GRILL & 
RESTAURANT
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DINING DJIMBARAN

25% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

Four Seasons Resort Bali at Jimbaran Bay
Jimbaran

Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361708333

E: sundara.bali@fourseasons.com
www.sundarabali.com

M aking the most of its Jimbaran 
Bay location, all-day dining 
and beach club destination 
Sundara offers uninterrupted 

views of the Indian Ocean. Meaning 
beautiful in Sanskrit, Sundara spoils its 
guests with elegant indoor and outdoor 
dining venues, its spectacular 57m infinity 
edge swimming pool, and a chic collection 
of poolside gazebos and loungers. More 
than just a luxurious venue to watch the 
sunset, Sundara is also home to Bali's 
Longest Sunday Brunch. From 11am to 
3.30pm, guests get to savour unlimited 
servings of tasty dishes carefully crafted 
by the culinary team. Chill out with the 
showstopping Seafood-On-Ice Platter 
crowned with bamboo lobster, and indulge 
in foie gras sliders, confit duck ravioli and 
sharing plates. Or delight the taste buds 
at the live rotisserie station with orange-
glazed roast duck, Angus beef wellington, 
salt-baked Tasmanian salmon and more.

SUNDARA
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DININGD JIMBARAN

15% OFF FOOD ONLY

- MINIMUM SPEND IDR250,000
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

Sidewalk Jimbaran Mall
Jalan Raya Uluwatu No. 138A, Ungasan
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3614466737 
E: wanaku.dimsum@gmail.com
www.wanakubali.com

F ound in the bustling Sidewalk 
Jimbaran Mall, Wanaku Chinese 
Restaurant is a casual dining 
venue helmed by Executive Chef 

Qing Guo Yang, who serves Beijing and 
Szechuan dishes crafted from high-
quality, fresh ingredients. The superb 
menu is packed with traditional recipes, 
including the ever-popular selection of 
classic dim sum and tasty barbecue. 
From roast duck to steamed siew mai, 
fried shrimp in beancurd skin to pan-fried 
cheong fun with XO sauce, shrimp meat 
ball congee to durian mochi Wanaku style, 
there is plenty of choice for everyone.

WANAKU CHINESE 
RESTAURANT
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DINING DULUWATU

20% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

Karma Kandara
Jalan Villa Kandara

Banjar Wijaya Kusuma
Bali 80362, Indonesia

T: (+62) 3618482205
E: reservations@karmabeach.com

www.karmakandara.com

O ften referred to as the most 
exciting beach club in Bali, 
as well as the island’s best 
beach, Karma Beach Bali 

presides over a pristine sweep of white 
sand and a tranquil turquoise lagoon 
whose only access is via Karma’s private 
inclinator, carrying guests effortlessly up 
and down 100 metres of sheer limestone 
cliff. Styled after a tropical beach barn, 
complete with indigenous grass roof and 
bamboo platform, the club exudes an air 
of paradise, accompanied by exemplary 
levels of service. Freshly caught seafood, a 
wood-fired pizza oven, innovative signature 
cocktails and an extensive champagne 
menu are accompanied by an endless 
creative events schedule that includes 
world-renowned DJs and performing 
artists, big screen on-the-beach movie 
nights, and culinary events, all making 
Karma Beach the ultimate weekend 
getaway destination in Southeast Asia.

KARMA BEACH BALI
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DININGD ULUWATU

20% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

JaIan Pantai Pandawa, Kutuh
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3612003588 
E: info@roosterfishbeachclub.com
www.roosterfishbeachclub.com

ROOSTERFISH
BEACH CLUB

L ocated in the south of Bali at 
Pandawa Beach, one of the 
island’s most famous beaches, 
Roosterfish Beach Club is all 

about relaxation, music, fun and frolics 
with big icy drinks and buckets of beers 
from the swim-up pool bar. It’s about 
wood-fired pizzas, seafood BBQs and 
beach volleyball. In short, Roosterfish 
is all about chilling out and relaxing 
beachside with friends and family. A 
classic Balinese Beach Club, Roosterfish 
boasts a private pool with loungers, a 
large grassy lawn and relaxed covered 
and open terrace seating. The day 
starts with a cool breakfast, followed 
by a variety of snacks, salads, Balinese 
favourites, wood-fired pizzas from the 
pizza oven and grilled seafood from the 
outdoor sunken barbeque pit served 
throughout the day. Roosterfish is also 
available for private functions.
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DINING DULUWATU

25% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

Alila Villas Uluwatu
Jalan Belimbing Sari, Pecatu

Bali 80364, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3618482166

E: uluwatu@alilahotels.com
www.alilahotels.com

SUNSET CABANA BAR

P oised on an elevated limestone 
plateau atop cliffs that sweep 
down to the ocean, Alila Villas 
Uluwatu exudes romanticism. 

The all-villa resort is home to only 65 
villas and offers the utmost privacy to 
its guests, as well as world-class dining 
venues. One of these is the Sunset Cabana 
Bar. Built by award-winning Singapore 
architectural firm WOHA, Sunset Cabana 
Bar is perched slightly overhanging the 
cliff edge in a striking structure that gives 
guests unparalleled views of the sea for 
miles, all from comfortable seating, which 
makes it the perfect destination to start 
each evening while gazing out at the 
sunset. Don’t forget to try the specially 
crafted cocktails to make your time even 
more enjoyable.
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DININGD ULUWATU

25% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

Alila Villas Uluwatu
Jalan Belimbing Sari, Banjar Tambiyak, Pecatu
Bali 80364, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3618482166
E: uluwatuculinary@alilahotels.com
www.alilahotels.com/uluwatu/warung

THE WARUNG

S ituated within the award-winning 
five-star Alila Villas Uluwatu 
resort, The Warung restaurant is 
a must-visit culinary destination 

for those who seek comfortable dining 
in Bali. Relaxed and yet remarkably 
refined, from its perch atop the specular 
cliffs of the southern coast of Bali, The 
Warung presents a delicious celebration 
of authentic flavours, colours and textures 
with a menu of wholesome, authentic 
and modern Indonesian-inspired food. 
Gourmands can indulge in the selection 
of beautifully presented traditional dishes 
alongside a host of modern classics, all 
created using fresh, local ingredients. 
Packed with natural flavour and goodness, 
famous house specialities include nasi liwet, 
pork ribs, ayam betutu and megibung. 
Open from 11am to 11pm daily, The Warung 
regularly welcomes local and international 
guest chefs who wow discerning diners 
with wine-paired degustation dinners.
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20% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

1. Jalan Sunset Road No. 88
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 81138003222

E: reservation.secretgarden@
gmail.com

2. Jalan Raya Denpasar 
Bedugul Km. 36

Mekarsari, Baturiti 
Bali 82191, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3682033363

E: reservation.secretgarden@
gmail.com

www.bebektimbungan.co.id

BEBEK TIMBUNGAN

B ebek Timbungan is a casual, 
comfortable restaurant 
conveniently located on Sunset 
Road offering a delectable range 

of Balinese heritage food in a delightfully 
traditional setting. Offering both indoor 
and outdoor seating, the restaurant can 
accommodate over 200 people and has 
its own private function room located on 
the second level. The entrance resembles 
a Balinese market serving Balinese 
heritage snack foods served by waitstaff 
in traditional attire. The main menu offers 
a full range of Balinese dishes, with the 
namesake bebek timbungan taking pride 
of place. Originally only for religious 
ceremonies, the duck is marinated in a 
rich mixture of spices and cooked inside 
bamboo, which is then opened at your 
table. Popular dishes include the selection 
of satay, crab sere lemo, seafood soup and 
the megibung package, as well as a range 
of vegetarian selections.
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DININGD KUTA

15% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- VALID FOR DINE-IN ONLY
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

Jalan Raya Kuta 65, Kuta
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361755149
E: catering@balibakery.com
www.balibakery.com

BALI BAKERY 
PATISSERIE & CAFÉ

L oyal customers have enjoyed the 
patisserie and culinary delights at 
Bali Bakery since it first opened 
its doors in 1994. Offering an 

extensive menu, Bali Bakery specialises 
in both western and local fare, including 
spring rolls, wholesome à la carte options, 
a limitless selection of sandwiches, fresh 
seafood and steaks, pasta, salads, 
breads, pies, desserts, cakes and gourmet 
coffees. Definitely one of the best-
known eateries in town, Bali Bakery is 
the perfect meeting spot for both casual 
get-togethers and business gatherings. 
Offering great quality in a relaxed setting 
at affordable prices, it is no wonder that 
Bali Bakery is one of Bali’s most popular 
restaurants. Bali Bakery can be found in 
other locations, including Jalan Oberoi, 
Seminyak Square, Hayam Wuruk and Kuta 
Point Ardenia.
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DININGD KUTA

15% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

C onveniently located, comfortable 
and relaxed, Samudera 
Restaurant at the Grand Istana 
Rama on Kuta Beach offers 

guests casual beachfront and poolside 
all-day dining. With a choice of seating 
inside or out on the al fresco terrace with 
views over the hotel’s lush pool, Samudera 
is open for buffet breakfast, lunch and 
dinner. The casual Balinese-influenced 
design boasts an enticing pan-Asian menu 
along with fresh BBQ-style dishes like 
grilled snapper fillets or shared lobster, 
steaks and pizzas. The beverage list is 
just as welcoming with a selection of 
martini and Bellini cocktails catching the 
eye, plus a range of beers, soft drinks and 
juices. Guests will enjoy the chilled-out 
atmosphere and the famous Kuta vibes as 
they eat, drink and relax in the wonderful 
tropical ambience.

Grand Istana Rama Hotel 
Jalan Pantai Kuta
Bali 80361, Indonesia  
T: (+62) 361752208 
E: fbadmin@grandistanarama.com 
www.samuderaresto.com

SAMUDERA 
RESTAURANT
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15% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

Grand Istana Rama Hotel 
Jalan Pantai Kuta 

Bali 80361, Indonesia  
T: (+62) 361752208 

E: fbadmin@grandistanarama.com 
www.grandistanarama.com

T eppanyaki Corner is perfectly 
positioned and conveniently 
located within the comfortable 
and relaxed Samudera 

Restaurant at the Grand Istana Rama on 
Kuta Beach. Samudera offers diners a 
casual beachfront setting with a totally 
tropical vibe and a range of well-priced 
food and drinks including a theatrical and 
artful dining experience at Teppanyaki 
Corner, the restaurant’s Japanese iron 
griddle. Following the classic Japanese 
style, be seated around the griddle, watch 
and interact as the experienced Teppan 
chef struts his stuff, with a chopping, 
toasting, pantomime of culinary charades. 
Choose seafood, vegetables or mixed 
ingredients and sit back and prepare 
yourself for a fun and frivolous feast 
backed a menu of beers, wines, cocktails 
and soft drinks.

TEPPANYAKI CORNER
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DININGD LEGIAN

20% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- À LA CARTE MENU ONLY
- NOT VALID FOR ROOM SERVICE
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

O pen for breakfast and dinner, 
DONBIU at Padma Resort 
Legian is a spacious and 
laidback traditionally styled 

restaurant where guests can savour a 
range of Indonesian and international 
dishes and enjoy live entertainment each 
night. Dine on the terrace or inside and 
sample the morning buffet selection 
featuring live cooking stations and chilled 
counters brimming with premium meats, 
cheeses and tropical fruit. There are all 
the favourite Asian specialties, as well 
as western classics such as pancakes, 
French toast and eggs freshly cooked 
how you like. In the evening and backed 
by great service and a large drinks 
menu, choose from the à la carte menu 
or indulge in the extensive themed buffet 
crammed with local and international 
favourites whilst enjoying cultural 
performances and live music.

Padma Resort Legian
Jalan Padma No. 1, Legian
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361752111
E: dining.legian@padmahotels.com
www.padmaresortlegian.com

DONBIU RESTAURANT
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DINING DLEGIAN

15% OFF FOOD & BEVERAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

OSSOTEL
Jalan Padma Utara, Legian

Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361755225

E: info@romeosbali.com
www.romeosbali.com

L ocated a mere minute from the 
island’s legendary Padma Legian 
beach and conveniently positioned 
at the front entrance of OSSOTEL, 

one of Legian’s hippest boutique hotels, 
Romeos Bar & Grillery offers in-house 
and walk-in guests the opportunity to 
experience high-quality cuisine in a 
funky, casual and relaxing environment. 
The large glass windows, exposed brick 
walls and accented décor add a touch of 
sophistication. Enjoy the dynamic street-
front views and indulge in a selection of 
hearty, down-to-earth house specialities 
that include an addictive selection of 
grilled meats accompanied by tasty 
sauces and side dishes. Comfortable and 
spacious, and with a range of seating 
options, Romeos is a great place to meet 
up with old friends as well as to unwind 
with like-minded travellers.

ROMEOS BAR & 
GRILLERY
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DININGD LEGIAN

20% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- À LA CARTE MENU ONLY
- NOT VALID FOR ROOM SERVICE
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

Padma Resort Legian
Jalan Padma No. 1
Legian, Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361752111
E: dining.legian@padmahotels.com
www.padmaresortlegian.com

E xperience stylish Japanese dining 
at Tenkai Japanese Restaurant, 
located poolside within the 
luxurious Padma Resort Legian. 

Buffet dinners are available on select 
days of the week along with a wide 
range of authentic and creative à la carte 
comfort food from sushi and sashimi 
to bento boxes and the exquisite multi-
course Kaiseki menu. Artfully designed 
and featuring a Japanese dry garden, 
the venue can seat 52, expanding to 100 
for the buffet dinner night. The excitement 
of the teppanyaki table is available every 
night except Tuesday, Thursday and 
Saturday, with two seating times. Be 
both mesmerized and entertained while 
watching the chefs chop, toss, stir and 
cook at the intimate interactive griddle 
as delicious dishes from the land of the 
rising sun appear as if by magic.

TENKAI JAPANESE 
RESTAURANT
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20% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 

- NOT VALID FOR ROOM SERVICE
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

L ocated in Seminyak, Beach Bar is 
ensconced within the stylish Alila 
Seminyak. A contemporary bar 
and lounge, it offers a fabulous 

collection of food and beverages 
complemented by music, warm service 
and stunning views over the resort, 
pool and Seminyak Beach. Under sun 
and stars, guests are invited to refresh 
at Beach Bar and relax on a beanbag, 
daybed or in an armchair and enjoy 
thirst-quenching juices, cold beers 
and wines. As the sun sets, indulge in a 
pre-dinner aperitif or signature cocktail 
served with a choice of classic and locally 
inspired tapas. If light bites are not filling 
enough, heartier choices include succulent 
strip loin and other grilled delights, all 
backed by ambient beach music or a live 
acoustic set.

Alila Seminyak
Jalan Taman Ganesha No. 9, Petitenget

Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3613021888

E: seminyak@alilahotels.com
www.alilahotels.com/seminyak

BEACH BAR
AT ALILA SEMINYAK
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DININGD SEMINYAK

10% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- MINIMUM SPEND IDR200,000
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

F or a hearty breakfast, afternoon 
tea, date-night dinner or to catch 
up with friends over a laidback 
lunch, Biku is Seminyak’s favourite 

place to meet. In addition to its famous 
traditional beverages and extensive tea 
collection, there are great coffees and 
fresh-squeezed juices along with ice-cold 
beers, carefully chosen wines and expertly 
crafted cocktails. Throughout the day 
Biku serves up a selection of international 
dishes, including a collection of authentic 
Indonesian favourites. The 150-year-old 
re-purposed joglo offers a heritage-rich 
indoor dining area, as well as outdoor 
courtyard seating and parking. The 
eclectic interior boasts large, comfortable 
sofas and chairs, cabinets full of antique 
ceramics and glassware, some of which 
are for sale, along with a variety of 
carefully curated titles, including vintage 
books on Indonesia.

Jalan Raya Petitenget No. 888, Seminyak
Bali 80361, Indonesia 
T: (+62) 85100570888 
E: info@bikubali.com 
www.bikubali.com

BIKU RESTAURANT
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10% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

O verlooking the gorgeous 
Seminyak Beach, Breeze is 
the signature restaurant and 
bar of The Samaya Seminyak. 

Located right on the beachside, this 
relax and sophisticated dining venue 
is home to leisurely breakfasts, lavish 
afternoon teas and cocktails with a 
stunning sea view. At night, the restaurant 
transforms into a romantic getaway 
where couples can indulge in a candlelit 
dinner surrounded by tropical flowers. 
The culinary team prepare a beautiful 
selection of Indonesian and Balinese-
inspired cuisines, as well as continental 
and Western favourites created from local 
and imported produce. The beachfront 
setting, great sunset views and the sound 
of the waves make this one of Bali’s most 
romantic places to dine. 

The Samaya Seminyak
Jalan Laksmana

Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361731149

E: info@thesamayabali.com
www.thesamayabali.com

BREEZE
AT THE SAMAYA
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DININGD SEMINYAK

25% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- EXCLUDING TAX & SERVICE CHARGE
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

I n the heart of Seminyak, Boy’N’Cow 
is Bali’s first Meat Boutique, a 
buzzing steakhouse and cocktail 
lounge dedicated to perfectly 

cooked dry-aged in-house steaks, 
fabulous drinks and great service. A chic 
hangout with an industrial New York-vibe, 
upbeat music provides the background to 
a great evening. The team is passionate 
about steak and enjoys ensuring that 
every guest has the perfect cut cooked to 
their preference for the best experience. 
The open kitchen dishes up more than 
steak, with seafood and even vegetarian 
options available, including crab cakes, 
tuna and homemade gnocchi. The sides 
and desserts are also excellent. Head 
to the mezzanine cocktail lounge for 
premium artisan cocktails, single malts 
and sangria. There is also a meat shop 
selling steaks to cook at home.

Jalan Raya Kerobokan No. 138, Seminyak
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3619348468 / (+62) 81237941047
E: info@boyncow.com
www.boyncow.com

BOY’N’COW
MEAT BOUTIQUE
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DININGD SEMINYAK

25% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- NOT VALID FOR FOOD PACKAGE
- BLACKOUT DATES: 

20TH DECEMBER 2021 – 31ST DECEMBER 2021
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

W Bali – Seminyak 
Jalan Petitenget, Seminyak 
Bali 80361, Indonesia 
T: (+62) 3613000106 
E: bf.wbali@whotels.com
www.firerestaurantbali.com

E nsconced within W Bali – 
Seminyak, the dramatic kitchen 
at FIRE awakens for breakfast 
and sizzles through the day, 

into sunset and the warm evenings. 
This seductive grill boasts a beautiful 
air-conditioned interior and a chic 
covered outdoor terrace with views 
across the pool. Complemented by a 
large selection of drinks from premium 
Champagnes to iced tea, the menu is full 
of fire-cooked prime meats, ocean-fresh 
seafood, an array of fresh dishes and 
innovative desserts. FIRE’s Sunday Brunch 
is legendary. Indulge in the selection 
of free-flow mocktails, cocktails, juices 
and wines, served along fresh seafood, 
freshly shucked oysters, cheeses, breads 
and fresh salads before moving on to 
the à la carte choices, hot buffet and 
live cooking stations, including the BBQ 
Smokehouse. Do try to leave space for 
the innovative and playful desserts.

FIRE
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10% OFF FOOD ONLY
AND FREE HOMEMADE DIGESTIVE DRINK

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

Jalan Petitenget No. 100, Seminyak
Bali 80361, Indonesia

T: (+62) 817776177
E: reservations@mauri-restaurant.com

www.mauri-restaurant.com

M AURI Restaurant has rapidly 
become one of Bali’s must-
visit venues thanks to the 
excellent, five-star Italian 

contemporary cuisine prepared by 
chef-owner Maurizio Bombini, a great 
selection of wines and cocktails, and a 
relaxed, intimate Apulia region ambience. 
MAURI currently offers limited in-house 
dining, as well as catering options, at the 
restaurant or outside venues. MAURI is 
open for dinner from Monday to Sunday, 
lunch from Friday to Sunday and of 
course, for the happening Mauri Sunday 
Brunch every Sunday. Indulge in the full 
experience in the restaurant from the 
exquisite set menus and à la carte dishes. 
Menus are changed regularly, so check 
the website for the latest updates.

MAURI RESTAURANT
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DININGD SEMINYAK

20% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

Anantara Seminyak Bali Resort 
Jalan Abimanyu (Dhyana Pura), Seminyak 
Bali 80361, Indonesia 
T: (+62) 361737773 
E: reservations@moonlitebali.com 
www.moonlitebali.com

F ound in the heart of one of the 
island’s most sophisticated tourist 
destinations, atop the all-suite 
Anantara Seminyak Bali Resort, 

MoonLite Kitchen and Bar offers guests 
a relaxed rooftop culinary and cocktail 
experience. With views over Seminyak 
and Kuta beaches, MoonLite Kitchen 
and Bar is a chic space and features 
regular live music to help craft a smooth, 
contemporary tropical ambience. A 
beachside oasis of style and relaxed 
sophistication, MoonLite Kitchen and 
Bar is open to both resort and walk-in 
guests, who are invited to lounge in the 
Balinese-inspired dining room or on the 
stylish open-air deck and partake in the 
selection of cocktails, wines and spirits, 
along with an array of freshly prepared 
delicious dishes and light bites influenced 
by the flavours of modern Asian cuisine.

MOONLITE KITCHEN 
AND BAR
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D esigned around the lovable 
story of Pinocchio, this charming 
Italian bistro is teeming with 
character and culture. Meaning 

the beautiful door in Italian, Portabella 
Bistro is celebrated for its stylish Italian 
cuisine and a playful, friendly environment. 
From traditional Italian appetizers, soups 
and pastas to wood-fired pizzas, rich meats 
and fantastically imaginative desserts, the 
culinary team uses an innovative cooking 
approach to rekindle the tastes of Italy. 
The dining room is quaint yet bursting with 
personality. Vintage Italian trinkets from 
the farmers markets of Italy coat the walls, 
each one telling an interesting story of how 
they were found. Boasting three different 
areas, diners can choose to dine indoors, 
outdoors or on the upper deck where 
twinkling streetlights crank up the romance 
a notch. Portabella Bistro is open daily 
from breakfast until dinner, with live music 
performances on selected nights.

THE 1O1 Bali Fontana Seminyak
Jalan Dewi Sri

Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3618947100

E: reservation.balifontana@the1O1hotels.com
www.phm-hotels.com

PORTABELLA BISTRO
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20% OFF À LA CARTE MENU

- EXCLUDING SELECTED ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

S pectacular views, awe-inspiring 
sunsets and terrific Mediterranean 
cuisine are the order of the day 
at the open-air, beachfront Sanje 

Restaurant & Lounge within The Seminyak 
Beach Resort & Spa. Sanje, which 
means dusk in the Balinese language, 
promotes comfortable, carefree dining 
with an unpretentious, barefoot ambience 
accompanied by easy-listening music 
and the sounds of the ocean. With dishes 
prepared using the freshest ingredients, 
guests can enjoy organic salads, starters 
and mains, including fresh seafood from 
Jimbaran Bay fish market, as well as 
homemade pizzas, pastas and desserts. 
Sanje is a perfect place to enjoy a leisurely 
glass or two of the signature Sangria, 
and is a place where holiday memories 
are made to last and a place to enjoy 
distinctive and imaginative dining, 
including a collection of Mediterranean 
favourites based on age-old recipes.

The Seminyak Beach Resort & Spa
Jalan Kayu Aya, Seminyak Beach
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361730814
E: info@theseminyak.com
www.theseminyak.com

SANJE RESTAURANT & 
LOUNGE
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Alila Seminyak
Jalan Taman Ganesha No. 9, Petitenget

Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3613021888

E: hello@seasaltseminyak.com
www.seasaltseminyak.com

W ith fresh Japanese culinary 
influences and inspired by its 
spectacular oceanfront setting 
and the creative use of locally 

harvested sea salt, Seasalt at Alila Seminyak 
offers exceptional cuisine. With a focus on 
sustainability, Seasalt sources seafood that 
is wild-caught and sustainably harvested 
from the waters around Indonesia, and 
partners with Bali Sustainable Seafood, a 
local social enterprise that provides high-
quality, sustainably fished seafood. Seasalt’s 
brand new ocean-inspired offerings are 
found on a refined dinner menu packed 
with sublime cuisine, from flavoursome 
mains to decadent desserts, and a 
refreshing, organic, planet-friendly cocktail 
concept. Sundays see the restaurant’s 
famed Seafood Brunch, where you can 
dive into an extravagant menu featuring 
a variety of creative dishes from the sea 
mixed perfectly with signature homemade 
sea salts.

SEASALT
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20% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

Courtyard by Marriott Bali Seminyak Resort
Jalan Camplung Tanduk No. 103 SP
Dhyana Pura, Seminyak
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3618499600
E: reservations.seminyak@courtyard.com
www.courtyardseminyak.com

SEMINYAK KITCHEN

SEMINYAK

L ocated in the heart of vibrant 
Seminyak on the third floor of 
the Courtyard by Marriott Bali 
Seminyak Resort, and just steps 

away from one of Bali’s most popular 
beaches, Seminyak Kitchen promises 
to delight the senses with its whimsical 
interiors, friendly service and colourful 
cuisine. Built around a splendid open 
kitchen, the restaurant boasts a selection 
of casual and comfortable seating 
complemented by an elevated patio-style 
street-view terrace. If you’re a breakfast 
connoisseur, Seminyak Kitchen offers a 
special culinary journey with the chef’s 
innovative breakfast experience, as well 
as serving up a diverse range of delicious 
local and international dishes from eggs 
Benedict to nasi goreng Barak from 
morning through until night, all backed 
by a great drinks list and a scrumptious 
dessert menu.
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AND SPECIAL EVENTS

W Bali – Seminyak 
Jalan Petitenget, Seminyak 

Bali 80361, Indonesia 
T: (+62) 3613000106 

E: bf.wbali@whotels.com
www.starfishbloorestaurant.com

STARFISH BLOO

R esort life doesn’t get much better 
than getting together with friends 
over a meal and a glass or two 
of fine wine at Starfish Bloo, the 

glamorous signature beachside restaurant 
at W Bali – Seminyak. Large, super-stylish 
and very comfortable, guests are invited 
to indulge their senses at Starfish Bloo 
with a menu full of pan-Asian cuisine 
and modern Asian flavours infused with 
western techniques that together deliver 
some spectacular and unexpected taste 
sensations. Whether you choose to savour 
the celebrated sublime Sunday brunch 
or kick back and relax at Ice Bar through 
one of Bali’s iconic sunsets, this beachside 
restaurant and bar is not to be missed. 
Open for breakfast, lunch and dinner, 
and backed by an extensive drinks menu, 
Starfish Bloo is a must-visit venue.
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25% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

THE 1O1 Bali Fontana Seminyak
Jalan Dewi Sri
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3618947100
E: reservation.balifontana@the1O1hotels.com
www.phm-hotels.com

A 
pioneer in Bali, Sunny16 Café is 
known as being one of the first 
few places to offer caffeinated 
drinks to night owls. Since it first 

opened, this coffee shop has been serving 
tasty coffee drinks at any time of the day 
or night. Found within the stylish THE 101 
Bali Fontana Seminyak, this cute place 
is the perfect go-to for anyone looking 
to power up with a great selection of 
high-quality coffee beans. Besides serving 
great coffees, Sunny16 Café also provides 
great nibbles, including a wide range of 
freshly baked goods, desserts and even 
main courses for guests looking to slow 
down in a charming venue. This coffee 
shop is also a great spot to work remotely 
with its complimentary high-speed 
internet and comfortable chairs. The café 
also has two computers available for 
diners to use.

SUNNY16 CAFÉ
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A nantara Seminyak Bali Resort 
has made its award-winning 
Sunset On Seminyak (S.O.S) 
even better with an extended 

restaurant area, more space around the 
pool and a better beachfront experience. 
Open from 11am to 11pm, S.O.S is where 
you lounge around on beanbags with 
your toes in the sand and soak up the 
rays, or gaze at the stars and watch the 
nightly bonfire. With afternoon tea, sunset 
sessions, great cocktails and international 
and Indonesian dishes from the pool 
menu or the open kitchen, including 
specialty steaks, S.O.S is the perfect 
holiday venue.

Anantara Seminyak Bali Resort
Jalan Abimanyu (Dhyana Pura), Seminyak

Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361737773

E: fb.asb@anantara.com
www.sunsetsonseminyak.com

SUNSET ON SEMINYAK 
(S.O.S)
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20% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

B uilt on the philosophy that beer is 
for sharing, Black Sand Brewery 
is more than just a brewery, it 
is a binding force that brings 

people together. Located in the famed 
area of Canggu, the restaurant is a 
thriving community of like-minded beer 
enthusiasts, foodies and lovers of life. 
Priding itself as Bali’s first craft brewery, 
Black Sand Brewery creates quality 
products that are inspired by the tropical 
lifestyle of surf, sunshine and celebrations. 
On tap, the highly regarded beer garden 
offers malty goodness, ranging from IPA, 
Kölsch, Amber Ale, Session Neipa, Saison, 
Berliner Weisse, Island Pilsner, German 
Weisse to Summer Pale Ale. In addition 
to the beer selections, the beer garden 
also has a shared food concept crafted 
by a skilful culinary team, who serve the 
tastiest offerings, including wholegrain 
pizzas, quality meats, fresh seafood and 
healthy greens.

Jalan Pantai Batu Bolong, Canggu
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 81237542129
E: hello@blacksandbrewery.com
www.blacksandbrewery.com

BLACK SAND BREWERY
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Jalan Subak Sari, Canggu
Bali 80361, Indonesia

T: (+62) 81138118181
E: reservations@cafedelmarbali.id

www.cafedelmarbali.id

K nown worldwide for its dazzling 
sunsets and euphonic music 
sessions, Café del Mar has 
finally spread its wings to the 

island of Bali. Sitting on a beachside in 
Batu Belig, Canggu, Café del Mar Bali is 
inviting you to front row seats for Bali's 
most renowned sunsets, then to stay on 
through the night to dine and dance under 
the stars. Inspired by the original Café del 
Mar in Ibiza, with large arches and white 
columns, the sprawling property in Bali 
features a 700sqm infinity pool with views 
over the beach and ocean. Offering more 
than the eye can see, Café del Mar Bali is 
already treating its guests to the best food 
and drinks. A plethora of creative cocktails 
are ready to imbibe while you laze under 
the sun, while a menu of casual bites is 
available to enjoy poolside. For something 
more refined, take a seat under the 
arches and enjoy modern fusion dishes.

CAFÉ DEL MAR BALI
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20% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

COMO Uma Canggu
Jalan Pantai Batu Mejan, Canggu
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3616202208
E: dining.uma.canggu@comohotels.com
www.comohotels.com

E scape the hustle and bustle of 
Seminyak for a relaxed way 
of life at COMO Beach Club at 
COMO Uma Canggu. Set apart 

from other bustling beachside venues 
in Canggu, COMO Beach Club is a 
laidback yet refined place to enjoy food 
and exquisite drinks with the company of 
friends and family. With seemingly endless 
sea views as the backdrop, visitors are 
invited to make use of the facilities, from 
the Beach Club pool to Play by COMO, 
which is open daily to keep the little ones 
busy. COMO Beach Club is open all 
day, serving an eclectic global menu to 
a soundtrack of live acoustic musicians 
and DJ sets. Fresh, regional ingredients 
drive the modern approach in the 
kitchen, where a selection of international 
favourites, healthy COMO Shambhala 
Cuisine and wood-fired dishes from the 
grill are created.

COMO BEACH CLUB
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P lataran Indonesia, renowned 
for its incredible Indonesian 
cuisine, brings its legendary 
dining to Bali. Set within the lush 

tropical greenery of the beautiful Plataran 
at Canggu, discerning gourmands can 
enjoy a chic, comforting ambience to suit 
Javanese royalty and dine within the rustic 
traditional joglo that is over 100 years 
old. Alongside the joglo is The Poolside, 
ideal for private gatherings, while the 
Mini Garden offers enchanting views. The 
combination of nature, heritage and artistry 
is pure Plataran style, offering picturesque 
settings that perfectly complement the 
refined cuisine. The varied, complex five-
star cuisine includes gurami telor asin, 
gado-gado Dharmawangsa, udang 
Ramayana and dendeng batokok. Special 
events such as weddings and social or 
corporate gatherings are delivered with 
care, craftsmanship and expertise for an 
unforgettable dining experience.

Plataran at Canggu
Jalan Pengubugan, Banjar Silayukti, Canggu

Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 8113882281

E: plataran.canggu@plataran.com
www.plataran.com

DINING AT
PLATARAN AT CANGGU
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L ocated in the most buzzing dining 
district in Canggu, Falafel Temple 
is your ultimate go-to for a taste 
of Middle Eastern fare. Using only 

the freshest ingredients, the restaurant 
prides itself on creating real home-
cooked style dishes to satisfy the cravings. 
Inspired by the flavours of Morocco, 
Turkey and Egypt, this vegetarian eatery 
offers homemade falafels with endless 
selections of mezze, from hummus, 
baba ghanoush, tabbouleh, matbucha, 
moutabbel, salads, pumpkin dip and 
more. Diners can also indulge in freshly 
baked goods such as the bagel sandwich 
that is vegan and vegetarian friendly with 
either fresh sweet smoky carrot or crunchy 
caramelised slices of eggplant. Open daily 
from breakfast until dinner time, be sure to 
pay a visit for a signature Pita Pocket or a 
glass of wine and shisha.

Jalan Pantai Berawa No. 35
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 8113967979
E: info@falafeltemple.com
www.falafeltemple.com

FALAFEL TEMPLE
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Hotel Tugu Bali
Jalan Pantai Batu Bolong

Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3614731702

E: bali@tuguhotels.com
www.tuguhotels.com

L ocated at the famed Hotel Tugu 
Bali, Ji Restaurant Bali aims to 
transport diners to mystical ancient 
Japan and the allure of the East 

with its contemporary Japanese cuisine. Ji, 
which fittingly means temple in Japanese 
and Chinese, has three different sections; 
the hip, exotic, historic Red Room, which 
houses the majestic centuries-old temple 
with artefacts from old Balinese culture; 
the Front Bar, with eclectic, maximalist 
design embracing an ancient Kabuki 
theme and serving Asian-inspired 
mixologist cocktails, fine wines and sake; 
and the Upstairs, which is a sea-view 
and al fresco casual dining area and 
lounge under the stars. A mainstay for 
eclectic dining on the island, Ji Restaurant 
has been voted as the Best Japanese 
Restaurant every year since opening.

JI RESTAURANT BALI
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10% OFF FOOD ONLY

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

Jalan Bypass Ngurah Rai No. 115
Sanur, Bali 80227, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361287255
E: info@arenabali.com
www.arenabali.com

P opular with tourists, locals and 
expatriates alike, and offering 
an extensive international menu 
boasting favourites from France, 

America, Italy, Australia and Germany, 
amongst others, Arena Pub & Restaurant 
is the place to go to enjoy a casual 
meal. The great pub atmosphere keeps 
the energy flowing, complemented by 
ice-cold beers, classic cocktails and flat 
screen televisions. Conveniently located 
on the bypass in Sanur, the cosy interior, 
friendly staff, well-stocked bar and lively 
set of patrons craft a dynamic experience. 
Seafood lovers will adore the mahi-mahi 
poached in white wine and herbs, chilli 
prawns or fillet of swordfish. Choose a 
great steak or classic dishes from around 
the world, including escargot from 
France, raclette cheese from Switzerland, 
Tandoori chicken from India, fish & chips 
from Britain and classic gravlax salmon 
from Sweden.

ARENA PUB & 
RESTAURANT
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S tarfish Beach Lounge at Griya 
Santrian is one of Sanur’s most 
popular casual dining venues 
with the beach serving as a 

picturesque backdrop. The ocean breeze 
and changing patterns of light and 
shadow on the outdoor decks throughout 
the day serve to create a remarkable 
sense of openness for a beachfront 
dining experience. The kitchen serves 
an eclectic range of simple international 
and local cuisine and beach enthusiasts 
can take a full day and tuck into an array 
of sumptuous dishes on offer, such as 
the iconic burgers the venue is known 
for, savoury bites, or a piquant salad 
accompanied by flavourful cocktails. The 
restaurant also adapts to the new norm, 
ensuring that safety and health protocols 
are in place when dining, in line with the 
Indonesian CHSE certification.

Griya Santrian 
Jalan Danau Tamblingan No. 47, Sanur

Bali 80228, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361288181

E: griyasantrian@santrian.com
www.santrian.com/griya-santrian

STARFISH BEACH 
LOUNGE
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Griya Santrian 
Jalan Danau Tamblingan No. 47, Sanur
Bali 80228, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361288181
E: griyasantrian@santrian.com
www.santrian.com/griya-santrian

G riya Santrian in Sanur invites 
guests to experience the 
cuisine at its stylish Wantilan 
Restaurant. Located directly on 

the beach, Wantilan offers a tropical resort 
dining ambiance. With a contemporary 
wooden design, this comfortable 
restaurant and pool bar is open for 
breakfast, lunch, dinner and afternoon 
high tea. Aside from the standard 
menus, Wantilan also presents an array 
of themed dining nights. Experience the 
Indonesian Cultural Buffet Dinner for a 
feast full of famous dishes from around 
the archipelago. Close the week with a 
memorable Beach BBQ featuring all your 
ocean favourites prepared on the beach 
to your liking. All this is backed by warm 
service, music and a full drinks menu. The 
venue adapts the new norm, ensuring that 
safety and health protocols are in place 
when dining at the restaurant, in line with 
the Indonesian CHSE certification.

WANTILAN 
RESTAURANT
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Andaz Bali
Jalan Danau Tamblingan No. 89A, Sanur

Bali 80228, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3613201234

E: info.andazbali@andaz.com
www.andazbali.com

F ound at the newly opened Andaz 
Bali, Wok Wok is the resort’s 
signature restaurant offering 
mouthwatering Indonesian 

comfort food. Serving up carefully crafted 
dishes found around the archipelago, 
the restaurant prides itself in bringing out 
only the best quality. Indulge in a culinary 
smorgasbord of Indonesian classics, 
including Nasi Campur Bali, Dendeng 
Balado, Kepiting Soka as well as other 
traditional dishes with a twist. For a 
refreshing quencher, the telang iced tea 
or a selection of locally grown Made Tea 
will leave your taste buds tingling for more. 
Open daily for breakfast and lunch, Wok 
Wok is one of the four restaurants in Village 
Square. Each restaurant is unique with its 
own concept, décor and cuisine. Inspired by 
the local’s fun and dynamic eating culture, 
Village Square offers a borderless dining 
concept where diners can explore, sit and 
dine as they wish in any of four restaurants.

WOK WOK
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25% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

Four Seasons Resort Bali at Sayan
Jalan Raya Sayan, Ubud
Bali 80571, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361977577
E: concierge.balisayan@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/sayan

AYUNG TERRACE

F ound within the luxurious Four 
Seasons Resort Bali at Sayan, 
Ayung Terrace is a treetop 
restaurant that offers tantalising 

classic Indonesian dishes to its diners. 
Overlooking the Ayung River, the 
restaurant sits just below the resort’s iconic 
lotus pond rooftop, so guests have to walk 
along the spectacular wooden bridge 
to enjoy the carefully crafted dishes. 
The culinary team has prepared a wide 
range of traditional staples cooked to 
five-star standards; premium imported 
beef cheek is seasoned with traditional 
herbs to create the most flavourful and 
tender beef rendang, while, in addition to 
the Indonesian specialties, the restaurant 
serves a Sattvic-inspired soul food menu. 
Rooted in Ayurveda, the ancient Sattvic 
philosophy has been recognised for 
promoting longevity, immunity and mental 
clarity through a healthy diet, mindfulness 
and exercise.
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COMO Shambhala Estate
Banjar Begawan, Gianyar

Bali 80571, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3613022218

E: res.csestate@comohotels.com
www.comohotels.com

GLOW

A n oasis nestled amidst the 
Ubud jungle, glow at COMO 
Shambhala Estate serves 
up an explosion of colourful, 

stimulating natural dishes. By fusing an 
array of flavourful, organic ingredients, 
glow’s team of culinary maestros tease 
and tantalise the taste buds with fresh 
and healthful foods designed to nourish, 
cleanse and energise. The open-sided 
restaurant features a contemporary 
style and informal ambience, which 
makes glow an excellent choice as 
a hang-out spot. The restaurant 
endeavours to create a delectable 
combination of healthful cuisine crafted 
from the estate’s ingredients, which are 
organically grown by local farmers, 
and the finest sourced produce, which 
differentiates brunch at glow from other 
lavish brunches. Open daily for lunch 
and dinner, glow is the place that caters 
solely to your wellbeing and taste buds.
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15% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
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Jalan Raya Sanggingan
Ubud, Gianyar
Bali 80571, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361975768
E: info@mozaic-bali.com
www.mozaic-bali.com

L ocated in Ubud, and unquestionably 
one of the best fine-dining 
experiences in Bali, Mozaic 
restaurant is an oasis of inspired 

ingenuity that fully captures French Master 
Chef Chris Salans’ philosophy of French 
cuisine with Balinese flavours. It is the 
whole experience that has made Mozaic’s 
reputation, one built upon the quality of 
the ingredients, the perfect execution, the 
multitude of textures and flavours, the 
excellence of the service and an excellent 
wine list. Open for both lunch and dinner 
seven days a week, Mozaic offers a 
selection of tasting menus, available 
with or without wine pairing, that marry 
contemporary French techniques and 
presentation with the native ingredients and 
flavours of Indonesia. For an exceptional 
local gastronomic experience choose the 
Local Farmers menu, a range of dishes that 
focus solely on ingredients sourced from 
around the Indonesian archipelago.

MOZAIC RESTAURANT 
GASTRONOMIQUE
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P etani Restaurant, the signature 
eatery of Alaya Resort Ubud, 
is open from 7am to 11pm daily 
to staying and walk-in guests. 

With views over verdant rice paddies, the 
restaurant serves a distinct interpretation 
of East meets West cuisine by celebrating 
the diversity of Asian food with a menu 
driven by fresh ingredients and seasonal 
produce. The locally inspired interior is 
spacious, relaxed and very comfortable. 
Start the day with the Petani set breakfast 
or enjoy a relaxed lunch or dinner with 
something from a menu that’s bursting 
with modern home-style regional cuisine. 
In the evening, live music adds to the 
chilled ambience. Petani is renowned for 
its coffee bar, which boasts a special 70th 
edition La Marzocco espresso machine 
and serves up a terrific collection of fine 
coffees, cakes and savouries.

Alaya Resort Ubud 
Jalan Hanoman, Ubud 

Bali 80571, Indonesia 
T: (+62) 361972200 

E: fb.ubud@alayahotels.com 
www.alayahotels.com

PETANI RESTAURANT
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DININGD UBUD

15% OFF FOOD ONLY

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

K amandalu Ubud’s signature Petulu 
Restaurant warmly welcomes both 
staying guests and visitors alike. 
Wine and dine in this spacious 

and elegant eatery surrounded by some 
of the island’s most iconic natural beauty 
and the resort’s own beautiful stepped rice 
paddies. With a majestic ceiling of polished 
timber and open-style windows, Petulu 
Restaurant is a refined dining environment 
where guests can enjoy an array of 
enticing authentic Indonesian dishes 
curated from around the vast archipelago 
and inspired by the esteemed culinary 
curator, William Wongso. Backed by a 
notable selection of wines and beverages, 
guests are invited to indulge in the region’s 
most famous flavours, including favourites 
like Balinese rijsttafel and Sumatran 
rendang sapi. Located just 10 minutes from 
the centre of Ubud, Petulu Restaurant is 
easily accessible.

Kamandalu Ubud 
Jalan Andong, Banjar Nagi, Ubud
Bali 80571, Indonesia 
T: (+62) 361975825 
E: reservation@kamandaluresort.com 
www.kamandaluresort.com

PETULU RESTAURANT
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DINING DUBUD

25% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

Samaya Ubud 
Banjar Baung, Sayan, Ubud 

Bali 80571, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361973606

E: infoubud@thesamayabali.com
www.ubud.samayabali.com

W ith gorgeous views over the 
Ayung River, the sophisticated 
Swept Away Restaurant is 
the ideal place to unwind 

and enjoy a memorable lunch or dinner. 
Lunch is a mixture of salads, sandwiches 
and classic local dishes, such as seafood 
nasi goreng, pepes gourami and bebek 
Samaya. As evening approaches, the 
restaurant morphs into a seductive and 
sensual space cooled by the gentle 
breeze. Offering an excellent choice of 
food, fine wines and crafted cocktails, 
dinner at Swept Away Restaurant is 
scintillating and adventurous. Guests can 
decide upon either the four- or six-course 
degustation menu, or take their pick from 
the range of classic signature dishes on the 
tempting à la carte menu. For something 
truly memorable, book the Swept Away 
Restaurant’s signature experience, the 
Special Romantic 100 Candle Dinner.

SWEPT AWAY 
RESTAURANT
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DININGD UBUD

20% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

The Westin Resort & Spa Ubud, Bali
Jalan Lod Tunduh, Ubud
Bali 80571, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3613018989
E: resv.dpswr@westin.com
www.westinubud.com

TALL TREES

I nspired by the lush tropical forest 
that surrounds The Westin Resort 
& Spa Ubud, Bali, Tall Trees is the 
name of the signature restaurant 

that specialises in heirloom recipes, 
offering various dishes that range from 
local specialties to the Mediterranean, 
all upholding Westin’s Eat Well menu 
principle. Located on the first floor, 
next to the infinity pool, diners are 
treated to a stunning dining experience, 
complemented by a tranquil ambiance 
and the sound of nature, with views 
over the jungle. On the menu, Tall Trees 
highlights flavours crafted with fresh 
ingredients and cooked in a wood-
burning oven to seal in the natural taste. 
One of the signature dishes is pinza, 
believed to be an ancestor of pizza, 
which is created using fermented dough 
that is aged over time. Also, a selection 
of tasty vegetarian and vegan dishes 
are available. 
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DINING DUBUD

15% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

Plataran Ubud Hotel & Spa
Jalan Hanoman, Pengosekan, Ubud 

Bali 80571, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361978340

E: ubud@plataran.com
www.plataran.com

TERAS UBUD

P lataran Ubud Hotel & Spa, a 
haven of tranquillity and luxury, is 
strategically located just minutes 
from the centre of Ubud, Bali’s 

iconic hub of culture and arts, along 
the famous Jalan Hanoman. Inside this 
tranquil resort discover Teras Ubud, the 
signature international restaurant and bar 
celebrated for its delicious and inspiring 
cuisine lovingly created and presented 
with a gentle Asian touch. Teras Ubud is 
casual, relaxed and very comfortable. 
With a choice of bar and table seating 
options, the open aspect restaurant has 
views over Jalan Hanoman. The menu is 
extensive and is backed by warm service 
and a large choice of drinks. Teras Ubud 
is a popular spot to relax after dark with 
exotic cocktails crafted from Bali’s fresh 
tropical ingredients.
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DININGD UBUD

15% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- À LA CARTE MENU ONLY
- NOT VALID FOR ROOM SERVICE
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

Padma Resort Ubud
Banjar Carik, Desa Puhu, Payangan, Ubud
Bali 80515, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3613011111
E: dining.ubud@padmahotels.com
www.padmaresortubud.com

THE PUHU 
RESTAURANT

L ocated on the top floor of Padma 
Resort Ubud and overlooking 
the resort’s celebrated infinity 
swimming pool and gardens, 

with panoramic views across the valley, 
forest and rice paddies beyond, The 
Puhu Restaurant is a true destination 
restaurant. Showcasing an international 
collection of tantalizing cuisines, 
including Indonesian, Asian and 
European dishes, The Puhu Restaurant 
offers Padma’s famous international 
breakfast, as well as irresistible lunch 
specialties and alluring culinary journeys 
that promise to make each evening an 
unforgettable celebration.
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DINING DUBUD

20% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

COMO Uma Ubud
Jalan Raya Sanggingan, Ubud

Bali 80571, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361972448

E: dining.uma.ubud@comohotels.com
www.comohotels.com

UMA CUCINA

L ocated in central Ubud, Uma 
Cucina is the signature Italian-
inspired restaurant and lounge bar 
of COMO Uma Ubud. Uma Cucina 

mirrors the resort’s chic contemporary 
design, also revealing a semi-open rustic 
Italian charm and convivial space evoking 
the typical restaurants of Italy, where 
patrons can gather for leisurely lunches, 
early evening bites, pre-dinner drinks or 
a more intimate dinner. Two spacious 
open-air terraces frame the open-plan 
dining floor, and at the heart of the space, 
the large communal dining table is perfect 
for family-style dining. Menus are strong 
on fresh, locally sourced produce and the 
flavours of Italy. Seasonal vegetables, 
seafood and slow-cooked meats are 
rendered in colourful, easygoing options, 
perfect for sharing with friends. House 
specialities include handmade pastas, 
pizzas and breads, as well as classic Italian 
gelatos and granitas.
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DININGD SINGARAJA

15% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

S et in the forests of Plataran 
L’Harmonie in West Bali National 
Park and boasting views across 
the ocean to Menjangan Island, 

The Octagon Ocean Club offers a dining 
experience like no other. The three-storey 
venue seats up to 250 people and is 
an extraordinary venue that is ideal for 
romantic dinners while watching the 
deer wander along the beach, as well as 
for intimate celebrations, weddings and 
corporate events, also hosting regular 
cultural and live music performances. The 
skilled chefs prepare a tantalising selection 
of Asian-inspired dishes and international 
comfort food. Guests can relax and enjoy 
themselves in the rustic interiors, on the 
spacious rooftop and on the deck by the 
33m infinity pool overlooking the ocean, 
while sipping a refreshing drink and taking 
in the natural beauty.

Plataran Menjangan Resort & Spa
West Bali National Park
Jalan Raya Seririt, Gilimanuk
Bali 81155, Indonesia
T: (+62) 8111556352
E: menjangan@plataran.com
www.plataran.com

THE OCTAGON OCEAN 
CLUB
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SEMINYAK

20% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

L ocated in Bali’s most happening 
neighbourhood, discover 
SugarSand, sitting right in front 
of Seminyak beach. Here, at 

Seminyak’s most expressive beach 
destination, stylish eats and international 
beats are the order of the day. This slick 
beachfront restaurant is the place to be 
from morning until midnight and beyond. 
Simply start your day with a sumptuous 
floating breakfast like no other; afloat 
in SugarSand’s tropical pool, serving 
you some of the richest delicacies of 
your choosing. As the sun dips below 
the horizon, take in the sweeping views 
from the poolside daybeds and terrace. 
Enjoy evenings of tropical tunes with 
inventive cocktails crafted using the finest 
local ingredients and uniquely presented 
in striking Martin Jakobsen glassware. 
Getting social along the Seminyak 
shoreline is easy at SugarSand, where the 
sunset is as beautiful as the crowd.

Hotel Indigo Bali Seminyak Beach
Jalan Camplung Tanduk No. 10, Seminyak,
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3612099999 
E: hotelindigobali.cafeandbar@ihg.com
www.seminyak.hotelindigo.com

SUGARSAND
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SEMINYAK

25% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- NOT VALID FOR FOOD PACKAGE
- BLACKOUT DATES: 

20TH DECEMBER 2021 – 31ST DECEMBER 2021
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

W Bali – Seminyak 
Jalan Petitenget, Seminyak 

Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3613000106

E: bf.wbali@whotels.com
www.woobarbali.com

F ound beachside at W Bali – 
Seminyak, discover the three-
level Woobar, a swish club, deck 
and bar that morphs from a 

playful venue throughout the day into 
a sunset lounge and vibrant nightlife 
hub. With stunning views, the sky deck is 
set atop the club for the famed sunset 
sessions, while situated between the 
pool and the beach is the deck with its 
chic furnishings and award-winning 
bar. For the late-night experience, check 
out Woobase for dance floor frivolity 
piloted by resident and top guest DJs. 
The bar menu is sensational with a host 
of premium cocktails, wines and spirits. 
Fancy a bite to eat? Check out the new 
menu, with salmon poke bowls, jackfruit 
chili soft tacos, french fries duo and 
selection of fabulous tapas.

WOOBAR
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UBUD

15% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- À LA CARTE MENU ONLY
- NOT VALID FOR ROOM SERVICE
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

AND SPECIAL EVENTS

S ituated within Padma Resort 
Ubud and with breathtaking 
views over an unspoilt river 
valley, discover The Pool Café & 

Bar. Set beside the resort’s inspiring 89m 
long infinity pool and with the refreshing 
mountain air of Ubud, The Pool Café & 
Bar sets the standard for refinement and 
location. With a Mediterranean vibe, the 
café offers al fresco seating and a stylish 
pool deck with comfortable sun loungers 
and umbrellas. There is also a swim-up 
bar with submerged stools located on the 
edge of the pool. Enjoy a range of comfort 
foods like healthy salads brimming with 
local organic produce, to hearty artisan-
crafted burgers made with Australian 
beef, alongside tropical fruit smoothies, 
fresh pressed fruit and vegetable juice, 
as well as signature cocktails, beers and 
wines in a truly spectacular location.

Padma Resort Ubud
Banjar Carik, Desa Puhu, Payangan, Ubud
Bali 80362, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3613011111
E: dining.ubud@padmahotels.com
www.padmaresortubud.com

THE POOL CAFÉ & BAR
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SPA & WELLNESSS NUSA DUA

15% OFF ALL SPA TREATMENTS

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS

The Westin Resort Nusa Dua, Bali 
Nusa Dua Tourism Complex
Bali 80363, Indonesia 
T: (+62) 3618498888 
E: spa.bali@westin.com 
www.heavenlyspabali.com

H eavenly Spa by Westin in Nusa 
Dua offers a wide range of 
uplifting experiences designed 
to restore both body and 

soul. Unwind in luxurious his and hers 
thermal facilities, release muscle tension 
in the shiatsu room, or rejuvenate with a 
sacred spa ritual. Consisting of 14 private 
treatment rooms, the spa sources local 
ingredients such as seaweed and clay to 
create a true wellness destination. With 
individual male and female hydro jet 
pools, cold plunge, Himalayan salt saunas 
and a steam room, enjoy the spa through 
renewing thermal facilities to support the 
therapeutic benefits of the treatments. 
For the ultimate spa experience in Bali, 
book the beachfront massage pavilion or 
enquire about thoughtfully conceptualized 
spa packages. Heavenly Spa focuses on 
holistic health and offers uplifting wellness 
programmes available for hotel and spa 
guests for a magical wellness haven. 

HEAVENLY SPA BY 
WESTIN
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SPA & WELLNESS SNUSA DUA

40% OFF ALL SPA TREATMENTS

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS

Sofitel Bali Nusa Dua Beach Resort 
Nusa Dua Tourism Complex

Bali 80363, Indonesia 
T: (+62) 3618492888 

E: H9078@sofitel.com 
www.sofitel.com/9078

S oSPA at Sofitel Bali Nusa Dua 
Beach Resort offers five-star 
luxury fused with exceptional 
service and authentic island-

inspired treatments and rituals. SoSPA’s 
therapies are offered on a mix and 
match menu so guests can tailor the 
treatments to suit their needs and mood. 
The treatments are designed to cater to 
business and leisure travellers wanting 
to relieve jetlag, relax and rejuvenate, 
or simply pamper themselves. The 
extensive range of beauty and body 
treatments includes the signature 
So Exhilarating Massage and So 
Rejuvenating Facial and can be taken in 
the exquisite spa treatment rooms or at 
the wooden Balinese beach pavilion.

SOSPA
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SPA & WELLNESSS

25% OFF ALL SPA TREATMENTS

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS

S et within the lush greenery of 
Meliá Bali’s grounds, YHI Spa 
offers the ultimate comfort for 
travellers looking to restore 

their body. Taking its name from the 
goddess of light who brought life to the 
universe, the spa aims to give maximum 
rejuvenation with its many choices of 
body treatments. Dubbed the only spa 
garden in Nusa Dua, indulge in Balinese 
massage, body scrub and wrap, beauty 
treatments and more in the comfort of 
private rooms, or in one of the outside 
private pavilions where the sound of the 
ocean adds to the allure of a perfect 
tropical paradise.

Meliá Bali
Nusa Dua Tourism Complex
Bali 80363, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361771510
E: reservation.meliabali@melia.com
www.meliabali.com

YHI SPA

NUSA DUA
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SPA & WELLNESS SJIMBARAN

30% OFF ALL SPA TREATMENTS

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS

A rkipela is taken from the word 
archipelago, meaning a group 
of islands, inspired by Indonesia. 
Honouring the mystical culture, 

rooted in physical, emotional and spiritual 
balance, Arkipela Spa invites guests on 
a journey through the ancient wisdom 
and wellness traditions of Indonesia. 
Guided by a more holistic way of life, 
this relaxation spot draws on age-old 
herbal medicine recipes passed down 
from generation to generation to create 
well-proven remedies that rejuvenate the 
mind, body and soul. The highly skilled 
team of therapists at Arkipela Spa offer 
guests signature treatments, including one 
inspired by the energy force of water. In 
addition to the soothing massages, guests 
can also find treatments that include 
detoxifying wraps and nutrient-rich masks 
designed to nourish the skin.

Mövenpick Resort & Spa Jimbaran Bali
Jalan Wanagiri No. 1, Jimbaran

Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3614725777 

E: resort.bali.reservations@movenpick.com
www.movenpick.com/jimbaran-bali

ARKIPELA SPA
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SPA & WELLNESSS JIMBARAN

30% OFF ALL SPA TREATMENTS

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS

T he ultimate destination for 
relaxation in Jimbaran, The 
Healing Village Spa fuses ancient 
wisdom with modern science to 

create well-proven remedies. Opened in 
September 2020, the two-storey building 
has 10 all-suite spa rooms, including 
the Illume Room for a fully immersive 
experience. It features a heated quartz-
sand bed for inversion therapy and 
undulating massage, coloured light therapy, 
gemstones and crystal singing bowls and 
surround-sound original music. The spa’s 
soundtrack was created by former rocker-
turned-wellness music producer Gus Till, 
who stayed up all night to record the sounds 
of the waves and wildlife at the resort. 
Another Bali first, the Longevity Garden is a 
private DIY treatment space in a lush secret 
garden. Couples can take their time to enjoy 
self-directed healing and nourish each 
other with local organic products, including 
Indonesian volcanic mud wraps.

Four Seasons Resort Bali at Jimbaran Bay
Jimbaran
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361701010
E: spa.bal@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/jimbaranbay/spa

THE HEALING VILLAGE 
SPA
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SPA & WELLNESS SULUWATU

10% OFF ALL SPA TREATMENTS

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS

L et go of all your tension and muscle 
soreness at the award-wining 
Karma Spa. Situated on the clifftop, 
within the luxurious Karma Kandara 

resort, the spa features a collection of spa 
“shacks” suspended on rocky outcrops 
85 metres above the surf. The spa’s 
centrepiece is an open-air pavilion where 
sunrise yoga and sunset massages are 
performed, also featuring an infrared detox 
sauna and Himalayan crystal salt pool. An 
all-white stone wet room with attached 
steam and ‘sea spa tent’ offers back-to-
earth treatments. Karma’s spa team of 
body workers train under the guidance 
of certified sports massage therapists, 
Chinese medical practitioners, reflexologists 
and healers to deliver deeply therapeutic 
experiences and have received Level 1 Reiki 
training, as well as understanding the value 
of utilising organic products and ingredients 
sourced from ethical and sustainable 
farmers and growers.

Karma Kandara
Jalan Villa Kandara

Banjar Wijaya Kusuma
Bali 80362, Indonesia

T: (+62) 3618482212
E: spareception@karmakandara.com

www.karmakandara.com

KARMA SPA
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SPA & WELLNESSS KUTA

25% OFF ALL BEAUTY TREATMENTS

10% OFF BOTOX, FILLER, PRP 
AND OTHER INJECTABLE TREATMENTS

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS

A nswering the global demand 
for beauty enhancements, 
Puriva Aesthetics & Lifestyle 
Clinic was established by Doctor 

Edo Suweta in Bali in 2019. Offering 
trusted and reliable service and using 
renowned treatments, Puriva Bali quickly 
became one of the most reputable 
aesthetics centres in Bali. Located in a 
prime spot in the Kuta neighbourhood, 
the three-storey beauty clinic is fully 
equipped with modern technologies 
and provides treatments such as Crystal 
Cryolipolisis, Liftera HIFU, Helios Laser, 
Indiba Deep Care and much more. With 
highly skilled trained staff, the clinic is 
the place to be for everyone wanting 
to improve their looks, or to simply feel 
fresh, healthy and younger.

Ruko Sunset Indah Kav. 3
Jalan Sunset Road
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 81236280828
E: info@puriva.id
www.puriva.id

PURIVA AESTHETIC & 
LIFESTYLE CLINIC
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SPA & WELLNESS SLEGIAN

20% OFF ALL SPA TREATMENTS 

- NOT VALID FOR SPA TREATMENTS USING ELEMIS 
PRODUCTS AND PURCHASE OF ELEMIS PRODUCTS

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS

A n oasis of calm within the 
wonderful Padma Resort 
Legian, The Spa bring together 
traditional rituals and therapies 

that use the best natural elements to 
promote health, healing and relaxation. 
Guests are invited to choose from a 
collection of signature treatments and 
Asian-inspired rituals delivered by 
professional therapists in a beautiful and 
blissful tropical setting. Pamper yourself 
with a lulur body scrub, aloe vera body 
wrap, four-hands, deep tissue or hot 
stone massage, or take a signature 
journey like the Radiance, which 
combines scalp massage, body scrub, 
body wrap and milk bath for a blissful 
and purifying experience. For the face, it 
has to be ELEMIS, the number one spa 
product from England, where treatments 
for both men and women will beautify 
and energize for a radiant, healthy look.

Padma Resort Legian
Jalan Padma No. 1, Legian

Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361752111

E: thespa.legian@padmahotels.com
www.padmaresortlegian.com

THE SPA
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SPA & WELLNESSS SEMINYAK

20% OFF ALL SPA TREATMENTS

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

B e gorgeous, be glamorous and 
be rejuvenated at AWAY Spa 
by W Bali – Seminyak. Open 
daily, the spa operates on the 

brand’s famous Whatever/Whenever 
time allowing guests to indulge, nourish, 
pamper and beautify anytime of the 
day or night. With an exquisite selection 
of five-star facilities including two vitality 
baths, wet and dry treatment areas, hair 
salon, hot stone bath, cold plunge and 
Re-Fuel area, W Bali’s AWAY Spa sets 
the standard for traditional and exotic 
treatments. Try something new with an 
outdoor spa experience in one of The 
Escape Cabanas, while for the ultimate 
detox experience don’t miss the Morning 
After signature massage designed for 
guests who wish to recover from a playful 
night out or to refuel for what’s next.

W Bali – Seminyak
Jalan Petitenget, Seminyak
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3613000106
E: awayspa.wbali@whotels.com
www.wbaliseminyak.com

AWAY® SPA
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SPA & WELLNESS SSEMINYAK

20% OFF À LA CARTE SPA MENU

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

S ituated within The Seminyak 
Beach Resort & Spa, a 
sophisticated resort in the 
heart of Seminyak, Kahyangan 

Spa is designed to pamper you from 
the moment you arrive. Enter the 
Balinese-inspired reception area and 
experience a deep sense of relaxation 
and peace. The spa’s treatment menu 
draws on inspiration from Indonesia’s 
time-honoured health and beauty 
rituals. All therapies use naturally 
sourced ingredients that have been 
adapted to address the effects of living 
in today’s fast-paced world. Singles 
and couples are treated in elegantly 
appointed treatment suites, some with 
stunning views of the Indian Ocean. 
Enjoy nourishing and pampering face, 
body and beauty treatments within the 
sanctuary of the spa, or choose to enjoy 
a little me time in the privacy of your own 
suite or private villa.

The Seminyak Beach Resort & Spa
Jalan Kayu Aya, Seminyak Beach

Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361730814

E: info@theseminyak.com
www.theseminyak.com

KAHYANGAN SPA
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SPA & WELLNESSS SEMINYAK

50% OFF ALL SPA TREATMENTS

- NOT VALID FOR SPA PACKAGE
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS 

Alila Seminyak
Jalan Taman Ganesha No. 9, Petitenget
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3613021888
E: seminyak@alilahotels.com
www.alilahotels.com/seminyak/spa-alila

O ne of Bali’s most captivating 
wellness and beauty 
destinations ensconced within 
the stunning Alila Seminyak 

hotel, Spa Alila offers exclusive and 
bespoke treatments using fresh local 
ingredients to promote rejuvenation, 
relaxation and a renewed sense of 
well-being. For pampering and total 
wellness, try the Half-day Escape. This 
half-day itinerary combines the Alila 
Seminyak Signature Massage with three 
treatment choices. Feel the magical touch 
on your skin of this 90-minute legendary 
rejuvenation therapy featuring an 
infusion of body melting techniques such 
as lomilomi, acupressure, deep tissue 
muscle movement and gentle stretching. 
Looking for a surprisingly different 
treatment? Try Spa Alila’s Mineral Ritual, 
a treatment specially created to destress 
that ends with a relaxing magnesium 
microbubble bath.

SPA ALILA
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SPA & WELLNESS SSEMINYAK

15% OFF ALL SPA TREATMENTS

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS

E xperience tranquillity at Spa 
Air where the highly trained 
therapists deliver treatments that 
promote a deep sense of calm, 

joy and serenity. Embracing a holistic 
approach to wellbeing, the treatments 
are delivered in airy nature-inspired 
treatment suites with a soaking bathtub, 
or in the privacy of your villa. Whether 
you are looking for a hot and cold stone 
energy treatment for a full body detox, 
a traditional Balinese Jamu Boreh with 
warming herbs, the signature Ayurveda 
Shirodara treatment, a couple’s Jepun 
Champagne ritual or even a standard 
body massage, there is something to 
suit everyone at Spa Air. For added 
indulgence, choose a combination spa 
treatment and dining package with a 
five-course gourmet French meal or a 
high tea.

Villa Air Bali Boutique Resort & Spa
Jalan Lebak Sari, Seminyak

Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361737378

E: reservation@villa-airbali.com
www.spaairbali.com

SPA AIR BALI
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Z anti The Retreat Spa is an oasis of 
calm and a haven of relaxation, 
pampering and blissful 
indulgence ensconced within 

the delightful Courtyard by Marriott Bali 
Seminyak Resort. Staffed by professional 
therapists, there are four light, airy and 
delightfully designed treatment rooms, 
including a spacious couple’s room 
complete with oversized bathtub. The spa 
menu is extensive with single treatments 
like body scrubs, body wraps, a range of 
traditional massages, facials, milk and 
flower baths, manicures and pedicures, 
or indulge in one of Zanti The Retreat 
Spa’s signature packages for a full spa 
experience. 

Courtyard by Marriott Bali Seminyak Resort
Jalan Camplung Tanduk No. 103 SP
Dhyana Pura, Seminyak
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3618499600
E: reservations.seminyak@courtyard.com
www.courtyardseminyak.com

ZANTI THE RETREAT 
SPA
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20% OFF ALL SPA TREATMENTS
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COMO SHAMBHALA 
RETREAT

COMO Uma Canggu
Jalan Pantai Batu Mejan, Canggu

Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3613022209

E: uma.canggu@comoshambhala.com
www.comohotels.com

C OMO Shambhala Retreat 
at COMO Uma Canggu is a 
wellness haven within a beautiful 
beachside resort that overlooks 

some of Bali’s best surf breaks. The retreat 
boasts a healthy living philosophy that 
embodies a deep-rooted approach to 
wellness, with holistic practices to nurture 
balance in body, mind and spirit. Guests 
are treated to a serene, predominantly 
white, space that brings a sense of peace 
and tranquillity. The retreat offers an 
extensive range of head-to-toe treatments 
that include Asian-inspired therapies, such 
as marma and massage, alongside classic 
beauty treatments administered by expert 
wellness practitioners. Bringing restoration 
and recovery, guests can indulge in the 
signature COMO Shambhala Massage or 
Taksu Massage for the best relaxation. The 
resort has also crafted a daily schedule 
of activities to complement the guest 
wellness experience.
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20% OFF ALL SPA TREATMENTS

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS

T ucked away in a verdant tropical 
jungle in Ubud, COMO Shambhala 
Estate’s focus is to help guests 
find a sense of peace through the 

process of learning and balancing. Unlike 
conventional spa destinations that focus on 
pampering, COMO Shambhala Retreat 
provides a total 360-degree experience 
tailored to each individual’s needs and 
offers comprehensive lifestyle, as well as 
healing, programmes to mend mind, body 
and spirit. To achieve these goals, the resort 
has various resident teachers and therapists 
who are hands-on in helping guests reach 
their targets. After an initial consultation, 
dynamic packages are created according 
to personal requirements, whether it is to 
get fit, detoxify, manage stress, or weight 
loss. To complete the holistic approach, the 
resort emphasises fresh cuisine, with COMO 
Shambala’s nutritionist liaising between the 
guests and the kitchen to ensure all personal 
specifics are taken care of.

COMO Shambhala Estate
Banjar Begawan, Gianyar
Bali 80571, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361978888
E: csestate@comoshambhala.com
www.comohotels.com

COMO SHAMBHALA 
RETREAT
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COMO SHAMBHALA 
RETREAT

COMO Uma Ubud
Jalan Raya Sanggingan, Ubud

Bali 80571, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361972448

E: uma.ubud@comoshambhala.com
www.comohotels.com

K nown for its calming spirituality, 
Bali has long been a top 
destination for those seeking 
to restore peacefulness from 

within. For this reason, COMO Group 
developed the renowned COMO 
Shambhala Retreat, designed for guests 
seeking improved health through yoga 
and related treatments. Delivered by 
highly trained therapists, a wide range 
of treatments are available. Numerous 
Asian-inspired massages, therapies 
and facials are available to suit every 
mood and need, delivered in peaceful 
treatment rooms. The open-air yoga 
pavilion sits high in the Tjampuhan Valley, 
offering dramatic views of the river far 
below. Here, daily classes or private 
yoga sessions are offered. Other facilities 
include four serene treatment rooms, a 
reflexology area, steam rooms, a gym 
and a 25m outdoor pool - all ready to 
complete your wellness experience.
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50% OFF ALL SPA TREATMENTS

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS

G uided by the simple philosophy 
“If you can eat it, you can 
apply it”, the award-winning 
DaLa Spa uses only the 

freshest edible local ingredients in its 
menu of age-old Indonesian beauty and 
therapeutic rituals. Discover old-world 
glamour at DaLa Spa in Alaya Dedaun 
Kuta and at Alaya Resort Ubud, where 
raw silk textiles, hand-blown glass lamps 
and traditional thatched roofs craft a 
timeless ambience. Honouring authentic 
healing and beautification, the spa’s 
expertly trained Balinese therapists 
utilise the natural bounty of organically 
grown produce sourced from the region 
and beyond to help relax, restore and 
rejuvenate your mind and body. Signature 
treatments include Manis Klepon, which 
features a foot ritual, Balinese massage, 
coconut with palm sugar body scrub, 
Pandanus body mask and the iconic 
Balinese seven flower bath.

Alaya Dedaun Kuta 
Jalan Raya Legian No. 123B, Kuta 
Bali 80361, Indonesia 
T. (+62) 361756276 
E: experience.kuta@dalaspa.com 
www.dalaspa.com

Alaya Resort Ubud 
Jalan Hanoman, Ubud 
Bali 80571, Indonesia 
T: (+62) 361972200 
E: experience.ubud@dalaspa.com 
www.dalaspa.com

DALA SPA
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F orest Spa supports the ancient 
healing arts of Indonesia with its 
expertly delivered and timeless 
wellness rituals and remedies. 

Nestled in the lush green hills of Ubud 
within the delightful Kamandalu Ubud, 
Forest Spa boasts a selection of valley-side 
treatment rooms, including intimate couple 
suites with private bathtubs. Dedicated 
to body, mind and spiritual rejuvenation, 
watch as the highly trained therapists make 
your treatment potions and concoctions 
using fresh local fruits and herbs combined 
with the highest quality pure essential oils 
and natural skincare products from Bali 
and around the world. The menu features 
treatments including the signature Balinese 
Massage, Serene Escape and Heavenly 
Touch. Complimentary morning yoga is 
also offered at resort’s Rumah Yoga to 
help expand your sensory awareness and 
bring forth positive energy.

Kamandalu Ubud 
Jalan Andong, Banjar Nagi, Ubud 

Bali 80571, Indonesia 
T: (+62) 361975825 

E: reservation@kamandaluresort.com 
www.kamandaluresort.com

FOREST SPA
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20% OFF ALL SPA TREATMENTS
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The Westin Resort & Spa Ubud, Bali
Jalan Lod Tunduh, Ubud
Bali 80571, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3613018989
E: resv.dpswr@westin.com
www.westinubud.com

E scape the ordinary and discover a 
legendary love story at Heavenly 
Spa by Westin. Located on the 
first floor of The Westin Resort & 

Spa Ubud, Bali, the spa offers an array of 
treatments, including signature treatments 
to recover from jet lag, as well as body 
massages, exfoliating scrubs and facials 
using fresh local ingredients prepared daily. 
All treatments and products are inspired by 
the Balinese elements, such as The Signature 
Heavenly Ritual for Couple Treatment - a 
spa experience that draws inspiration from 
the mythical Oleg Tamulilingan Balinese 
dance traditionally performed by a male 
and female dancer. The relaxing spa 
facilities feature five treatment rooms, 
four outdoor spa pavilions overlooking the 
natural scenery, a Jacuzzi and a steam 
room. There is also an open-air pavilion with 
stunning views of the surrounding landscape 
for early risers to partake in morning yoga 
and meditation classes. 

HEAVENLY SPA BY 
WESTIN
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30% OFF ALL SPA TREATMENTS
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N estled among the greenery 
in Sayan Valley, Four Seasons 
Resort Bali at Sayan is an 
award-winning destination 

that has captivated the hearts of many. 
In addition to offering luxurious comfort, 
the resort is home to The Sacred River 
Spa, a glorious wellness destination in 
the jungle. Located on the banks of the 
Ayung River, the spa is inspired by the 
ancient Balinese philosophy of Niskala 
and Sekala – the energy flow between the 
unseen and the seen. The Sacred River 
Spa focuses on cleansing, restoring and 
balancing the body’s seven key chakras so 
that physical and emotional energy can 
function at optimal levels. Along with its 
spa packages and traditional treatments, 
The Sacred River Spa is backed by a team 
of experts that offer an array of wellness 
services, such as Sacred Nap, Full Moon 
Yoga and Anti-Gravity Yoga.

Four Seasons Resort Bali at Sayan
Jalan Raya Sayan, Ubud

Bali 80571, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361977577

E: spa.ubu@fourseasons.com
www.fourseasons.com/sayan

THE SACRED RIVER SPA
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20% OFF ALL SPA TREATMENTS

- NOT VALID FOR SPA TREATMENTS USING ELEMIS 
PRODUCTS AND PURCHASE OF ELEMIS PRODUCTS
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L ocated within Padma Resort Ubud 
on the edge of a breathtaking 
river valley, The Spa welcomes 
guests to an experience full 

of authentic and intimate treatments 
delivered by impeccable therapists. 
Inspired by centuries-old Asian rituals and 
offering cutting-edge treatments, every 
experience is enhanced with prestigious 
spa product lines, including Elemis. Relax 
in one of The Spa’s beautifully appointed 
treatment suites and nurture mind, body 
and soul. A sophisticated sanctuary that 
inspires inner bliss, no holiday in Bali is 
complete without a few hours spent in 
Ubud, the island’s healing and cultural 
arts centre. Signature treatments include 
The Spa’s famous Royal Lulur body 
scrub, an ancient tradition loved by Java’s 
royalty for generations, and The Fruit 
Active Glow facial and Frangipani Petal 
Warm Oil Massage with its promise of 
blissful relaxation.

Padma Resort Ubud
Banjar Carik, Desa Puhu, Payangan, Ubud
Bali 80362, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3613011111
E: spa.ubud@padmahotels.com
www.padmaresortubud.com

THE SPA
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TANJUNG BENOA

E very wedding should be a truly 
magical day filled with memories 
and romance and shared with the 
ones we love. The Royal Santrian 

resort in Tanjung Benoa goes out of its 
way to ensure just that with personalised 
celebrations and bespoke arrangements, 
including customised floral arrangements 
and captivating accessories such as 
elegant birdcages, as well as exceptional 
accommodation and catering. Filled with 
memories to last a lifetime, a wedding at 
The Royal Santrian promises to be one-
in-a-million thanks to an incomparable 
setting and whimsical facilities. Choose 
the Ulu Shanti Wedding Pavilion or the 
expansive lawn, set against the backdrop 
of Nusa Dua’s pristine beach, float on 
the infinity pool or take your vows on 
the fabulous beach itself. Whatever you 
decide, The Royal Santrian’s team will 
ensure your expectations are exceeded.

The Royal Santrian Luxury Beach Villas
Jalan Pratama, Tanjung Benoa
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361778181
E: info@theroyalsantrian.com
www.theroyalsantrian.com

WEDDINGS AT 
THE ROYAL SANTRIAN 
LUXURY BEACH VILLAS

20% OFF WEDDING PACKAGES 
AND DINNER PARTY PLAN

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS
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ULUWATU

25% OFF WEDDING PACKAGES

- NOT VALID FOR FOOD & BEVERAGES
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS

Alila Villas Uluwatu
Jalan Belimbing Sari, Banjar Tambiyak, Pecatu

Bali 80364, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3618482166

E: uluwatuevents@alilahotels.com
www.alilahotels.com/uluwatu/weddings

S ituated atop the cliffs of Uluwatu 
and with breathtaking ocean 
views, Alila Villas Uluwatu offers a 
heightened level of personalised 

service and a creative approach to your 
celebration. Leading the trend in exclusive 
wedding celebrations, many brides 
and grooms secure the entire property, 
ensuring the ultimate in privacy and 
intimacy within the glamorous 65-pool 
villa resort. The professional events team, 
including the chefs, butlers and even the 
general manager, are always on hand to 
help with everything you need or desire. 
One of Bali’s most iconic structures, the 
cliff-edge cabana is equipped with the 
ultimate integrated wedding facility and 
boasts an opulent bridal villa, spacious 
function lawn and a prestigious setting 
with a capacity to cater your dream 
wedding ceremony and reception gala 
for up to 450 guests.

WEDDINGS AT
ALILA VILLAS 

ULUWATU
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10% OFF WEDDING PACKAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS

O ccupying a spectacular cliff 
top high above the Indian 
Ocean at the farthest extremes 
of an elevated limestone 

peninsula on Bali’s southernmost tip, Karma 
Kandara’s all-villa resort is blessed with 
the most exhilarating views imaginable, 
a seemingly limitless vista of ocean and 
sky. Continuing the Karma philosophy of 
providing guests with highly personalized 
service that signals genuine luxury, Karma 
offers a select portfolio of activities and 
entertainment both in the resort and 
throughout Bali, including planning and 
hosting your wedding day. With stunning 
wedding venues and a world-class location, 
celebrating love at Karma Kandara is 
memorable. Backed by a team of expert 
planners, the five-star venue offers a range 
of wedding packages to allow the bride- 
and groom-to-be to celebrate their special 
day, whether by the beach, overlooking the 
beach, poolside or above the water.

Karma Kandara
Jalan Villa Kandara, Banjar Wijaya Kusuma
Bali 80362, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3618482200
E: events@karmaresorts.com
www.karmakandara.com

WEDDINGS AT
KARMA KANDARA
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10% OFF WEDDING PACKAGES
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Renaissance Bali Uluwatu Resort & Spa
Jalan Pantai Balangan I No. 1, Ungasan 

Bali 80361, Indonesia 
T: (+62) 3612003588 

E: rhi.dpsuw.sales@renaissancehotels.com 
www.renaissancebali.com

R enaissance Bali Uluwatu 
Resort & Spa offers couples 
flawless destination weddings 
supported by an expert team. 

Choose from personalised packages with 
fabulous tailored catering at an array of 
delightful venues, including the dramatic 
Celebration Pavilion. In a serene part of 
the resort for greater privacy, this majestic 
venue is alongside the lower pool and 
tropical forests and offers a 360-degree 
view of the ocean from its floor-to-ceiling 
windows. Further venues around the 
resort include the Uluwatu Ballroom, the 
breathtaking Uluwatu Deck, Roosterfish 
Beach Club, the pool deck and the cliff-
top Presidential Villa. Whatever your 
choice, you are sure to have a wedding 
that perfectly suits you, designed to 
celebrate your union.

WEDDINGS AT 
RENAISSANCE BALI 

ULUWATU RESORT & SPA

ULUWATU
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SEMINYAK

The Seminyak Beach Resort & Spa
Jalan Kayu Aya, Seminyak Beach, Seminyak
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361730814
E: info@theseminyak.com
www.theseminyak.com

T he Seminyak Beach Resort & 
Spa is a sophisticated beachfront 
getaway in the heart of Seminyak, 
close to some of the island’s 

hottest venues and tables. The resort 
boasts elegantly appointed guest rooms, 
suites and villas designed to accommodate 
all the needs of your dream destination 
wedding. The Seminyak’s beachfront 
wedding pavilion is a multi-purpose venue 
for gatherings and celebrations, where 
opulent flower arrangements transform 
the setting into a romantic wedding 
chapel for up to 50 guests. Whether it’s a 
cocktail reception or a formal dinner, The 
Seminyak offers world-class dining options 
to suit your needs within its charming and 
lush landscape dotted with lily ponds 
and traditional thatched buildings. The 
Seminyak offers an attractive wedding 
package perfect for your special day, 
helping to create never to be forgotten, 
outstanding memories.

WEDDINGS AT
THE SEMINYAK BEACH 
RESORT & SPA

10% OFF WEDDING PACKAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS
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CANGGU

Plataran Canggu Bali Resort & Spa 
Jalan Pengubugan, Banjar Silayukti, Canggu

Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361411388 

E: canggu@plataran.com
www.plataran.com

A serene hideaway with true 
Balinese ambience, Plataran 
Canggu is a wonderful choice 
for a wedding and honeymoon. 

The beautiful Aurora Garden is a magical 
venue with its lush tropical greenery and 
wooden deck. Decorations can be rustic, 
or traditional – including Javanese or 
Balinese – for a picture-perfect setting. 
Brides and grooms can enjoy pre-
wedding spa treatments at Padma Spa, 
while on the day, the team’s attention 
to detail means you can just enjoy and 
celebrate your fairy tale ceremony. The 
reception can be a romantic dinner for 
two or a spectacular dinner, al fresco or 
in the historic classic joglo, for your family 
and friends. Whatever you choose, it will 
be a beautiful day to remember.

WEDDINGS AT 
PLATARAN CANGGU 
BALI RESORT & SPA

10% OFF WEDDING PACKAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS
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UBUD

10% OFF WEDDING PACKAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS

A beautiful setting and carefully 
crafted romantic moments is 
what Kamandalu Ubud is all 
about, making it the perfect place 

to embark on a new beginning or reaffirm 
your vows. Situated in the hills north of 
Ubud and surrounded by terraced rice 
paddies with a tropical valley below, 
Kamandalu Ubud has a reputation for 
warm hospitality and excellence. With 
the help of Kamandalu Ubud’s expert 
wedding coordinators, create a delightful 
experience with the minimum of stress 
and effort. Choose from Kamandalu’s 
Simple Elegant Wedding or Sweet 
Elegant Wedding Packages to ensure 
that your dream wedding is exactly how 
you imagined it. For the ultimate dinner 
experience, indulge in a six-course dinner 
under the stars surrounded by flickering 
candles in the timeless ambience of Alun-
Alun, the resort’s signature venue.

Jalan Andong, Banjar Nagi, Ubud 
Bali 80571, Indonesia 
T: (+62) 361975825 
E: reservation@kamandaluresort.com 
www.kamandaluresort.com

WEDDINGS AT 
KAMANDALU UBUD
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UBUD

2-NIGHT COMPLIMENTARY STAY FOR BRIDE AND GROOM IN A
ONE-BEDROOM DELUXE POOL VILLA WITH HONEYMOON SET UP 
UPON ARRIVAL, INCLUSIVE OF BREAKFAST

COMPLIMENTARY RELAXING AND REJUVENATING 2-HOUR
COUPLE MASSAGE AT CHAKRA SPA FOR THE BRIDE AND GROOM

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS

Samsara Ubud
Desa Kelusa, Payangan, Gianyar

Bali 80572, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3612091769

E: reservation@samsaraubud.com
www.samsaraubud.com

A n intimate retreat north of Ubud, 
Samsara Ubud is a beautiful 
boutique resort committed 
to creating intimate wedding 

experiences. Be it a renewal of vows or the 
big day itself, you are invited to make the 
most of Samsara Ubud’s secluded location, 
exceptional service and beautiful design. 
The wedding facilities, along with bespoke 
wedding and honeymoon packages, are 
designed to create memorable occasions. 
Couples can choose from a number of 
open spaces or the gravity-defying infinity 
pool, where a transparent walkway creates 
the illusion of walking on water. Samsara 
Ubud’s culinary team will customize the 
food and beverage menu and can cater 
bespoke cocktail receptions. A legal 
marriage ceremony can be arranged with 
document preparation and support from 
the friendly and knowledgably experienced 
wedding specialists.

WEDDINGS AT 
SAMSARA UBUD
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GIANYAR

Jalan Prof. Dr. Ida Bagus Mantra, Km. 19.9 
Gianyar
Bali 80515, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3612005899
E: info@rumahluwih.com
www.rumahluwih.com

D elight in a magnificent wedding 
at Rumah Luwih. Located 
on the lush, unspoiled east 
coast of Bali, the resort enjoys 

unparalleled scenic beauty overlooking 
one of Bali’s best beaches. Inspired by 
Dutch colonial houses, the resort boasts a 
grand European style, ideal for an opulent 
wedding. Offering various wedding 
venues, brides- and grooms-to-be can 
have their wedding outdoors or indoors. 
The Ocean Chapel is the resort’s primary 
landmark, overlooking the Indian Ocean 
and Nusa Penida, and can hold up to 
50 people. The Ballroom, meanwhile, 
is available for those looking to escape 
the heat. Adorned with floor-to-ceiling 
French-style doors, this space provides 
natural daylight and is tastefully designed. 
The resort is backed by a team of 
wedding planners, meaning a wedding at 
Rumah Luwih Bali is truly a celebration, as 
well as a luxurious romantic getaway.

WEDDINGS AT
RUMAH LUWIH

20% OFF WEDDING PACKAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS
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ENTERTAINMENT UBUD

20% OFF ALL ACTIVITIES AND FOOD & BEVERAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS

Jalan Raya Tegallalang, Gianyar
Bali 80561, Indonesia
T: (+62) 81227842083
E: alasharumagrotourism04@gmail.com
www.alasharum.com

ALAS HARUM AGRO 
TOURISM

L ocated only 20 minutes from central 
Ubud, Alas Harum Agro Tourism 
offers memorable experiences 
that complement a holiday in Bali. 

Surrounded by lush greenery, be the envy 
of your friends with perfect insta-moment 
photos taken at this exciting place. Amidst 
the breathtaking terraced rice fields, 
guests are invited to try the adventurous 
swing, zipline or sky bike. Or, if you’re in 
a leisurely mood, try the unique luwak 
coffee experience. Said to be one of the 
most expensive coffees in the world, guests 
get the chance to learn about and taste 
luwak coffee freshly brewed by an expert. 
In addition to these activities, Alas Harum 
is home to a great dining venue, where 
breakfast, lunch and dinner are served with 
mouth-watering dishes. Also, this venue 
offers various Instagrammable photo ops, 
from a glass house with glass floor, to 
bird’s nest, dancing bridge, a large gorilla 
face and pekak brayut.
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ENTERTAINMENTNUSA DUA

20% OFF 18-HOLE ROUND

10% OFF FOOD & NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS

The MAJ Nusa Dua
Nusa Dua Tourism Complex

Bali 80363, Indonesia
T: (+62) 8113898416

E: reservations@balinational.com
www.balinational.com

L ocated at The MAJ Nusa Dua, Bali 
National Golf Club is the ultimate 
destination for all golfers, whether 
you’re a beginner, a pro or just 

a casual weekend golfer looking for a 
relaxing Bali golf holiday. A mere 20 minutes 
from Ngurah Rai International Airport, 
the award-winning golf course offers a 
luxurious golfing experience with three 
distinct playing environments throughout 
the 18-hole course. Holes 1 through 9 are 
filled with tropical birds and feature creeks, 
canyons and native vegetation, whilst holes 
10 through 16 offer the golfer lush gently 
sculptured fairways through a mature 
grove. Finally, the island green hole 17 and 
lakeside hole 18 are the challenging finishing 
holes to test every golfer. Overlooking the 
last two holes are The Bali National Golf 
Villas with seven luxurious villas. Each villa 
can accommodate up to six guests and 
has a dedicated personal butler to tend to 
guests’ wishes.

BALI NATIONAL
GOLF CLUB
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ENTERTAINMENT NUSA DUA

30% OFF FOR ALL CATEGORIES
EXCEPT VIP CATEGORY

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS

D evdan Show, Treasure of the 
Archipelago, is a theatrical 
performance that treats the 
audience to classic and modern 

presentations of some of Indonesia’s 
exotic cultures and beauty. For tourists and 
residents alike, Devdan Show promises 
to impress watchers of all ages with an 
unforgettable sequence of performances 
that highlight Balinese, Sumatran and 
Javanese culture along with the stunning 
nature of Papua and Borneo. Held at the 
beautiful Bali Nusa Dua Theatre, your heart 
will race as you encounter an impressive 
costume show mixing brilliantly crafted 
hi-tech special effects and superb illusions 
with death-defying aerial acrobatics. 
Explore the authentic heritage and beauty 
of Indonesia through a magnificent 
arrangement of contemporary songs and 
dances, accented by thrilling action. This 
mega production is a must-see show, a 
truly once-in-a-lifetime experience.

Nusa Dua Tourism Complex
Bali 80363, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361770197
E: info@balinusaduatheatre.com
www.devdanshow.com

BALI NUSA DUA 
THEATRE
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ENTERTAINMENTBEDUGUL

FREE ENTRY TO SECRET GARDEN VILLAGE

20% OFF FOOD AND NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 
AT BEBEK TIMBUNGAN, THE LUWUS AND RICE VIEW

15% OFF ALL OEMAH HERBORIST PRODUCTS

15% OFF ALL BLACK EYE COFFEE PRODUCTS AND DRINKS

A fun edu-vacation destination, 
Secret Garden Village is an 
exciting, spacious landscape 
to explore in Baturiti, close to 

Bedugul and Ulun Danu temple. This 
mesmerising family destination blends 
Indonesia’s heritage with natural beauty 
and is home to wildlife education, rice 
field treks and performing arts, as well 
as Oemah Herborist mini beauty factory 
and store. Black Eye coffee demonstrates 
the coffee roasting process and offers 
cupping sessions alongside its café, while 
Rice View offers cooking classes, rice 
field views and a signature menu. Bebek 
Timbungan restaurant and The Luwus 
buffet and juice corner complete the food 
and drink options. Secret Chamber is ideal 
for events with 50 theatre seats, a pre-
function room, sound system, baby grand 
piano and garden amphitheatre.

Jalan Raya Denpasar Bedugul Km. 36
Mekarsari, Baturiti 

Bali 82191, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3682033363

E: info@secretgarden.co.id
www.secretgarden.co.id

SECRET GARDEN 
VILLAGE
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ENTERTAINMENT KUTA

15% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS

Jalan Imam Bonjol No. 467, Denpasar
Bali 80119, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361484085
E: reservations@wakahotelsandresorts.com
www.wakahotelsandresorts.com

W akaLandCruise, an exclusive 
Waka Excursion custom-
designed by Waka Hotels 
& Resorts, takes you to a 

rainforest camp and restaurant deep 
in the mountains of Bali on Gunung 
Batukaru, a journey of comfort, excitement 
and adventure. With maximum of five 
passengers, together with your host, you 
will travel comfortably in a legendary 
Land Rover Defender through the scenic 
countryside. This relaxing, mesmerising 
journey offers the opportunity to 
appreciate the island’s natural beauty and 
to experience island traditions as people 
work, pray, play and smile their cheerful 
hellos. Every journey is a photographic 
experience creating memories that will 
last a lifetime. The land cruise will stop by 
a small farm that grows vanilla, coffee 
and cocoa where you can enjoy a cup of 
coffee and cake.

WAKALANDCRUISE
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ENTERTAINMENTSANUR

15% OFF BEST AVAILABLE RATE

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS

A statement in style and luxury, the 
WakaSailing Catamaran is a 16m 
sailing vessel specially designed 
to deliver passengers across the 

Badung Strait to the WakaBeachClub 
on Nusa Lembongan Island off the 
eastern coast of Bali. Locally built on 
Serangan island, the vessel was designed 
by an Englishman and meticulously 
handcrafted by Balinese artisans. The 
WakaSailing Catamaran has a spacious 
indoor and outdoor seating area able to 
accommodate 35 persons. The voyage to 
the island takes about two hours’ motor 
sailing and guests will enjoy the leisurely 
ride as fresh, complimentary cakes, 
coffee, tea and soft drinks are served 
throughout the journey. On your way back 
from Nusa Lembongan to Bali, enjoy a 
sunset cruise complete with cool towel, 
sunset cocktail, and cheese and crackers.

Jalan Wisata Tirta I
Benoa Harbour, Denpasar

Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361484085

E: reservations@wakahotelsandresorts.com
www.wakahotelsandresorts.com

WAKASAILING
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ENTERTAINMENT KUTA

20% OFF SINGLE DAY PASS AT TICKETING COUNTER

ADDITIONAL 10% OFF SINGLE DAY PASS FOR ONLINE BOOKING 
USING PROMO CODE "BCA10"

- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS

L ocated in the heart of Kuta 
and consistently rated Asia’s 
best water park by Tripadvisor, 
Waterbom Bali is a magnet 

for fun-loving visitors who can safely 
enjoy some of the best water-based 
rides and attractions in the region. 
The internationally designed and 
constructed slides include the adrenalin 
pumping Smash Down 2.0, as well 
as Asia’s steepest slide – The Climax. 
For a more relaxing experience, try 
the Lazy River or hangout in a private 
gazebo in the expansive gardens. 
The world-class slides are built and 
maintained to strict international safety 
standards. Waterbom Bali is set within 
a landscaped sanctuary of gardens 
and prides itself on the extensive range 
of food available throughout the park. 
For a thrill packed fun-filled day out, 
Waterbom is sensational.

Jalan Kartika Plaza, Kuta
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T: (+62) 361755676
E: info@waterbom-bali.com
www.waterbom-bali.com

WATERBOM BALI
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SHOPPINGS SANUR

15% OFF ALL ITEMS

- VALID IN ALL SENSATIA BOTANICALS STORES IN BALI
- CANNOT BE USED FOR CORPORATE, ONLINE 

AND OR BULK ORDERS
- CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH OTHER PROMOTIONS

S ensatia Botanicals was founded 
in the fishing village of Jasri on the 
northeast coast of Bali in 2000, and 
initially produced soaps using natural 

produce. From these humble beginnings, 
Sensatia Botanicals has grown to a range 
of over 100 products, including skincare, 
hair treatment and sun protection, sold 
throughout Indonesia and exported globally. 
Dedicated to excellence and committed to 
the community, Sensatia Botanicals sources 
high-quality ethically sound ingredients 
from around the world and helps in fighting 
climate change by selective sourcing and 
actively encouraging the recycling and re-
use of its bottles. Throughout Bali, the stores 
sell luxury products, including soaps, body 
lotions, washes and butters, essential oils, 
face creams, masks and serums, bath salts, 
shampoos and conditioners, as well as gift 
packs. Shop Sensatia Botanicals products in 
Karangasem, Ubud, Denpasar, Seminyak, 
Kuta, Sanur, Canggu, Jimbaran and Nusa Dua.

Jalan Danau Tamblingan No. 121, Sanur
Bali 80228, Indonesia
T: (+62) 3614491653
www.sensatia.com

SENSATIA BOTANICALS
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Buy, Rent and Sell with us Today

“Villa Rental & Property Management Service”

www.exquisite-realestate.com
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Buy, Rent and Sell with us Today

“Villa Rental & Property Management Service”

www.exquisite-realestate.com
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